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Dental erosion is a pandemic affecting 3.6 billion people in the world. Over 95 % of enamel is 
composed of calcium hydroxyapatite (HAP). Enamel is acellular, and as a result of our lifestyle 
and daily wear and tear this HAP is irreparably damaged. Currently the main treatment for this 
damage is a metal or porcelain filling which loses adhesion over time creating larger dental 
carries. To develop a method that can regenerate natural enamel would provide an evasive 
alternative to the current dental methods and help stop the dental erosion pandemic. 
In nature, the growth and nucleation of HAP during enamel formation is regulated by a protein 
called amelogenin. The protein has hydrophilic-hydrophobic polarity which allows the protein 
to assemble and has a phosphinic acid group on serine-16 that is crucial in growth and regulation 
of HAP. Taking inspiration from this protein, self-assembling block copolymers could be used as 
a synthetic alternative. The benefit of using synthetic polymers in enamel restoration and 
erosion prevention is that the promotion of CaP can be tuned by changing the functional groups 
and size of the polymer easily by using controlled radical polymerisation (CRP). They also provide 
an inexpensive alternative to using protein induced mineralisation methods.  
Block copolymers can be formed by CRP. They have been useful in many applications such as 
drug delivery due their ability to form self-assembled structures such as micelle and cylinders. 
In previous research on dental erosion the focus has been on the ability of polymers to prevent 
enamel erosion however their ability to promote HAP growth has not been yet investigated.  
Here phosphonic and carboxylic acids containing block copolymers have been synthesised 
through ring opening polymerisation (ROP) and reversible addition fragmentation chain-transfer 
(RAFT) polymerisation in order to form self-assembled structures that promote HAP growth and 
prevent erosion. PEG-poly(heptenolactone) and PEG-polycaprolatone-poly(heptenolactone) 
containing carboxylic acids and phosphonate moieties were synthesised using PEG and PEG-
polycaprolatone as initiators.  
In the RAFT polymerisation , phosphonate monomer di(methacryloyloxy)methyl phosphonate 
(MAPC1), tert-butyl methacrylate (TBuMA), hydroxyethylmethacrylate (HEMA) and 2-
(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate (DMAE) were polymerised with methyl methacrylate 
(MMA). The resulting polymers were coupled with PEG through esterification and then further 
polymerised with a second monomer to give a triblock copolymer. Many of the triblock 
copolymers had critical micelle concentrations and dispersities which were determined through 
fluorescence spectroscopy and gel permeation chromatography respectively. 
The morphology of nine polymers were explored further though transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). It was found that PMMA-b-PMAPC1acid-b-PEG, PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA-b-
PEG, PDMAE-b-PMMA-b-PEG all formed spheres between 25 to 50 nm. PHEMA-b-PMMA-b-PEG 
formed a mixture of short cylinders (worms) and spheres (20 nm and 35 nm respectively) and 
PMAPC1-b-PEG, PMAPC1acid-b-PEG and PMAA-b-PMMA-b-PEG did not self-assemble. The 
ability of block copolymers to promote CaP growth was analysed by dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) as a preliminary test. Of these polymers, PMMA-b-PMAPC1 acid-b-PEG, PMAPC1acid-b-
PMMA-b-PEG, PHEMA-b-PMMA-b-PEG and PMAPC1acid-b-PEG promoted the precipitation CaP. 
PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA-b-PEG, on the other hand, did not. PMMA-b-PMAPC1 acid-b-PEG was 
taken forward and the morphology of the CaP was view under scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The SEM micrographs showed a ball-like 
matrix of CaP which was confirmed electron dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS). The TEM 
micrographs also show the ball-like matrix and electron diffraction was also utilized and showed 
that these structures are amorphous. 
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The PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA-b-PEG, PHEMA-b-PMMA-b-PEG and PMAPC1acid-b-PEG polymers 
were taken to investigate their ability to protect enamel against acid erosion. Profilometry was 
used to measure the loss of enamel and SEM was used to observe changes in the enamel surface. 
PHEMA-b-PMMA-b-PEG and PMAPC1acid-b-PEG provided an acid resistant covering over the 
enamel resulting in a reduction in enamel loss, however PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA-b-PEG showed 
minimal reduction. 
This work has displayed the potential for block copolymers to be a prospective candidate in 
enamel restoration. However how the polymer controls CaP precipitation needs to be explored 
further. In particular, how many phosphonic and hydroxyl groups are needed to promote CaP 
growth. It would also be essential to determine the stability of the amorphous CaP form with 







Dental erosion is a pandemic affecting 3.6 billion people globally and specifically acid erosion is 
caused by dietary intake. Acid erosion occurs when the environment inside the mouth becomes 
acidic for a prolonged period of time and as a result the mineral, hydroxyapatite, in the enamel 
is dissolved. Initially the damage is not easily detected by eye and by the time it is visible the 
damage is done. The layer below the enamel, dentine, is exposed and causes tooth sensitivity. 
Enamel formation is regulated by a protein, amelogenin, however once the enamel is matured 
this protein is degraded. Mature enamel contains no living cells thus damage caused by acid 
erosion is irreversible. Commercially available toothpastes and mouthwashes contain fluoride 
to prevent acid erosion. A disadvantage to these products is they contain a limited amount of 
fluoride as too much fluoride can lead to fluorosis in the most severe cases. Once the dentine 
layer is exposed, dentist fill the eroded area with a composite filling which is an invasive, painful 
treatment, that usually has to be repeated after a number of years. Acid erosion is also a major 
issue in young children. In 2018, children in the UK consumed the equivalent of 4800 sugar cubes 
a year and one of the main causes of child hospitalisation is tooth extraction.  
In dentistry there has been an increased interest in the restoration of enamel. There has been 
evidence that proteins found in saliva can be used in growing new hydroxyapatite, however this 
would be too expensive to mass produce. Others have used amorphous calcium phosphate, the 
precursor to hydroxyapatite, to influence the growth of the mineral. This has been proven 
successful however the size and shape is difficult to control. Another approach was to take 
inspiration from the structure of amelogenin and produce polymers, with similar characteristics. 
Amelogenin has a self-assembled structure and contains an acidic phosphorous group which 
stabilises the calcium phosphate and controls the growth of hydroxyapatite. It was found that 
copolymers containing an acidic phosphorous group protected enamel from acid erosion. 
However, the structure and the ability of the polymer to growth calcium phosphate was not 
examined.  
This thesis aims to make a library of different copolymers that can promote the growth of HAP 
to restore a lesion and protect the enamel from acid erosion. The copolymers produce contains 
hydrophobic (water-hating), hydrophilic (water-loving) and charged polymer blocks that are 
chemically bonded together. When these copolymers are placed in water they self-assemble to 
form a variety of structures such as spheres and worms. The structure of the copolymers can be 
seen using scanning and transmission electron microscopy techniques. It was found that a 
copolymer with the structure of hydrophilic-acidic phosphorous group-hydrophobic block 
formed spheres and promoted the growth of amorphous calcium phosphate. However, it did 
not mineralise hydroxyapatite nor protect the enamel from acid attack. An acidic phosphorous 
copolymer that did not self-assemble and an alcohol based copolymer that self-assembled into 
worms promoted the growth of calcium phosphate and protected enamel from acid attack. 
Future work could consist of testing the ability of the copolymer to mineralise hydroxyapatite 
while it is a film covering enamel from acid erosion. The copolymer could provide an inexpensive 
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ATRP atom transfer radical polymerisation 
BAPOS phenylbis(2,4,6-trimethylbenzoyl)phosphine oxide 
BSE back scattered electrons 
CaP calcium phosphate 
cmc critical micelle concentration 
CPAD 4-cyano-4-(phenylcarbonothioylthio)pentanoic acid 
CPID 2-cyano-2-propyl benzodithioate 




DMAE 2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate 
DMAP 4-(Dimethylamino)pyridine 
DPP dentin phosphophoryn 
EDC N-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-N′-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride 
EDX energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy 
Et al. et alia (and others) 
Et3N triethyl amine 
ɛ-CL ɛ-caprolactone 
FAP fluorohydroxyapaptite 
FRP free radical polymerisation 
GPC gel permeation chromatography 
HAP hydroxyapatite 
HCl hydrochloric acid 
HEMA hydroxyethyl methacrylate 
IPA propan-2-ol 
MAA methacrylic acid 
MAPC1 di(methacryloyloxy)methyl methacrylate 
MAPC1acid di(methacryloyloxy)methyl phosphonic acid 
MCiPA 1-Mercapto-2-propionic acid 
MCPA 3-Mercaptopropionic acid 
MMA methyl methacrylate 
Mn number average molecular weight 
Mn(OAc)2 manganese Acetate 
MOEP methacryloyloxyethylphosphate 
Mw weight average molecular weight 
PAA poly(acrylic acid) 
PCL poly(caprolactone) 
PDMAE poly(2-(dimethylamino)ethyl methacrylate) 
PEG poly(ethylene glycol) 




PHEL(S) poly(β-6-heptenolactone-(3-mercaptopropionic acid) 
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PTBuMA poly(tert-butyl methacrylate) 
RAFT reversible addition fragmentation chain-transfer 
ROP ring Opening Polymerisation 
SEM scanning electron microscopy 
TBuMA tert-butyl methyacrylate 
TEM transmission electron microscopy 
THF tetrahydrofuran 
TMSBr trimethylsiylbromide 












In this thesis the following compounds are given abbreviations due to their high appearance 
throughout a chapter.  











Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Structure of enamel 
Enamel is the outmost layer of the tooth and is the hardest mineralized tissue.1,2 Enamel protects 
the crown of the tooth and the softer dentine layer and is strong enough to withstand 








Enamel is comprised of 95 % by weight of hydroxyapatite (HAP) which is a mineralised form of 
calcium phosphate (CaP). HAP in enamel exists as a non-stoichiometric carbonated crystal form, 
(Ca10-x(PO4)6-x(CO3)x(OH)2-x, where x is between 0 and 2. 8–10 The Ca2+ ions can be substituted Na+ 
and Mg2+ ions and the OH- ions replaced with fluoride ions.9,11 This dynamic exchange of ions 
causes the physical properties of enamel to be constantly changing. For instances when the 
fluoride is substituted for the hydroxyl groups, the HAP become more crystalline and less 
soluble.12,13 The thickness of enamel is 1-2 mm and is made up of elongated rods that are 25 – 
100 nm in diameter however can be up to 100 nm -100 μm in length.7,14,15 The HAP crystals are 
arranged in highly structured hexagonal prisms which are 300 – 400 nm in length (Figure 1.2).1 
These prisms give enamel good mechanical properties, which allows large forces to be exerted 
when mastication occur. The mechanical properties are shown in the it’s young’s modulus and 









Figure 1.1 An annotated structure of the tooth. 
Figure 1.2 SEM image of HAP enamel prism. Picture taken from Kniep et al.7 
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1.2. Proposed mechanism for the formation of hydroxyapatite (HAP) 
The formation of the complex structure of enamel is regulated by proteins and is a complicated 
process. Many have investigated the mechanism of the nucleation of enamel HAP but still more 
insight is needed to determine the process. However there has been extensive studies on the 
crystallisation of synthetic HAP which has aided the formation of theories on of the nucleation 
of HAP in enamel. There are multiple routes to crystallisation but the classical and non-classical 
theories will be discussed here. In the classical theory, crystals are formed by monomer by 
monomer addition of simple chemical species to a stable nucleus.17 The formation of the nuclei 
is a result of overcoming the free energy barrier to nucleation, this barrier is lower in 
supersaturated solutions. Ostwald described the growth that the nuclei goes through as a 
thermodynamic process where the kinetically favoured nuclei are formed first and then are 
dissoluted and added to the more thermodynamically stable nuclei (Ostwald ripening).18 The 
non-classical theory of crystallisation is one that exhibits a multi-stage process in which ion 
clusters interact to form more stable structures.19  
Habraken et al. investigated the mechanisms behind the nucleation of synthetic HAP through a 
variety of in situ techniques. The authors describe the nucleation of HAP in terms of both 
classical and the non-classical theories of crystal nucleation. It was found that clusters of calcium 
triphosphate ions associate and aggregate to form branched polymeric structures (Figure 1.3A). 
The polymeric structures then take up calcium in order to form amorphous calcium phosphate 
(ACP) where these structures form 1.2 nm clusters (Figure 1.3B). The continued calcium intake 











Habraken et al. could not explain the formation of ACP by the classical nucleation theory directly. 
However, it was shown that with the presence of pre-nucleation complexes lower the 
thermodynamic barrier to nucleation.19 Habraken and coworkers described the mechanism as 
an “extended nucleation theory”.19 Regardless of the work carried out by Habraken et al. being 
significant in the mineralisation field, there is much to learn about the biomineralisation of HAP 
such as proteins that are incorporated in the process. It is unknown is if the crystallisation of 
biological systems follow a similar route to make such complexes.  
Figure 1.3 The mechanism of aggregation. Pre-nucleation complexes in solution from branched polymeric assembles 
through reaction limiting aggregation (A). Nucleation of ACP occurs through the binding of additional calcium ions 
and increased aggregation results in ACP spheres (c). Further uptake of calcium results in ribbons of calcium 




1.3. Proteins in the biomineralisation of enamel 
Proteins are macromolecules which are composed of a primary sequence of amino acids. 
Proteins can self- assemble and form more complex structures such as α – helices and β-pleated 
sheets. Proteins are involved in many biological processes such as biomineralisation. 
Biomineralisation is the process in which living organisms produce minerals. The processes in 
which enamel HAP is biomineralisation is called amelogenesis. Amelogenesis comprises of four 
stages; the presecretory, secretory, transition and maturation which are defined by the life cycle 
of the ameloblasts.20,21 The process of biomineralisation of enamel starts at the dentine-enamel 
junction, where the ameloblasts differentiate and develop a secretory specialisation. In the 
secretory stage a extracellular protein matrix is secreted and HAP crystals grow in a controlled 
manor and the enamel starts to thicken.4 Once the enamel layer is established, the transition 
and maturation stages start. In these stages the enamel grows in width and thickens. As the 
enamel grows the protein matrix begins to degrade and the maturing enamel fills extracellular 
space the protein matrix occurpied.4 After the enamel has fully matured there is no protein 
matrix left and the enamel becomes abiotic.  
 
The extracellular protein matrix that was secreted by the ameloblasts in the secretory stage 
mainly consists the protein amelogenin. It has been reported that amelogenin is key in the 
organisation of the enamel prism, control of crystal size, the regulation of elongated crystal 
growth and enamel thickness.4,22 It should be noted that due to amelogenin being a labile 
protein, a crystal structure is yet to be determined. However, Diekwisch et al. have performed 
solid-state 1H NMR spectroscopic studies to determine the structure of the N and C termini of 












The structure of amelogenin is important to the biomineralisation of HAP. The primary structure 
of the protein has hydrophobic-hydrophilic polarity which enables the protein to self-assemble 
into different structures.4 It has been reported that removing the hydrophilic C terminus of the 
protein decreases its affinity for HAP crystals.24,25 While the C terminus is hydrophilic, the N 
terminus is hydrophobic and contains a single phosphate group. This is thought to be involved 
with the protein - calcium phosphate interactions and contributes to amelogenin’s ability to 
stabilize the calcium HAP precursor, amorphous CaP.4 This theory was reinforced by Shaw et al. 
when they investigated leucine-rich amelogenin polypeptides. Even though the amelogenin was 
still able to bind to the calcium HAP without phosphorylated serine, the binding of the N-
terminus was stronger when the serine was phosphorylated.26,27  
 
There are two proposed mechanisms for amelogenin regulated calcium HAP mineralization. In 
the classical approach, the protein has an affinity to bind to octacalcium phosphate at the (010) 
face rather than the (100), inhibiting growth on the (010) face and promoting growth of 
Figure 1.4 Computer generated structure from 6 lowest conformers of amelogenin based on solid state NMR 
reproduced from Diewisch et al.23 
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elongated rods.7 In the non-classical mechanism, amelogenin binds to amorphous calcium 
phosphate and assembles into intermediate pre-nucleation clusters before going on to form the 
organised HAP crystals.4 
 
Dentin phosphoryn (DPP) is also present during tooth formation. It is an aspartic acid-serine rich 
protein which is important in the formation of HAP in dentine.4,28,29 The aspartyl and seryl 
residues comprise 75 % of the amino acid residues in the protein and 85 % of the seryl residues 
are phosphorylated.28 Similarly like amelogenin the structure of the protein cannot be fully 
characterised.4,28 DPP is a labile protein however it has been assumed that upon binding with 
Ca2+ ions, the protein forms β-sheet structures which could be used as templates for oriented 
crystal growth.28 Furthermore, the DPP proteins have two mineral-binding sites as a result the 
protein can bind to Ca2+ ions through the phosphorylated serine and aspartic acid. As well as 
binding to the PO43- through the hydroxyl groups on the seryl residues.28,29  
 
1.4. Demineralisation – remineralisation of enamel 
The increased consumption of soft drinks has made dental erosion a more apparent problem, 
with 3.6 billion people worldwide suffering from tooth decay with 486 million children with 
erosive lesions on their permanent teeth.30,31 Enamel erosion is caused by acidic beverages and 
fruit that are consumed in one’s daily diet. This introduces an acidic oral environment, where 
the enamel is demineralised. Demineralisation is the process in which mineral ions are removed 
from HAP. The extent of this process depends on many factors such as the acid which is attacking 
the enamel and the concentration of calcium in the saliva. The acids which are consumed in 
one’s diet are usually weak acids such as citric and phosphoric acids. The acid dissociates in the 
water and forms H+ ions, these then bind with the carbonate or phosphate ion located at the 
surface of the enamel and removes them. This would be the only pathway to demineralisation 
for a strong acid such as HCl. However with weak acids such as citric acid which contains 
carboxylates, they can directly bind to the Ca+ ions of HAP. The carboxylate and phosphonate 
groups have multiple binding sites, which allows for stronger binding to the calcium ions (Figure 
1.5). The ability for the anion to bind to the calcium in HAP is dependent on their pKa, for 
example, acetic acid binds less effectively than citric acid as its pKa is higher and only has one 
hydrogen dissociation. Whereas there is potential for three hydrogens to dissociate from citric 
acid meaning three binding sites. Phosphoric acid also has 3 hydrogen dissociation constants 
and like citric acid can cause damage at higher pHs. Acids which contain a hydroxyl group can 





Demineralisation itself is a reversible process and to minimise the extent of mineral loss, enamel 
needs to exist in an environment which favours remineralisation. Saliva is an extracellular fluid 
excreted by glands in the mouth that has the ability to remineralise enamel. At physiological pH, 
saliva is supersaturated with calcium species which includes phosphates, bicarbonates and 
apatites. Salvia has two main roles when remineralising enamel, it provides calcium and 
phosphate ions to the mineral-deficient legions and also acts as a buffer to increase the pH back 
to physiological conditions. However the saliva mineralisation is a slow process and is limited to 
Figure 1.5 Scheme of a citrate ion binding to a calcium ion when two hydrogens have dissociated. 
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the surface of the enamel.5,32 Saliva also contains salivary phosphoproteins which help regulate 
the diffusion of the ions into the mineral-deficient legions and prevents demineralisation on the 
healthy areas of enamel. In addition the proteins create a covering on the enamel surface which 
contains an excess of calcium and phosphate ions. When the pH decreases it provides not only 
a protected layer but also readily available source of calcium and phosphate ions for 
remineralisation. 29 
Saliva also contains fluoride ions which can help decrease the effects of demineralisation. This 
knowledge has lead to fluoride-containing toothpastes and mouthwashes being used in order 
to prevent enamel erosion. The fluoride ions can be substituted for the hydroxyl groups in the 
mineral to form fluorohydroxyapaptite (FAP). By incorporating the fluoride ions, the enamel 
becomes less soluble, resulting in the mineral becoming more resistant to acid attack. However 
for fluoride to be incorporated into the mineral the levels of calcium and phosphate ions need 
to be sufficient so that FAP can grow. In commercial products, one way to ensure this is to 
include casein phosphopeptide and amorphous calcium phosphate in the products.12,33 This 
provides a supersaturation of calcium and phosphate with respect to the enamel which 
enhances remineralisation. However incorporating fluoride does not help serve 
demineralisation legions and overcompensating with fluoride can lead to dental fluorosis. When 
demineralisation occurs composite fillings are used to fill the lesion which is an invasive and 
temporary treatment. Non-fluoride based alternatives to enamel erosion have been explored 
such as using polymers films.34,35  
1.5. Method of enamel remineralisations 
The area of enamel remineralisation has been researched extensively. However the natural 
remineralisation of enamel is challenging because enamel is abiotic and therefore it cannot 
repair itself like bone.29 The techniques in enamel remineralisation need to be able to crystallise 
HAP that has similar mechanical properties to that as natural enamel, this would mean that 
precipitating calcium phosphate would not be sufficient. To ensure that the synthetic HAP has 
similar mechanical properties to natural HAP, the remineralisation methods have to regrow the 
apatite rods in enamel or promote epitaxial nucleation on top of existing enamel. Self-
assembling poly peptides have been explored as a method to remineralise enamel. Proteins are 
crucial in the regulation of the formation of enamel. Kirkham et al. design a self-assembling 
peptide which contained three glutamic acids in the peptide sequence. The peptide formed a β-
sheets when solvated. The peptide was mixed with gelatine to form a peptide scaffold that was 
painted onto an enamel disc.36 This disc was place in acid solution followed by a crystallisation 
mixture of CaCl2 and KH2PO4. The results showed that the peptide was able to remineralise 
enamel. Leucine-rich amelogenin peptides have promoted directional crystal growth of HAP 
along the c-axis, which also occurs in amelogenesis.37,38 The structure of the leucine-rich peptide 
comprises of the C- and N- termini of amelogenin which are responsible for binding to and 
directing the growth of the mineral. The disadvantage to amelogenin peptides mediated 
remineralisation is that it takes a long period of time to occur, making it an unsuitable 
alternative.29 However, another method is using ACP which is the precursor to HAP. ACP has 
been used with casein phosphopeptide (as briefly mentioned above) which works by the protein 
being able to stabilize the calcium and phosphate in solution.11 More recently Shao and co-
workers have synthesised calcium phosphate ion clusters by the evaporation of triethylamine. 
These clusters were 1.5 nm in diameter and were placed on a demineralised lesion on a tooth. 
The calcium phosphate ion clusters spontaneously transformed into ACP.39 The tooth was placed 
in a simulated oral fluid and the results show epitaxial growth of new HAP which was identical 
to the native enamel.39 However this growth was limited to 2.8 μm which is dependent on the 
stability of ACP.  
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 A potential method in remineralising enamel is the use of block copolymers. Block copolymers 
have the ability to self-assemble to higher ordered structures like proteins and functional groups 
can be easily incorporated. This would give a method of remineralisation that can be easily fine-
tuned to promote the growth of epitaxial HAP. This could be done by using a block copolymer 
which has self-assembled into cylinders, this morphology could then be used to promote 
direction growth by confining the nucleation inside the cylinder.40 Block copolymers have not 
yet been targeted the remineralisation of enamel however they have proven useful in offering 
enamel protection from acid attack.34  
1.6. Block copolymers 
Block copolymers are Janus materials, they consist of two or more chemically different 
homopolymers that are covalently bonded together.41 These copolymers are being broadly 
researched in many areas such as drug delivery, sensors and films.42–44 When the block 
copolymer is solvated it self-assembles into different structures that contain distinct domains of 
each homopolymer.41 The self-assembly of block copolymers is a thermodynamic process and is 
driven by the entropy gain that the solvent obtains as a result of solvophobic segment 
withdrawing from the solvent, this causes a decreases in interfacial free energy between the 
solvent and solvophobic block.45 The self-assembling nature of the block copolymers gives rise 
to interesting morphologies such as micelles. By changing the molar ratio of the homopolymers 
and the solvent, it is possible to access other morphologies such as the lamellae phase (Figure 
1.6). Furthermore, the self-assembled structure can be predicted by using the Flory-Huggins 











Micelles are used in a plethora of applications, and especially in drug delivery systems, partly 
because they can be used in the encapsulation of drugs.47 Amphiphilic block copolymers do not 
form micelles until the critical micelle concentration (cmc) is reached. The cmc is both solvent 
and temperature dependant. The formation of micelles is directed by two opposing forces; the 
repulsive forces of the insoluble blocks and the attractive forces between soluble blocks. Micelle 
formation is favourable above the cmc because it minimises unfavourable solvent interactions. 
The shape of the micelle is dependent on the length of both the A and B parts of the diblock and 
can be described by the packing parameter, p (Equation 1.1).48,49 When there is high curvature 
and a large molar ratio of A then a spherical micelle will form (𝑝 <  
1
3
), for medium curvature 






) will form and lastly for a small molar 
ratio of A and low curvature a polymersome (polymer vesicle, 
1
2
< 𝑝 > 1) will form.49 While 
solvated, micelle stability is dependent on the solvophobic part of the copolymer, the longer it 
is, the lower the cmc and the more stable the micelle is.50 
 
Figure 1.6 Morphologies accessed through diblock copolymer self-assembly, block A is purple segment and block B is 
the green segment. 
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Equation 1.1 The packing parameter equation of micellar morphology, v = volume of the core block, a0 = interfacial 
area, lc =length of core block 
Block copolymers can be synthesised by a multitude of ways including atom transfer 
polymerisation (ATRP), however ring opening polymerisation (ROP) and reversible-addition 
fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerisations are the focus.51–54 In ROP, a macroinitiator 
is formed first, then another monomer is added to the solution and the polymerisation occurs. 
Whereas in RAFT polymerisation, the more reactive monomer is added to the RAFT agent and 
the polymerisation begins, then sometime after, the second monomer is added.  
 
Many have accessed the different micellar morphologies by increasing the Mn of the 
homopolymers within the block copolymer.55–57 In literature, RAFT dispersion polymerisation is 
the method of choice for polymer induced self-assembly, as the soluble polymer’s Mn increases, 
the chain becomes increasingly insoluble which in turns drive self-assembly.58,59 Armes et al. 
uses aqueous RAFT dispersion polymerisation to synthesis 
poly(methacryloxymethylphosphonate-co-benzyl methacrylate)((PMPx-PBzMAy) with differing 
Mn of the homopolymers to determine the morphology change of the block copolymer in 
solution. The results showed that the micellar morphology changes from small spheres to 
cylinders (worms) to vesicles, with PMP42-PBzMA300 forming large spheres.60 From these results 
a phase diagram was constructed and showed the most prevalent morphologies of the block 
copolymers are spheres and vesicles.60  
 
Charge polymers can influence the crystal growth of minerals, in this literature the effect of two 
block copolymers were investigated in relation to its occlusion into calcite, a polymorph of 
calcium carbonate. It was found that the vesicles and worm assemblies of PMPAx-
BzMAy(Poly(methacryloxymethyl-phosphonic acid-co-benzyl methacrylate) had greater effect 
on occlusion into calcite than its non-ionic counterpart. Moreover, the effect of occlusion into 















The nucleation of calcium HAP by block copolymers has also been reported in literature 
particularly as bone scaffolds, however none has explored the morphology of the block 
copolymers and how it effects calcium HAP nucleation in enamel.35,61–64  There is still a need to 
produce a reminersalisation technique that is able to grow synthetic HAP similar to of that found 
in native enamel. The growth of HAP still needs to be perfected and be clinically and 
commercially viable. Self- assembling block copolymers provide an inexpesive remineralisation 
method that can be easily fine tune to give the best HAP nucleation conditions. Their ability to 
self-assemble into different structures could regulate the growth of HAP similar to proteins such 
as amelogenin.  
  
Figure 1.7 Optical micrograph and corresponding SEM images for a series of CaCo3 crystals with either (a) 0.010 % 
w/w or (b) 0.005 % w/w PMPA-PBzMA or PMP-PBzMA diblock copolymer. The reference image are from calcite 





The overall aim of this thesis was to synthesise a library of self assembling block copolymers that 
were able to nucleate hydroxyapatite for the remineralisation of enamel. It was planned to 
investigate the incorporation of hydroxy, acids and amine groups into block copolymers 
synthesised by ROP and RAFT polymerisation and characterised them by gel permeation 
chromatography (GPC) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). The block copolymer 
morphology would be investigated to determine if self-assembly affects nucleation. The material 
precipitated by the polymer would be examined through scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 
energy dispersive Xray spectroscopy (EDS), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and 
electron diffraction to confirm the chemical composition and crystallinity of the material. Lastly, 
the secondary aim was to investigate the ability of the block copolymers to protect the enamel 
from acid attack and to see if self-assembly helps with acid resistance. 
 
In Chapter 2 it was planned to synthesise a series of polyesters block copolymers by ROP. The 
polymerisation of ɛ-caprolactone (ECL) by a PEG-b-poly(heptenolactone) (PEG-b-PHEL) 
macrointiator would be investigated and the resultant polymer would be functionalised through 
hydrophosphorylation with Mn(OAc)2 and thiol-ene click chemistry. In Chapter 3 a series of 
diblock and triblock copolymers containing carboxylic acid, amine and hydroxyl groups would be 
prepared by RAFT polymerisation. Furthermore, a collection of novel block copolymers 
containing di(methacryloyloxy)methyl methacrylate (PMAPC1) would be synthesised by a two-
step polymerisation and PEGylation. The critical micelle concentration of both the ROP and RAFT 
polymerisation synthesised copolymers would be determined through dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) and TEM to observe the polymer morphology. In chapter 4 the ability of the copolymers 
synthesised in chapter 3 would be studied to see if their self-assembled structures influenced 
the nucleation of HAP. This would be determined through preliminary experiments with DLS. 
SEM, TEM and EDX would then be used to confirm the morphology of precipitated material and 
finally electron diffraction to determine its crystallinity. Lastly the copolymer’s ability to protect 
enamel from acid attack would be explored with the use of surface profilometry and SEM. 
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Chapter 2 Ring opening polymerisation (ROP) 
2.1. Introduction 
2.1.1. Polymerisation mechanisms 
Traditionally, polymerisations are separated into two groups depending on their growth 
mechanisms, they are chain- and step-growth polymerisations. The latter is used to produce 
polyesters and polyamide based polymers by the elimination of a small molecule, such as water. 
In step-growth polymerisations, bifunctional monomers such as dicarboxylic acids and diols 
react iteratively to form a polymer chain (Figure 2.1).65  
The disadvantage of using step-growth polymerisation is that high Mn polymers are difficult to 
obtain. The degree of polymerisation (DP) can be described by Equation 2.1, where the DP is 
proportional to the monomer conversion, p.66 It was found that the removal of water was crucial 
to achieve higher DP values.67 In step-growth polymerisations a broad dispersity is usually 
observed, this is attributed to the random nature of polycondensation. 




Equation 2.1 The degree of polymerisation equation for a step-growth polymerisation. p = the fractional monomer 
conversion 
 
In chain-growth polymerisations, polymers with low dispersities can be produced. Unlike step-
growth polymerisations, in chain-growth polymerisations proceed through the formation of an 
active centre.66 The polymerisation occurs as monomers are iteratively added to the chain at the 
active centre and the Mn grows in a linear fashion with respect to monomer consumption.65 The 
general reaction mechanism for most chain growth polymerisations is the formation of the 
active species by an initiator, then the propagation of the polymer chain through reacting with 
additional monomers and finally the active polymer is quenched in the termination step. Free 
radical polymerisation is a type of chain growth polymerisation and it is used widely in industry, 
as it has a high tolerance for protic solvents, monomers and insensitivity to oxygen.68 A 
disadvantage to this polymerisation is that the molecular weight distribution of the resultant 
polymers are not well controlled resulting in large dispersities. 
Ring opening polymerisation (ROP) is a type of chain growth polymerisation, in which, the driving 
force of the polymerisation is the ring strain of the monomer. Some common examples of cyclic 




Like polycondensation, polyesters can be synthesised using ROP. Polyesters can be degraded 
chemically or enzymatically and this has led to increased use of ROP in research to produce 
biodegradable polymers. In ROP, the Mn of the polymer can be controlled by the monomer to 
Figure 2.1 A schematic of a step-growth polymerisation. 
Figure 2. 2 Examples of cyclic esters and a cyclic amide. 
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initiator ratio, a larger ratio would afford a higher Mn polymer, as there would be fewer active 
chains. There are many ways ROP can be undertaken, in this thesis cationic, anionic and 
coordination insertion ROP are explored.  
 
2.1.2. Cationic and anionic ring opening polymerisation (ROP) 
Cationic ROP is initiated by an electrophile and a positively charged intermediate is formed. 
Common initiators for cationic ROP are strong brönsted acids, alkyl esters and lewis acids. There 
are two mechanistic pathways that the polymerisation can progress by and this is dependent on 
neighbouring group participation.69 If the intermediate cation is sufficiently stabilised an SN1 
mechanism will be more prevalent, however, if not sufficiently stabilised an SN2 mechanism is 







An anionic ROP is initiated by a nucleophile which attacks the carbonyl site of the monomer 
(Figure 2.4). In the case of asymmetric heterocycles, the nucleophile would attack at the least 
substituted carbon atom.69 A wide range of Lewis bases have been used in anionic ROP, 
however, due to their basicity, the active site can abstract protons from monomers and initiate 




Transesterification is a side reaction which may occur during the ROP of cyclic esters. It is 
common undesired side reaction as it can lead polyesters with lower than expected Mn values 
and broadened dispersities. The process occurs when the active site reacts with the carbonyl 
group in the chain itself (intramolecular) or another chain (intermolecular). Intramolecular 
transesterification produces cyclic polymers and oligomers. If intermolecular transesterification 
occurs, then chains of differing lengths are formed causing a broadening in dispersity of the 
polymer (Figure 2.5). Furthermore, the presence of transesterification reactions can be 
detrimental to the formation of block copolymers when both blocks are polyesters, as it would 
lead to a more random sequence. Transesterification can often be minimised by decreasing the 
reaction time and the temperature of the polymerisation.72 
Figure 2.3 The two possible pathways for a cationic ROP. 












2.1.3. Coordination insertion ring opening polymerisation (ROP) 
Both cationic and anionic ROP have their disadvantages when they are used to produce 
polyesters, the former resulting in oligomers and poor reactivity and the later producing side 
reactions (transesterification). To improve the control of the ROP, the use of metallo-organic 
species as catalysts was investigated. The portion of the metallo-organic compound that 
participates in the polymerisation process are primarily alkoxides. However, metal-alkoxides are 
not stable as monomers, as they form multimeric oxo-bridged compounds over time.73 As a 
result, these species are usually made in situ either by the addition of an alcoholic initiator or a 
suitable metal precursor.73 The mechanism for coordination insertion is as follows: first the 
nucleophilic attack of the carbonyl of the monomer by the alkoxide. Then ring is opened by the 
cleavage of the acyl-oxygen (Figure 2.6). The polymerisation can be terminated by the addition 














Tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate (tin octanoate), is the most commonly used catalyst in the industry for 
its versatility and ease of handling.76 Tin octanoate is highly soluble in the majority of organic 
solvents and can polymerisation lactide to high molecular weights. However, with the depletion 
of monomer, transesterification of poly(lactide) occurs and the molecular weight plateaus while 
the dispersity of the polymer broadens.77–79 Furthermore, the removal of tin octanoate is 
difficult and as a result, different catalysts have been explored.79,80 Aluminium tri-isoproxide has 
also been researched in the ROP of lactide. Aliminium tri-isoproxide is toxic, however, unlike tin 
Figure 2.5 The mechanisms for intramolecular and intermolecular transesterification. 
Figure 2.6 Coordination – insertion mechanism using a metal alkoxide.  
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octanoate the compound forms aggregates at low temperature as a result an induction period 
is observed. It was found that the solvent polarity, nature of substituents and the presence of 
coordinating ligands affects the size and type of aggregates.77,81,82  
 
There was a large interest in aluminium based catalysts due to the ease of synthesising them 
and the wide variety of complexes that can be formed. In particular, tetradentate 
salicaldimine(salen)aluminium complexes showed promise as changing the sterics and 
electronic nature of the ligand could enable high catalyst activity and in the case of lactide, 
control of stereochemistry of the resultant polymer.83 Spassky and coworkers demonstrated the 
selectivity of a binaphtyl derived chiral (salen)aluminium complex in the ROP of rac-lactide. The 
polymerisation showed 19 % conversion after 5 hours with a dispersity of 1.10. The polymer 
showed 88 % selectivity for D-lactide, however the conversions were not as high as other 
aluminium alkoxide predecessors.84,85 In more recent years, Jacobsen ligands could be used to 
give excellent control over molecular weight, dispersity (1.05 after 4 days polymerising) and 
isotactic selectivity (0.92 in toluene). Feijen et al. showed that Jacobsen ligands base aluminium 
salen complexes can also selectively polymerise lactide like binaphtyl derived chiral 
(salen)aluminium complex. however, to obtain over 90 % conversion of monomer, the mixture 
needed to left to polymerise over 4 days.86 Gibson and coworkers investigated the substitution 
of different phenoxide rings substituents and the chain length of the diamine linker on the effect 










It was found that increasing the size of the phenoxide substituents gave a more controlled 
polymerisation however lowered the rate of polymerisation. This was attributed to the bulky 
tert-butyl groups obstructing the activity Al centre from the lactide monomer. Furthermore by 
having electron withdrawing groups on the phenoxides increased polymerisation activity 
increasing the activity of the metal centre. Gibson et al. also found that incorporating a C3 linker 
rather than a C2 diamine linker increased polymerisation with each phenoxide substituent 
significantly. This was hypothesised to be due to the C3 providing more flexibility to the salen 
complex, and increasing the bite angle from 76°– 78° to 83° – 88° which accommodates the 
intermediate more effectively.88 This was also seen in the work of Nomura and coworkers.89 
Shaver et al. expanded on the monomer scope of the Al[Salen] complexes by using it in a 
homopolymerisation of β-butyrolactone (βBL). In previous work from Spassky and coworkers, 
the polymerisation of βBL with catalysts based on a (N,N′-bis(salicylidene)-1,2-ethanediimine) 
ligand afforded oligomers of poly(3-hydroxybutyrate).90 In research by Shaver et al. the tert-
butyl substituted phenoxide Al[Salen] ligand was used as the catalyst and within 18 hrs, 92 % 
Figure 2. 7 The structure of two Al[Salen] complexes that were investigated by Gibson and coworkers, with 
the rate of polymerisation, molecular weight and dispersity (Mw/Mn) of the resultant poly(lactide) shown. 
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conversion was achieved and the resulting polymer had a dispersity of 1.14.91 This work has led 
to more research in the homopolymerisation and copolymerisation of poly(hydroxyalkanoates).  
2.1.4. Poly(hydroxyalkanoates) (PHAs) 
Poly(hydroxyalkanoates) (PHAs) are a class of aliphatic polyesters that are synthesised in nature 
by microorganisms as an energy store.92 These bio-polymers have had increased interest due to 
their renewability, biocompatibility and biodegradability as single use plastics and in biomedical 
applications.93 Poly((R)3-hydroxybutyrate) is the most explored PHA, it is a hydrophobic, high 
crystalline, thermoplastic which like all PHA is found in its R isomer due to enzymatic synthesis 
(Figure 2.8). Poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) can be formed through the ROP of butyrolactone however 
the synthesis of this monomer has been challenging due to the inherent ring strain present in 
four-membered rings. A method that has been used to produce such rings is the carbonylation 




2.1.5. Carbonylations of epoxides to β-lactones 
Aider et al. were first to report the cabonylation propylene oxide into β-lactones by using a Lewis 
acid and PPNCo(CO)4 which gave moderate yields (50 % - 80 %).94 However it is known that 
carbonylations can give rise to competing side reactions such as regioselective isomers, ketones 
and polyesters.95,96 Coates and coworkers provided a synthetic route in which lewis acid – base 
pairs could catalyse the carbonylation (Figure 2.9).96 The mechanism shows that the metal 
coordinates to the epoxide to allow the [Co(CO)4]- to nucleophilically attack the less hindered 
carbon. Next, the epoxide ring opens, and the carbon monoxide inserts into the C-Co bond. 










Coates and et al. synthesised two catalysts a chromium porphyrin and an aluminium salen 
complex (Figure 2.10). The carbonylation of epoxides using catalyst 4 gave conversions above 
99 % for most epoxides using 62 bar of CO. While catalyst 3 gave poor conversions (50 %) and 
showed evidence of side reactions such as isomerization to ketones.96 Attempts were made to 
use these catalysts to carbonylate bicyclic epoxides, however, neither yielded much β-lactone. 
Figure 2.8 Poly(hydroxyalkanoate (PHA, left), poly((R)3-hydroxybutyrate) (P((R)3HB), middle), β-butyrolactone (β-BL, 
right). 
Figure 2.9 The catalytic cycle for carbonylation of epoxides. 
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The chromium porphyrin complex was modified (catalyst 5) which caused the rate of 
carbonylation to increase. This was attributed to the complex being more soluble than catalyst 
4. Catalyst 5 was able to carbonylate bicyclic epoxides and epoxides containing amines and silyl 
ethers.97 As well as this the pressure of CO could be reduced to 14 bar without the rate of 
carbonylation decreasing.97 Coates and coworkers further built on this work by introducing a 
catalyst which can carbonylate epoxides at 1.01 bar (catalyst 6), which makes the formation of 
β-lactones more accessible. The chromium[salph] complex was able to carbonylate various 
epoxides to 99% conversion without the ketone side product at 7 bar of CO. At 1.01 bar, the 
epoxide conversion was high (greater than 98 %), however, there was up to 15 % ketone in the 
isolated product.74 Coates et al. have expanded the range of β –lactones available from the 











2.1.6. Ring opening polymerisation and modification of β-lactones 
The ring opening polymerisation of β-lactones has increased in interest due to the need to form 
more biodegradable plastics. Shaver et al. have demonstrated the homopolymerisation of β-
butyrolactone using catalyst 2C.91 The group investigated this further by homopolymerising a 
series of lactones, β-butyrolactone (R = Me, βBL), β-valerolactone (R = Et, βVL), β-
heptanolactone (R = nBu, βHPL), and β-tridecalactone (R= C10H21, βTDL). It was found that 
increasing the alkyl chain from 2 (βVL) to 10 (βTDL) increased the reaction time, from 16 hours 
to 40 hours at 85 oC, to achieve high monomer conversions. However, low conversion (less than 
20 %) was seen when tin octoate was used at 120 OC. βBL, βVL, βHPL were also used in the 
copolymerisation of lactide, to form a ABA triblock copolymer (Figure 2. 11). Homopolymers of 
poly(lactide) usually are brittle and have poor mechanical properties, however, by 
copolymerising lactide these properties can be improved and make the polymers more viable 
for commercial use. Shaver and coworkers saw that the elastomeric properties of PLA was 
greatly improved when the β-lactones were incorporated.98  











Shaver et al. expanded the scope of β-lactones by using them in copolymerisations. However, 
the hydrophobic nature of PHAs limits their use in the biomedical field. Poly(benzyl β-
malolactonate) (PMLABe) was thought to be able to provide a pathway to produce water soluble 
PHAs. The benzyl group can be hydrogenated to form poly(malic acid) (PMLA). However only 
carboxylic acids can be incorporated when using MLABe as a monomer.  
Through Coates and coworkers research the carbonylation of olefin containing epoxides have 
been successfully synthesised (Figure 2.12).97 β-heptenolactone (βHL) can be synthesised via the 
carbonylation of 1,2-epoxy-5-hexene. The olefin moiety offers a plethora of pre- and post-




Guillaume et al. investigated the hydroboration of βHL pre- and post- ROP (Figure 2.13). It was 
found that the hydroboration of βHL was successful, however, the polymerisation did not 
proceed. It was assumed that the polar boronate group inhibited the Rh ROP catalyst.99 
However, the hydroboration was successful after polymerisation using the same Rh catalyst 





Sinclair et al. have demonstrated that post polymerisation cross metathesis is also possible when 
type 1, type 2 and type 3 olefin are used.100 This has led to the incorporation of epoxides, 
hydroxyl and β-lactones as pendant groups in PHAs homo and block copolymers. Raycraft et al. 
has used click chemistry in the post polymerisation functionalisation of PEG-b-PHEL which was 
used to incorporate a carboxylic acid moiety. In this work the hydrophilic mass fractions were 
calculated for PEG-b-PHEL in order to predict the morphology of the copolymers when self-
assembled (Equation 2. 2).101  
 
Figure 2. 11 The action scheme for the formation of ABA poly(lactide-β lactone-lactide) triblock copolymers. 
Figure 2.12 A schematic for the carbonylation of βHL. 







Equation 2. 2 Hydrophilic mass fraction, f, the equation for a PEGylated block copolymer. 
It was found that PEG45-b-PHEL45 formed micelles and this polymer was used in the thiol-ene 
click reactions (Figure 2.1). The partial incorporation of three thiols was successful, and the 





It was seen that the inclusion of the octyl thiol decreased the hydrophilic mass fraction from 
0.28 – 0.19, as a result, the morphology changed from micelles to worms.101 The carboxylic acid 
functionalised PEG45-b-PHEL45 was esterified with anticancer drug paclitaxel (PTX, Figure 2.15). 
The motivation behind this was to increase retention of hydrophobic drugs within the body, 
however, due to the bulkiness of PTX complete incorporation was not possible. Furthermore, 
the hydrophobic nature meant the hydrophilic mass fraction was extremely low resulting in 





In this chapter, PH, (PEG-b-PHEL) was synthesised by ROP (Figure 2.16) and then functionalised 
with thiol-ene click reactions to incorporate carboxylic acid moieties into the polymer. The 
copolymer also underwent hydrophosphorylation using Mn(OAc)2 as a catalyst. The PEG portion 
of the block copolymer was selected for its biocompatibility with the body and its alcohol end-
group. Β-6-heptenolactone (βHEL) was chosen because it could be easily functionalised with the 
methods described above and ɛ-caprolactone (ɛ-CL) was chosen as it has been previously used 
in biomedical applications and it produces a hydrophobic polymer.102 A PEG-b-PCL 
macrointitator was synthesised to be used in the polymerisation of βHL. Phosphinic and 
carboxylic acid moieties were targeted because it was found bother bind to HAP, thus polymers 
containing these were synthesised in order to explore their ability to nucleate HAP which is the 






Figure 2.14 The thiol-ene click reaction of three thiols with PEG45-b-PHEL45. Reproduced from Raycraft et al.101 
Figure 2.15 The structure of paclitaxel. 
Figure 2.16 A schematic of the synthesis of PH (PEG-b-PHEL). 
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2.2. Synthesis of PEG-b-PHEL 
The synthesis of PEG-b-PHEL is analogous to the polymerisation method reported in the work 
by Raycraft et al (Figure 2.16).101 However, in this thesis the DP of PEG monomethyl ether was 
varied (Table 2. 1). 














Mn(Theo) / g 
mol-1 
aMn(NM
R) / g 
mol-1 
bMn(GPC) 
/ g mol-1 
bÐ 
PH1 141 20 20 95 141: 
25 
7500 9300 29700 1.30 
PH2 141 13 24 93 141:9 6600 7300 22400 1.34 
PH3 143 75 24 98 143: 
50 
14500 12500 31600 1.38 
PH4 47 21 22 98 47: 15 4600 4000 14900 1.21 
PH5 46 10 22 97 46: 9 3200 3200 12500 1.18 
PH6 147 15 24 96 147: 
14 
6900 8300 26800 1.26 
PH7 142 25 24 97 142: 
25 
8200 9400 26400 1.27 
Conditions: Toluene was used as a solvent. [M]:[I]:[Al]:[Tol] = y:1:1:357,aconversion and Mn(NMR) were determined by 
1H NMR, bdetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards through conventional calibration 
The results show that increasing the DP of PEG from 48 to 140 has little effect on the Ð or βHL 
conversion. The GPC Mn increases in the same manner as the Mn obtained from 1H NMR and the 
Mn(NMR) is between 30 – 40 % of the Mn obtained from the GPC. The Mn(GPC) is much larger than 
the Mn obtained from the NMR, this is due to the polymer having a different hydrodynamic 
volume to the polymer standards. In order to determine the ‘true’ Mn of the synthesise polymers 
a correction factor would need to be use, however these are hard to calculate for block 
copolymers. Furthermore in the GPC trace the peak goes into a negative refractive index value, 
which would suggest that polymer could have formed some aggregates (Figure 2.18). To ensure 
that two homopolymers have not been formed 1H DOSY NMR was employed. It can be seen with 
PH7 that there is only one signal present in the spectrum indicating that only one species is in 
























The hydrophilic fractions were calculated for each diblock, which showed that the majority of 
the polymers would form micelles as the hydrophilic mass fraction is larger than 0.5 (Table 2.2).  
Table 2.2 The hydrophilic mass fraction, f, for each polymer. 
Entry Hydrophilic mass fraction, fx  Cmc / mg cm-3 
PH1 0.66 - 
PH2 0.68 - 
PH3 0.50 - 
PH4 0.51 - 
PH5 0.63 - 
PH6 0.78 - 
PH7 0.66 0.00133 
 
The formation of latexes was attempted for each polymer by the solvent co-evaporation method 
in which the copolymers were dissolved in DCM and mixed with water then the DCM was 
evaporated. This is a different preparation method to Raycraft et al. and it is known that the 
different methods result in different particle sizes and dispersities.50 The cmcs were calculated 
by using the fluorescence probe method in which pyrene was used as the probe. Pyrene is doped 
12 14 16 18 20 22 24
Time / mins
Chemical shift (ppm) 
Figure 2.17 1H DOSY NMR of PH7 which proton environments highlighted. 
Figure 2.18 GPC trace of PH7. 
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into the latex and above the cmc it migrates into the hydrophobic core of the micelle. This is 
shown by the evolution of a peak at 383 nm in the emission spectrum (Figure 2.19). Above the 
cmc the ratio between I383/I373, (I373 is when the pyrene is in a hydrophilic environment) increases 
with increased micellation. This can be plotted against Ln[conc], and if two distinct data sets can 














The cmc value could only be determined for PH7 (Figure 2.20A). It was found that many of the 
copolymers underwent aggregation and precipitated out upon the evaporation of the DCM. 
However, in the case of PH6 the block copolymer had a high hydrophilic fraction. Yet, self-
assembly did not occur which is evident from the cmc graph in which there was no order in the 
data set (Figure 2.20B). In the case of PH6 where the hydrophilic fraction was large and the cause 







































2.3. Synthesis of PEG-b-PCL 
A triblock copolymer was synthesised using PCL as the hydrophobic segment. Polymerisation 
between PEG-OH and ɛ-CL acted as a macroinitiator for the polymerisation of βHL (Figure 2.21). 
ɛ-CL was chosen as the monomer as it has biocompatibility and has a similar number of carbons 
to that of βHL. So when the PHEL is fully functionalised there will still be a hydrophobic segment 
in the resulting triblock copolymer. For the polymerisations between PEG-OH and ɛ-CL the 
reaction time was reduced to three hours to avoid transesterification of the resultant block 















y = 0.0184x + 0.8208





















Figure 2.20 The cmc graphs for PH7 (A) and PH6 (B). 
Figure 2.21 A schematic for the ring opening polymerisation of CL using a PEG macroinitiator. 
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PEG: PCL Target 







PC1 242 90 98 242.3: 
102 
20300 22300 6308 1.40 
PC2 143 80 97 143.2: 98 14000 17500 30300 1.73 
PC3 133 40 96 133: 44 9600 10900 33000 1.50 
PC4 52 25 94 52: 27 4800 5400 c12900 c1.63 
Conditions: Toluene was used as a solvent and polymerisation were carried out for 3 hrs [M]:[I]:[Al]:[Tol] = 
y:1:1:357,aconversion and Mn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bdetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA 
standards through conventional calibration, cdetermine by CHCl3 GPC 
The polymerisation showed that the theoretical ratio matched the experimental results 
indicating a successful polymerisation. In the PC polymers there is no pattern between the 
Mn(NMR) and the Mn(GPC), as there was for the PEG-b-PHEL block copolymers. The hydrophilic mass 
fraction was calculated for this set of polymers and was found to be slightly lower than the PEG-
b-PHEL block copolymers (Table 2.4).  
Table 2.4 The hydrophilic mass fraction, f, for each PEG-b-PCL. 






Savic et al. calculated of the hydrophilic mass fractions for various PEG-b-PCL diblock 
copolymers, between 20 % < f > 40 % vesicles would be obtained between 40 % < f > 50 % gave 
worms and above 50 % micelles were obtained (Figure 2.22).103 According to Savic and co 
worker’s research, PC1 and PC4 would have a worm morphology while PC2 and PC3 would form 
vesicles and micelles respectively. Unfortunately, with the solvent coevaporation method, 















2.4. Synthesis of PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL 
The triblock copolymers were synthesised by using the diblocks synthesised from section 2.3 as 
a macroinitiator for the polymerisation of βHL (Figure 2.23).  
The polymerisations were carried out for 24 hours and the conversion of βHL was above 80 % 
for all polymerisations (Table 2.5). 
Table 2.5 ROP of βHL using a PEG-b-PCL macroinitiator at 85 oC for 24 hours. 











/ g mol-1 
bMn(GPC) 
/ g mol-1 
bÐ 




PCH2 PC1 81 84 241 : 100 : 50 32500 28300 190400 1.42 
PCH3 PC3 47 98 140 : 43 : 48 17200 17100 121400 1.40 
PCH4 PC4 17 - 49 : 23 : 20 7200 7300 80900 1.31 
Conditions: Toluene was used as a solvent and polymerisation were carried out for 22 hrs [M]:[I]:[Al]:[Tol] = 
y:1:1:357,aconversion and Mn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bdetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA 
standards through conventional calibration cBimodal distribution 
 
Here the theoretical ratio agrees with the experimental results and the conversion for βHL was 
above 80 % which suggests that the polymerisation was successful. However the conversion for 
PCH4 could not be determined due to a solvent peak covering the CH2 group of the lactone ring. 
The DP of PCL was unchanged from their precursors PEG-b-PCL which is a strong indication that 
transesterification did not occur. In addition, the dispersities remained close to that of the 
diblock copolymers indicating minimal transesterification.104 However it is difficult to determine 
Figure 2.22 The hydrophilic fraction morphologies as describe by Savic et al.103 
Figure 2.23 A schematic for the ring opening polymerisation of βHL using a PEG-b-PCL macroinitiator. 
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if the triblock is undergoing transesterification as the common method to determine this is by 
using MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry. However due to the nature of the triblock, locating three 
different repeat units in the chromatogram would prove near on impossible. One method to 
determine if transesterification had occurred is using 13C NMR. If there are multiple small peaks 
in the carbonyl region it would suggest that there are many different polymer block 
environments. Transesterification is known to be more prevalent at higher temperatures and in 
more concentrated reaction mixtures.104 To explore this further a reaction condition scope 
would be useful in determining the best conditions for the triblock preparation. 
The hydrophilic mass fraction was calculated for these polymers however like before many of 
the polymers macroprecipitated out with the exception of PCH2 which has a PEG unit of 10600 
g mol-1, suggesting that a longer PEG chain helps with solvation (Table 2. 6).  
Table 2. 6 Hydrophilic mass fraction, fx of PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL triblock polymers 






Fluorescence spectroscopy was used to determine the cmc of PCH2. The graph shows a linear 
line between 0.003 mg cm-3 to 0.179 mg cm-3 indicating that the polymer could undergo self-
assembly (Figure 2.24). However, there is microprecipitation of the triblock copolymer at high 
concentrations and the polymer concentration is too low for the nucleating HAP. From the 








2.5. Functionalisation of PEG-b-PHEL and PEG-b-PCL 
2.5.1. Thiol-ene click reactions 
Functionalisation of PHEL has been researched extensively with hydroboration, thiol-ene click 
chemistry and using cross metathesis.99,100 Here 3-Mercaptopropionic acid (MCPA) was used for 
the functionalisation of PH2 (Figure 2.25).  




















The sample was irradiated with UV light for 2 minutes, which was sufficient time to observe the 
disappearance of the alkene peaks in the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 2.26). When comparing the 
IR spectrum of PH2 and PS1 there was a reduction in the peaks at 1738 cm-1 and 1641 cm-1 which 













Chemical shift (ppm) 
Figure 2.25 A schematic showing the thiol-click reaction of PEG-b-PHEL. 

















In Table 2.7, it can be seen that the dispersities has slightly increased upon functionalisation; 
this can be attributed to the carboxylic acid moieties interacting with the columns, this is also a 
phenomenon that Raycraft et al. encountered.105 The hydrophilic mass fraction could not be 
calculated for this polymer due to the ionic nature of the carboxylic acid, as the group would 
also contribute to the hydrophilicity of the polymer.  
Table 2.7 A comparison between PH2 and PS1 after thiol-ene click functionalisation. 
Exp aMn(NMR) / g mol-1 bMn(GPC) / g mol-1 bÐ 
PH2 7300 22400 1.34 
PS1 8300 16500 1.52 
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bdetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards 
through conventional calibration 
 
The cmc was determined for PS1 and was not reached before 2 mg cm-3, which is indicated by 
the shallow line (Figure 2.28). The PS series would be expected to have high cmc value due to 
the lack of a hydrophobic core. It is well known that a hydrophobic group helps stability the of 


















































When working with the thioglycolic acid, Raycraft et al. did not functionalise all the PHEL fully, 
which left a random hydrophobic segment that would have helped self-assembly of the polymer. 
In this thesis complete functionalisation was desired to ensure there were no reactive groups in 
the polymer that could cause complications within the body.  
The PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL triblock polymers were also functionalised with thiol-ene click chemistry. 
The PCL block in the centre of the copolymer should help drive the formation of the assembled 
structures. The polymers were successfully functionalised is supported by the reduction of the 













The general trend from the GPC data is that the Mn(NMR) and Mn(GPC) has increased with the 
addition of the thiol and in the dispersities have either decreased or not changed (Table 2.8). 
However, in the case of PCS1 the triblock GPC trace became bimodal, this could indicate a of 
self-assembly inside the column. There is no significant trend when the Mn(NMR) and Mn(GPC) like 
in the previous diblock copolymers. However, it should be noted that the larger dispersity values 
tend to be paired with the polymers that have a larger acidic thiol segment. 
  













Chemical shift (ppm) 
Figure 2.28 The cmc graph for PS1. 
Figure 2.29 The annotated NMR spectrum of PCS2. 
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Table 2.8 The Mn and D of the PEG-b-PCL-PHEL(S) polymers compared with their predecessors. 
Entry aMn(NMR) / g mol-1 bMn(GPC) / g mol-1 bÐ 
PCH1 21400 33100 1.61 




PCH2 28300 190400 1.42 
PCS2 33700 1057600 1.19 
PCSISO 33800 891400 1.22 
PCH3 17100 121400 1.40 
PCS3 21000 127300 1.42 
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bdetermined by DMF GPC relative to 
PMMA standards through conventional calibration 
 
Triblock PCSISO was functionalised with MCiPA rather than MCPA to investigate if a change in 
isomer would give a substantial change in cmc. The 1H NMR spectrum of PCSISO is similar to that 














The cmc determination was attempted for PCS1, PCS2 and PCSISO. For PCS1 the cmc could not 
be determined as the randomness of the data set suggest that this polymer cannot self- 
assemble (Figure 2.31A). However for PCSISO a linear relationship can be observed between the 
I383/I373 and Ln[conc]. The gradient of the graph would suggest that the triblock is self-assembled 
at these concentrations (Figure 2.31B). This could be confirmed with electron microscopy to 
observe the polymer morphology. Unfortunately, PCS2 underwent macroprecipitation and as a 
result fluorescence spectroscopy could not be used to determine the cmc.  
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The other functionalisation that was explored in this chapter was incorporating a phosphinic 
acid into the polymer. It has been discovered that polymers containing phosphinic groups have 
a higher affinity to binding to HAP.34 The conventional way of incorporating phosphorus unit into 
a compound is the Michaelis–Arbuzov reaction in which a trialkyl phosphite is reacted with an 
alkyl halide at high temperatures (Figure 2.32).106 The disadvantages with this reaction is the use 




Phosphorylation across an alkene has been largely investigated using a phosphonate and 
thermal initiators such as AIBN or peroxides at high temperatures.107,108 These conditions could 
potentially cause an issue as the PHEL as the units could undergo cross linking between the 
chains. In small molecule synthesis triethyl borane has been used at room temperature and has 
had yields as high as 95 %.109 In this chapter, Mn(II)(OAc)2 was chosen as a catalyst for 
hydrophosphorylation. Tayama et al. investigated the generation of phosphorous radicals 
through the one-electron oxidation of Mn(II)(OAc)2 with diethyl phosphonate.110 The results 
showed reasonable yields and the phosphonate tended to be added to the least substituted 
carbon of the alkene.110 Mn(II)(OAc)2 was added to a neat solution of dimethyl phosphonate and 




































Figure 2.31 The cmc graphs for PCS1 (A) and PCSISO (B) 







It was expected that the elevated temperature would not cause crosslinking between the PHEL 
blocks in the reaction with Mn(OAc)2 as it lacked a thermal initiator. PH6 and PH7 were used in 
the hydrophosphorylation and it can be seen by 1H NMR spectra that the vinyl signals have 
reduced, moreover in the 31P NMR spectra a signal at 34 ppm can be observed which is indicative 
of the addition of the phosphonate (Figure 2.34).  
The IR spectrum of PM1 shows that there is an appearance of another peak around 1681 cm-1 
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Figure 2.33 Schematic for the hydrophosphorylation of PEG-b-PHEL. 


















The Mn(NMR) has increased upon the addition of the dimethyl phosphate which is to be expected. 
However, the Mn(GPC) has decreased upon addition. It is known that phosphates interact with the 
GPC in DMF, the same phenomena can be expected for these polymers (Table 2.9).111 
Table 2.9 Shows the comparison of data of PEG-b-PHEL(P) polymers and their predecessors. 
Entry aMn(NMR) / g mol-1 bMn(GPC) / g mol-1 bÐ 
PH6 8300 26800 1.26 
PM1 9800 23100 1.46 
PH7 9400 26400 1.26 
PM2 12000 26400 1.68 
,aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bDetermined by DMF GPC relative to 
PMMA standards through conventional calibration 
 
The dispersity has increased with functionalisation, the main difference between PM1 and PM2 
is that the latter polymer has 10 more PHEL units. This increase in dispersity attributed to an 
increase in steric bulk around the polymer, this was also seen in Raycraft et al.’s work when the 
PEG-PHEL was functionalised with a hydrophobic drug.101  
Unlike the polymers mentioned in section 2.5.1 the hydrophilic mass fraction can be calculated, 
and it was 0.66 for PM1 and 0.54 for PM2. Fluorescence spectroscopy was used to determine 
the cmc for PM1 however similar to the case of PS1 the data shows complete randomness 
indicating the polymer does not self-assemble. This is due to there not being a sufficient 
hydrophobic core in the block copolymer (Figure 2.36). As a result, it was decided not to 













































The same hydrophosphorylation conditions were used for PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL (PCH2), the 1H 
NMR spectrum confirms complete functionalisation with the reduction of the vinyl signals and 
the appearance of the doublet at 3.73 ppm due to CH3-O-P from the phosphonate (Figure 2.37). 
The 31P NMR also shows a peak n’ which is most likely an isomer of the phosphorous moiety. 
The results from the GPC shows that the dispersity has remained similar, however the Mn(GPC) 
has decreased. This could be due to the polymer forming aggregates in the GPC column (Table 
2.10). 
Table 2.10 A comparison between PCH2 and PCM1 after thiol-ene click functionalisation. 
Entry aMn(NMR) / g mol-1 bMn(GPC) / g mol-1 bÐ 
PCH2 28300 190400 1.42 
PCM1 32400 54700 1.40 
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bdetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards through 
conventional calibration 
 
The hydrophilic mass fraction was determined to be 0.34 for PCM1, this was made into a latex 
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Figure 2.36 The cmc graph of PM1. 










The equations show that when the concentrations are above the cmc, the gradient of the line is 
a magnitude larger than that of concentrations below the cmc. This has been observed in Figure 
2.28 and Figure 2.31. PCM1 was deprotected using TSMBr and methanol then freeze-dried. It 
could be seen that the polymer’s solubility had changed, however it was very insoluble in many 
conventional NMR solvents and as a result the cmc and an NMR could not be obtained. 
 
2.6. Conclusion and future work 
In this chapter seven polymer families were successfully synthesised, PEG-b-PHEL synthesis had 
similar aspects to that synthesis by Raycraft et al. however the PEG-b-PHEL was fully 
functionalised. PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL and PEG-b-PHEL have been hydrophosphorylated. The 
resulting diblocks PS and PM could not self-assemble at low concentrations, this was due to the 
lack of a hydrophobic core to drive the process. The synthesis of PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL was 
successful however it is unknown if transesterification occurred due to the complicity of MALDI 
spectrum that would be acquired. In future polymerisations lower reaction temperatures and 
concentrations should be investigated to prove that transesterification does not occur. The 
method used to make the latexes, the solvent coevaporation method, gave mixed results as 
many of the polymers macroprecipitated upon the evaporation of DCM. In order to explore 
different morphologies, the solvent exchange method of producing self-assembled structures 
should be conducted. PCM1 had a cmc of 0.012 mg cm-3 and was deprotected, however the 
resultant polymer was insoluble in water and most solvents so it could not be characterised. The 
next steps for the PCH polymers would be to change the ratio of the blocks and specifically 
reduce the PCL block so that the polymer can become more soluble and able to self-assemble in 
water rather than macroprecipitate out at concentrations of 0.1 mg cm-3. From there the 
polymers could be fully characterised with TEM to observe the morphology and size of the self-
assembled objects but to also see if these polymers can nucleate the growth of HAPs. The 
triblock sequence of PCH has been explored in this work, however the arrangement of PHC 
should also be synthesised. After functionalisation, the PHEL could be extended into the corona 
of the structure which could provide a different morphology and in turn different physical 
properties.  
  
y = 0.0046x + 0.6624
















Figure 2.38 The cmc graph for PCM1. 
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Chapter 3 RAFT polymerisation of triblock copolymers 
3.1. Introduction 
3.1.1. Controlled radical polymerisation 
Free radical polymerisation has been used in industry for decades, however the demand for 
monodispersed polymers has increased. This had led to the development of controlled radical 
polymerisation (CRP) techniques. In CRP, the molecular weight of the resulting polymer is easily 
controlled with low dispersity. CRP also allows access to different polymer morphologies that 
FRP cannot, such as star and graft copolymers.  
CRP is a type of chain growth polymerisation where the radical can be transferred to another 
growing polymer chain once the monomer feedstock is depleted. The CRP mechanism contains 
an equilibrium step which keeps the active radical concentration low. This results in fewer 
propagating polymers chains, keeping the number of propagating radicals to a minimum. The 
most broadly applied CRP methods are atom transfer radical polymerisation (ATRP), nitroxide-
mediated polymerisation (NMP) and reversible addition chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerisation. 
ATRP is the most used CRP technique however it is air and moisture sensitive like ROP. 
Furthermore, like ROP an acidic monomer cannot be polymerised directly, as a result protected 
monomers such as tert-butyl methacrylate are polymerised and then hydrolysed in a post-
polymerisation deprotection step. There are many hypotheses for the inactivity of the acidic 
monomers in ATRP such as the displacement of the halide on the Cu(II) complex and competitive 
coordination from the carboxylate groups to the copper.112,113 However Matyjaszewski et al. 
have managed to synthesis poly(methacrylic acid) by eATRP, where the Cu(I) complex is 
generated electrochemically. The group synthesised the polymer with reasonable dispersity 
 (< 1.5) and achieved high conversions (96 %).114 The termination of the polymerisation was 
primarily due to intramolecular cyclisation of the poly(methacrylic acid) chains. Whilst the 
polymerisation of acidic monomers has proven a challenge in ATRP, with RAFT polymerisation it 





3.1.2. RAFT polymerisation mechanism 
RAFT polymerisation differs from ATRP since the propagating radical is in equilibrium with the 
inactive species (Figure 3.1). As a degenerative chain transfer mechanism,115 the process 
requires an external source of radicals to continue the polymerisation. RAFT agents are usually 



























There are 5 steps in the RAFT polymerisation shown in Figure 3.1, first the initiation step, a). The 
radicals formed, P.n, attacks the RAFT reagent and the S=C bond is broken then reformed 
resulting in another radical, R., b). The R. attacks monomer resulting in Pm., c). The reinitiation 
step ends when there is no more RAFT agent to consume and the polymerisation carries on to 
the main equilibrium stage, d), then terminates, e). 
 
The ratio of RAFT agent to monomer can be used to predict the molecular weight of the resulting 
polymer. The monomer to initiator ratio influences the rate of reaction. However, too low a ratio 
can cause uncontrolled polymerisation.116–118 A well-controlled polymerisation is where the 
number of polymer chains initiated from the initiator can be defined in Equation 3.1. 
  





𝑀𝑛(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐. ) ≈  (
([𝑀]0 − [𝑀]𝑡)
[𝑅𝐴𝐹𝑇]0
 × 𝑀𝑀) +  𝑀𝑅𝐴𝐹𝑇 
 
Equation 3.1: The equation for the molecular weight of a polymers from a well-controlled RAFT polymerisation. 
Mn(calc.) = Molecular weight of polymers, [M]0 = Initial monomer concentration, [M]t = Monomer concentration at 
time t, [RAFT]0 = Initial RAFT agent concentration, MM = molar mass of the monomer, MRAFT = molar mass of the 
RAFT agent 
Two factors that can affect the RAFT polymerisation are the concentration of RAFT agent and 
the Z group functionality. The concentration of the RAFT agent is crucial, since it determines the 
number of polymer chains produced and the functionality of the polymer chain end if the RAFT 
agent is not cleaved after polymerisation. When choosing a RAFT reagent, it is important to have 
one that complements the radical stability of the monomer. The Z group functionality can 
increase or decrease the activity of the RAFT agent. More “activated” monomers have 
conjugated groups adjacent to their vinyl groups, these includes styrenes, methacrylates and 
nitriles groups. “Less activated” monomers have nitrogens, halogen, sulphur lone pairs and 
saturated carbons next to the vinyl groups. Xanthates and dithiocarbamates are used to 
decrease the activity of the radical whereas dithioesters and trithiocarbonates are used to 
increase radical reactivity.115 For example, trithiocarbonates are used in styrene polymerisations 
as styrene radicals are stabilized by resonance and inductive effects.115 The thiocarbonyl thio 
groups are particularly vulnerable to side reactions where the group is cleaved from the rest of 
the RAFT agents, this leads to uncontrolled polymerisations.119 However this cleavage can be 
minimised by tuning the reaction conditions. Yildirim et al. synthesised a series of polyaminde 
based block copolymers using CPAD (Figure 3.2). Amino based polymerisations tend to undergo 
aminolysis of the dithiobenzoate moiety.120 To prevent this unfavourable reaction the 2-
aminoethyl methacrylate hydrochloride salt was used and led to a well control polymers 
(resultant polymer dispersity was 1.15).121 
 
 




A RAFT polymerisation emerged from Thang et al., where they performed polymerisations on a 
number of monomers with different functionalities including acids and alcohols in different 
solvents and with various RAFT agents. Each experiment showed excellent control over the Mn 
and Ð of the resultant polymers.116 
 
Acrylic acid was used in the polymerisations and yielded low dispersities (Ð =1.33) however it’s 
conversion was only 18 %.116 Poly(acrylic acid) has been a challenging monomer, since ATRP 
cannot be used and side reactions with solvents limit the synthesis of high Mn polymers.122 
Ladaviere et al. screened various solvents and RAFT agents, and were able to achieve high 
conversions (98 %) and low dispersites (Ð = 1.2) though there was a large difference between 
the experimental and theoretical Mn.123 More recently, Bangal et al. synthesised poly(acrylic 
acid) in water by neutralizing the carboxylic acid groups.124 The group synthesised a water 
soluble RAFT agent (Figure 3.3) and the polymerisation took place at 65 oC.  
  









The results showed good control and reasonable conversions. Again the theoretical and 
experimental data for Mn are very different for the higher molecular weight poly(acrylic acid). 
This is due to chain transfer reactions with the solvent.124 
 
Here it has been shown that RAFT polymerisation has a few advantages over ATRP and ROP, for 
example moisture insensitivity and the direct polymerisation of acidic monomers. However it 
also has its disadvantages. There are many RAFT agents that have been synthesised and each 
one has a limited monomer scope where a controlled polymerisation can occur. It can also be 
difficult to produce a high molecular weight polymer due to the addition of an external 
initiator.125 Furthermore, the RAFT agent can give the resultant polymer a yellow colour and an 
unpleasant odour, as a result further purification is often needed. 
 
Recently there has been an increase in using sustainable monomers in RAFT polymerisations 
such as extracting the monomers from plant oils and terpenes.126–128 Stearic acid which is a long 
chain fatty acid naturally found in cocoa butter was modified in the work by Jena and co-workers 
(Figure 3.4)129. The modified stearic acid moiety provided the hydrophobic segment in the 
copolymerisation. The homopolymerisation showed the same amount of control as its block 
copolymerisation with Boc-L-phenylalanine methacryloyloxyethyl ester (BOC-PhE-HEMA) both 
having a dispersity of 1.08.129 The recent advances in renewable and sustainably chemistry has 
lead to a library of sustainable RAFT monomers. However there has yet to be any phosphorous 
based monomers that have come from renewable sources.  
 
3.1.3. RAFT polymerisation of phosphorous based polymers 
Phosphorous containing polymers have had a notable increase in interest over the past decade. 
It has been discovered that phosphorous is useful in many applications such as flame-resistant, 
anti-fouling and biomaterials.130–133 However until recently the incorporation of the 
phosphorous moieties has been mainly through free radical polymerisation with a comonomer 
or post-polymerisation as seen in Chapter 2.110 Many monomers such as monoacryloxyethyl 
phosphate and 2-(methacryloyloxy)ethyl phosphate have been successfully polymerised 
through RAFT polymerisation however they are usually in low concentration when compared to 
the its comonomer.134 
There has been attempted to polymerise di(methacryloyloxy)methyl methacrylate (MAPC1) 
through RAFT polymerisation and ATRP. David et al. first attempted to incorporate MAPC1 into 
a diblock copolymer with MMA, by first synthesising a PMMA macroinitiator.134 It was found 
that the homopolymerisation of MAPC1 was unsuccessful as the conversions were only 22 % 
Figure 3.3 RAFT agent used by Bengal et al.124 
Figure 3.4 The schematic of the copolymerisation of modified stearic acid and Boc-L-phenylalanine 
methacryloyloxyethyl ester and the structure of stearic acid reproduced from Jena et al.128 
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after 20 hours.134 The phosphorous unit can complex with the copper catalyst used in ATRP 
which results in the early termination of the polymerisation. David et al. then chose to deprotect 
the PMMA-b-TBuMA polymer then couple the resultant PMMA-b-PMAA moieties with 
hydroxymethyl dimethylphosphonate to add the phosphorous functionality. The phosphous 
diblock copolymer had a very low dispersity of 1.08.134 Later Mukumoto et al. revisited the 
homopolymerisation of MAPC1 using ATRP, however in their ATRP system they added Cu(II)Br2 
into the reaction mixture which is peculiar for conventional ATRP conditions.135 The Cu(II)Br2 was 
added to the reaction mixture to decrease the radical concentration at the start of the 
polymerisation. It was discovered that at high concentrations of Cu(II)Br2 and using bipyridiene 
as the ATRP ligand 80 % conversion of MAPC1 could be achieved after 4 hours at 60 oC with a 
polymer dispersity of 1.35. The dispersity decreased further when the polymerisation was 
carried out at 40 oC.135 However when Mukumoto et al. attempted initiator for continuous 
activator regeneration ATRP (ICAR) the results were less fruitful. At high conversions, the Mn 
deviated from linearity indicating chain breaking reactions.135 However, the group successfully 
used PMAPC1 as a macroinitiator for the polymerisation of styrene. Standard ATRP conditions 
were used, meaning that Cu(II)Br2 was not included in the reaction mixture. It was found that 
after 24 hours styrene conversion was only 20 % with an intermediate dispersity of 1.58.135 
Mukumoto et al. and other research groups have not researched further into copolymerisation 
of MAPC1.  
However RAFT polymerisation has been more successful in the polymerisation of MAPC1. 
MAPC1 has a lower reactivity than MMA even though they have similar chemical structures. It 
was found that MAPC1 has a kp/(kt)1/2 one magnitude lower than MMA, this also means that the 
side reactions caused by traces of oxygen have a greater effect when polymerising MAPC1 
compared to other alkyl monomers.119 Canniccioni et al. explored various polar solvents in the 
homopolymerisation of MAPC1, as solvents can enhanced the rate of polymerisation.111 DMF, 
DMAc, 1,4-dioxane, DMSO and water were used as solvents and in all solvents the 
polymerisation reached over 50 % conversion and had dispersities lower than 1.4.111,136 Due to 
the polar nature of MAPC1 polarity of the solvent has a large effect on the rate of 
polymerisation. However, if MMA is used then there is little observable effect on the molecular 
weight and weight distribution.111 It was found that when less polar solvents such as dioxane 
were used in the polymerisation, then only 50 % conversion was reached this is due to the rate 
of polymerisation being lower. However with highly polar solvents (water and DMSO) the 
polymerisation reached over 75 % conversion however transfer reactions took place leading to 
a deviation in Mn.111 Canniccioni et al. investigated two chain transfer agents, cyanoisopropyl 
dithiobenzoate (CPID) and 4-cyanopentanoic acid dithiobenzoate (CAPD), which are similar in 




The group found that there was no significant difference between the polymer synthesised using 
CPAD and CPID, with Mn and Ð of Mn = 7500 g mol-1, Ð = 1.28 and Mn = 7600 g mol-1, Ð = 1.23 
respectively.111 Finally Canniccioni et al. probed the possibility of PMAPC1 being used as a 
macrochain transfer agent for the polymerisation of MAPC1. The polymerisation was carried out 
at 70 oC for 4 hours and the conversion reached 56 %. The resulting copolymer has a dispersity 
of 1.30 which suggests that polymerisation was controlled.  
Figure 3.5 The structures of RAFT agents used by Canniccioni et al.110 
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With the work that has been demonstrated by Cannicciono et al., MAPC1 has become a more 
accessible monomer to work with and has now been used in PISA by Hanisch et al. to be 
occluded into calcite crystals.60 Here we use PMAPC1, PMMA and PTuBMA as a macrochain 
transfer agents for the polymerisation of MMA, MAPC1, HEMA, DMAE and TBuMA to produce 
a library triblock copolymers for the nucleation of HAP. MMA was chosen for the hydrophobic 
block in the RAFT polymerisation as it will help drive self-assembly of the triblock copolymers. 
TBuMA is used as an alternative to directly polymerising methacrylic acid. This monomer allows 
the number of monomer units incorporated into the polymer to be easily calculated. In nature 
carboxylic acid, amines and alcohols all play a role in the nucleation and regulation of 
hydroxyapatite, using this as inspiration TBuMA, HEMA and DMAE were polymerised (Figure 
3.6).  
 
3.2. Synthesis of macrochain transfer agents 
3.2.1. PMAPC1 homopolymers 
Following a similar procedure to that work done by Canniccioni et al. polar solvents such as DMF, 
DMAc and DMSO were used in the polymerisation of MAPC1 due to its low reactivity.119 Here 
CPAD was chosen as the RAFT agent due to its carboxylic acid moitety. After the polymerisations 
the polymers were PEGylated through an EDC coupling with CPAD. From the polymerisation of 
MAPC1 it can be seen that there is not significant differences in the dispersities of the polymers 
when using a 3:1 and 5:1 CTA:AIBN ratios in any solvent. However from Canniccioni et al. it is 
know that MAPC1 undergoes transfer reactions in DMSO regardless of its low dispersities (Table 
3.1).111,136  
Table 3.1 The reaction conditions and results of the polymerisation of MAPC1 at 70 oC for 7 hours. The Mn(NMR), 
Mn(TOPO), Mn(GPC) and Ð of the resultant diblock polymers are shown. The target Mn(Theo) was calculated. 
There are two methods that can be used to determine the Mn(NMR) which are comparing the 
intergrals phenyl hydrogens from the CPAD and the methylene group at 8.0 – 7.2 ppm and 4.5 












) / g 
mol-1 
aMn(TOPO






D1 137.1 DMF 2.9: 1 89 9800 13400 1700 c67200 c1.37 
D2 137.1 DMAc 1.0: 1 80 28500 1900 1800 276000 2.01 
D3 137.1 DMAc 5.0: 1 84 5700 11000 10500 111200 1.29 
D4 137.1 DMSO 3.0: 1 94 9500 8300 3400 113200 1.29 
D5 137.1 DMAc 3.0: 1 88 9500 11300 6700 61700 1.31 
aconversion and Mn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bDetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards 
through conventional calibration, cDetermined by CHCl3 GPC 
 
Figure 3.6 The structures of the methacrylate based monomers used to synthesise the polymers in Chapter 3 
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comparing the area of the two phosphorous signals which can be used int the two equations 
(Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3).34  
𝑀𝑜𝑙𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐶1 =  
𝐴1
𝐴2
 ×  
𝑣𝑜𝑙 ×  𝐶2
𝑀𝑛 𝑇𝑂𝑃𝑂
 
Equation 3.2: The equation for finding the number of mole of MAPC1 from using a TOPO external standard. A1 = area 
of the sample, A2 = area of the internal standard, TOPO and C2 = concentration of MAPC1 
 
𝑀𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 𝑐𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙𝑦𝑚𝑒𝑟 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙 × 𝐶1 ÷  (
(𝑣𝑜𝑙 ×  𝐶1) − (𝑀𝑛𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐶1 ×  𝑚𝑜𝑙𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐶1)
𝑀𝑛𝑃𝑅𝐴𝐹𝑇
) 
Equation 3.3: The equation in determining the Mn of the block copolymer by using the moles of MAPC1. C1 = 
concentration of TOPO, C2 = concentration of MOEP, Mn = molecular number average 
At higher Mn the TOPO method seems to deviate, as a result using the phenyl protons to 
calculate the Mn(NMR) is used in this chapter. The Mn(NMR) and disperisties for D1 and D5 are 
similar, this could be attributed to the polymerisations taking place in DMF and DMAc 
respectively. The structure of these two solvents are very similar and they have similar polarities 
as a result the polymers would have similar properties. Furthermore when comparing the 
polymers that were polymerised in DMAc but with different CTA : AIBN ratios a trend was 
observed. It shows that at higher CTA:AIBN ratios the polymerstions were more controlled and 
the resultant polymers had lower dispersities. With smaller CTA : intiator ratios a larger amount 
of radicals are active within the reaction mixture, this means that there are more termination 
reactions occurring. This would in turn lead to a higher dispersity and uncontrolled 
polymerisation; this is what is observed in D2.115 The discrepancy between Mn(NMR) and Mn(GPC) is 
similar to what was seen in Chapter 3 with the ROP polymers, however in these polymers the 
Mn(NMR) is approximately 10 – 20 % of that of Mn(GPC) this is due to a different polymers being used 
as the standards instead of PMAPC1. These polymers are used a macroinitator for MMA in which 
the chosen solvent is DMAc because of its good compatibility with MAPC1. In the 31P NMR 
spectrum of D5 the peak is split into two, this is due to the phosphorous being next to two 
different environments that methoxy and the methylene group (Figure 3.7). This splitting 
















3.2.2.  PMMA and PTBuMA homopolymers 
MMA was also used as a macroinitiator to provide a pathway of synthesising a block copolymer 
with an alternate structure. This way the PMAPC1 block would be separated by the PMMA block 
from the PEG segment, rather than the PMMA block being in the core and the PMAPC1 block 
extending into the corona of the assembled structure. The polymerisations were carried out in 
various solvents and CTA: AIBN ratios (Table 3.2). It can been seen that N1 has the best dispersity 
of the group however like the other MMA polymerisations the Mn(GPC) is a larger than the Mn(NMR) 
even though the GPC was calibrated with PMMA standards which is peculiar. Also N3 and N4 
still have low disperisties values although the CTA:AIBN ratio is 1.5 : 1. However, in with D2 the 
dispersity dramatically increased at low CTA : AIBN ratio, this could be attributed to the low 
reactivity of MAPC1 so there is more active radicals than dormant chains. Whereas in the case 
of MMA it is a more reactive monomer thus this affect is not observed.  
Table 3.2 The reaction conditions and results of the polymerisation of MMA and TBuMA at 70 oC for 7 hours. The 
Mn(NMR), Mn(TOPO), Mn(GPC) and Ð of the resultant diblock polymers are shown. The target Mn(Theo) was calculated. 
N1 and N3 cannot be directly compared due to the difference in CTA:AIBN ratio however, it 
could be suggested that the change in solvent does not have as drastic effect in molecular weight 
and dispersity as it does with MAPC1 (as mentioned by Canniccioni) again this could be due to 
the reactivity of monomer. The polarity of the monomer itself could attribute as well, as MAPC1 
is more polar than MMA when in the intermediate form. The solvents would provide more 
stabilisation or destabilisation in the case of water and 1,4-dioxane. However, with MMA the 
stabilisation remains relatively similar in the two differing polar solvents. Although it does seem 
that MMA polymerisation is slower in DMAc then in that of dioxane however, the polymerisation 
itself seem more controlled. In future work changing the CTA: AIBN ratios and longer 
polymerisation should be investigated in order to optimise the polymerisation of MMA in DMAc. 
TBuMA was chosen as a macroinitiator to give a different functional group in the triblock, a 
carboxylic acid moiety. MAA could have been used and provide a shorter synthesis route 
however it is more difficult to determine the conversion and Mn(NMR) because of the lack of 
functional group peaks in the spectrum. As a result an external standard would have to be used 
to determine these. The benefit of using TBuMA is that the tert-butyl peaks that appear at 1.45 
– 1.39 ppm in the 1H NMR spectrum which can be used to calculate the molecular weight (Figure 
3.8).  
 











PC) / g 
mol-1 
bÐ 
N1 MMA 112 DMAc 3.0: 1 54 3700 2300 43260 1.06 
N2 MMA 112 DMAC 3.0: 1 51 3700 2400 10300 1,25 
N3 MMA 80 Dioxane 1.5: 1 96 5300 7100 14200 1.25 
N4 MMA 60 Dioxane 1.5: 1 77 4000 3600 9700 1.18 
T1 TBuMA 360 DMAc 3.0: 1 82 17000 21000 14000 1.24 




 T1 and D5 have similar monomer conversions after 7 hours, which could indicate that they have 
similar reactivities in DMAc. TBuMA is a less active monomer than MMA because of the +I effect 
the tert-butyl group has on the monomer which in turns stabilises the radical formed in the RAFT 
process. Furthermore, T1 has a lower dispersity than D5, which could be indicative of the 
monomer not being as susceptible to traces of oxygen in the reaction mixture as MAPC1.  
3.3. PEGylations of homopolymer 
PEGylations have been used extensively throughout many fields and are key in the drug delivery 
industry as mild conditions are needed to bind PEG to different proteins.137,138 PEGylations of 
CTAs has allowed for a simple route to synthese diblock copolymers. It has been shown that by 
incorporating PEG chains into a latex can help stabilise the particle through steric stabilisation, 
however the effectiveness depends on the anchoring of the PEG on to the surface of the latex.139 
CPAD is a good choice in CTA for this reaction due to its compatibility with many monomers and 
its carboxylic acid functional group. In RAFT polymerisation the addition of a PEG chain is 
commonly prepared by an esterification between CPAD and a PEG-OH however groups have 
coupled the PEG unit with an amide bond.140,141 In all these experiments 
dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC) is used as the coupling agent along with DMAP. In this method 
the by product, dicyclohexylurea, is formed and the product has to be filtered.141 In this chapter 
EDC is used as a substitute due to it being easier to handle but more importantly the urea by 
product is water soluble so it is easy to remove via dialysis or solvent extraction. The PEGylation 
is carried out at two different points in the polymer synthesis, in some polymers it was carried 
out after the first polymerisation and in the other polymers it was carried out after the second 
set of polymerisations. It was chosen not to use a CPAD-PEG RAFT agent because it was difficult 
to separate the PEG-OH and the CPAD-PEG from each other after esterification when high Mn 
PEG-OH was used. A benefit to choosing to perform PEGylation after the polymerisations is that 
the reactivity of the CPAD will be larger because the R group would have a similar structure to 
the monomer and it would be smaller, so the radicals can move more freely in solution and less 
likely to become tangled (Figure 3.9). It should be noted that PEGylations carried out post 
polymerisation is not abundant in the literature.  
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The homopolymers of PMAPC1 and PTBuMA were PEGylated after the first polymerisation and 
the esterification was carried out for 48 hours. It can be seen from the PMAPC1-PEG polymers 
that the dispersity values slightly increase, this would be attributed to the dispersity of the PEG 
unit being attached (Table 3.3).  
Table 3.3 PEGylations of PMAPC1 and PTBuMA homopolymers. The Mn(NMR), Mn(TOPO), Mn(GPC) and Ð of the resultant 
diblock polymers are shown. The target Mn(Theo) was calculated. 
Once the homopolyers have been PEGylated, the Mn(NMR) is calculated by using integral of the 
methoxy group of the PEG as it is a strong singlet at 3.38 ppm whereas the aromatic protons can 
be very weak and masked by the NMR baseline (Figure 3.10). Overall Mn(NMR) is far less than 
expected for all copolymers which suggests that calculating the Mn(NMR) from the phenyl ring 
from the CPAD is an overestimation. In the 1H DOSY NMR spectrum of PT1 homopolymers two 
species are present. However, in the GPC trace only one peak is present (Figure 3.11). In 1H DOSY 
NMR both traces contain both the PEG and PTBuMA signals, this could potentially suggest that 
both species have similar molecular weights and the GPC could not separate them or that the 
1H DOSY NMR has unreal solvent line which is known to happen.  
 







Mn(Theo) / g 
mol-1 
aMn(NMR) / g 
mol-1 
bMn(GPC) 
/ g mol-1 
bÐ 
PD1 D3 132 PMAPC1 146: 12 14700 8900 93200 1.36 
cPD2 D4 126 PMAPC1 126: 40 12800 14000 97400 1.21 
PD3 D1 49 PMAPC1 49: 7 15600 3600 67200 d1.37 
PD4 D5 38 PMAPC1 47: 6 13400 3300 61700 1.31 
PT1 T1 47 PTBuMA 47: 21 23100 5100 3100 1.05 
aconversion and Mn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bDetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards 
through conventional calibration, cAqueous GPC used, dbimodal distribution 
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Figure 3.9 The structure of CPAD (left) and the PEGylated CPAD macroinitiator (right) 











Furthermore 1H DOSY NMR also measure the hydrodynamic volume like in GPC as shown in 
Figure 3.10, the estimated Mn(NMR) of these species are 12500 g mol-1 and 96900 g mol-1 
respectively. If these Mn(NMR) are true then these would show as a bimodal peak in the GPC, this 
would suggest the latter scenario is more likely. In the case of PD3 only one signal is present in 
the 1H DOSY NMR which would indicate one species in the sample (Figure 3.12). However there 
is a bimodal distribution in the GPC trace which indicates two different Mn polymers (Figure 
3.13). D1 the predecessor to PD3 also showed a bimodal distribution which could have meant 
that there was traces of oxygen in the reaction mixture which lead to early termination of the 
polymerisation. It was decided to use the GPC trace to give an indication if two homopolymers 
were formed rather than 1H DOSY NMR. In the future the NMR sample of PD3 could be doped 
with PEG-OH and its predecessor, D1 and a 1H DOSY NMR ran. If any of the diffusion co-efficient 
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Figure 3.11 The GPC traces of T1 (green) and PT1 (purple). 












3.4. Second polymerisation of PEGylated diblock copolymers 
PMAPC1-PEG and PTBuMA-PEG were used macroCTAs in the polymerisation of MMA, the 
polymerisations were carried out for 24 hours because macroCTAs tends to be less reactive as 
they have a larger molecular weight. Unfortunately the PEG peak at 3.60 ppm overlaps with the 
PMMA peak at 3.64 ppm, as a result the DP of PMMA was calculated by integrating that section 
then subtracting the value of the PEG group (Table 3.4). 
Table 3.4 The RAFT polymerisation of MMA using PMAPC1-PEG and PTBuMA-PEG macroCTAs at 70 oC for 24 hrs. The 
Mn(NMR), Mn(TOPO), Mn(GPC) and Ð of the resultant diblock polymers are shown. The target Mn(Theo) was calculated. 























3: 1 69 49: 7: 
22 
7300 5800 83900 1.59 
PDN2 PD1 PMAPC1-
PEG 
5: 1 34 146: 
12: 15 
12600 9400 98700 1.37 
PDN3 PD2 PMAPC1-
PEG 
3: 1 61 126: 
23: 50 
18400 15300 86000 1.29 
PTN1 PT1 PTBuMA-
PEG 
3: 1 61 47: 
21: 16 
6600 6700 17500 1.48 
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bDetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards through 
conventional calibration 
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Figure 3.13 GPC trace of PD3 
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It can be seen that changing the CTA:AIBN ratio has an effect on the monomer conversion, as 
the conversion of PDN3 is double that of PDN2. In the PMMA-PMAPC1-PEG series the triblock 
polymers’ dispersity do not increase significantly indicating that the original rise was due to the 
PEGylation mentioned in section 3.3. However, PTN1 the dispersity increases significantly with 
addition MMA, this could be caused by the length of the macroCTA. The 1H DOSY NMR shows 
that PDN1 still has a bimodal distribution after the addition of PMMA (Figure 3.14), this is also 
shown in the GPC trace (Figure 3.15). The retention time of PDN1 has decreased which signifies 












3.5. Second polymerisation of homopolymers 
The PMMA based homopolymers were used as macrochain transfer agents in the next step 
rather than being PEGylated first. The CTA: AIBN ratios were 5, 3 and 1.5 respectively, and the 
polymerisations were carried out for 24 hours. The dispersity of each polymer has increased 
significantly, this would suggest that the polymerisations were not as well controlled as the 
previous set (Table 3.5). This could be attributed to the length of the macrochain transfer agent, 
as the chains become longer they become more entangled in solution and the radicals are less 




Figure 3.14 1H NMR spectrum of PDN1 (A) and its 1H DOSY NMR spectrum (B) 
Figure 3.15 The GPC trace of PDN1 showing its bimodal distribution 
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CH3-O- of the PMMA block which appear at 3.60 ppm rather than the aromatic peaks of the CTA 
as these aromatic peaks have diminished into the baseline of the NMR. 
Table 3.5 The RAFT polymerisations of various monomers using a PMMA macroCTA for 24 hrs at 70 OC. The Mn(NMR), 






















ND1 N1 MAPC1 5: 1 96 50: 23 5300 12700 102100 1.45 
ND2 N2 MAPC1 5: 1 90 75: 23 5400 17900 53500 1.61 
NA1 N3 DMAE 1.5: 1 70 99: 71 12300 22600 21100 1.52 
NE1 N3 HEMA 1.5: 1 56 116: 71 13000 22200 80000 1.70 
NT1 N3 TBuMA 1.5: 1 64 43: 71 12300 222000 18000 1.37 
NT2 N4 TBuMA 3: 1 75 29: 36 10700 7700 13100 1.27 
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bDetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards through conventional 
calibration, cBimodal distribution 
 
When comparing NT1 and NT2 the dispersity is lower with the larger CTA: AIBN ratio however 
PMMA segment is also half the size NT1 which could also contribute to the different in dispersity. 
The block copolymers which had N3 as their macroCTA have relatively high dispersities. For a 
reasonably controlled block copolymer the dispersity is usually between 1.2 – 1.5. NE1 shows 
the highest disparity value at 1.78 upon looking at the 1H DOSY NMR spectrum there is two 
species in the sample, however in the GPC trace there is only one peak albeit broad (Figure 3.16). 
 
 
From the polymers that have used N3 as their macroCTA, it could be suggested that HEMA is the 
least reactive monomer in DMAc due to it having the lowest conversion. This could be due to 
the polar hydroxyl group interacting with DMAc. RAFT polymerisations of HEMA are usually 
carried out in polar aqueous solvents such as a methanol/water mixture. During the 
polymerisation of NA1 a colour change from red to orange was observed when DMAE was added 
to the reaction mixture. Usually with this RAFT agent a colour change during the polymerisation 
to orange would suggest the decomposition of thiobenzoate.119 If PDMAE was used as a chain 
transfer agent it would be assumed that the chain fidelity would have been lost and the resulting 
polymer would be polydispersed. Therefore, PDMAE was not used as a macroCTA for MMA 
polymerisations. 
A B 
Figure 3.16 The annotated 1H DOSY NMR spectrum of NE1 (A) and its GPC trace (B). 
Chemical Shift (ppm) 
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The PMAC1-PMMA polymers show a large increase in dispersity even when a higher CTA:AIBN 
ratio was used. This could be a result of the long reaction times as more chains can terminate in 
that duration. In future work, different polymerisation times should be investigated to minimise 
the chance of dead chains and oligomers forming.119 
3.6. PEGylations of PMMA diblock copolymers 
The PEGylations were carried out on the diblock copolymers from section 3.4 in the same 
procedure as in section 3.3. The Mn(NMR) are all much lower than expected due to the 
overestimation of the molecule weight when using the aromatic protons on the CTA to calculate 
the Mn(NMR) (Table 3.6). Although the dispersity of the triblock copolymers have not increased 
significantly and in some cases like PNT2 the dispersity decreased. 
Table 3.6 PEGylations of the PMMA based diblock copolymers from section 3.5. The Mn(NMR), Mn(TOPO), Mn(GPC) and Ð 
of the resultant diblock polymers are shown. The target Mn(Theo) was calculated. 
 
The dispersity of PNE1 has increased to 1.78 and the 1H DOSY NMR shows 2 lines indicating two 
species in the sample. The GPC trace shows a bimodal distribution, this could be cause by some 
of the PEG-OH not coupling to NE1 (Figure 3.17). The two signals in the 1H DOSY NMR both 
contain the PHEMA and PEG signals.  
 














bMn(GPC) / g mol-1 bÐ 




11500 7200 20600 1.50 
PND2 ND2 122 PMAPC1-PMMA 122: 11: 
3 
10800 7100 21500 1.57 
PNE1 NE1 43 PHEMA-PMMA 43: 7: 
10 
14900 3900 80000 c1.78 
PNA1 NA1 47 PDMAE-PMMA 47: 12: 
7 
14400 4400 14800 1.43 
PNT1 NT2 47 PTBuMA-PMMA 47: 11: 
9 
12800 4500 12300 1.22 
PNT2 NT1 45 PTBuMA-PMMA 45: 10: 
5 
14300 3700 15400 1.49 
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR, bDetermined by DMF GPC relative to PMMA standards through conventional 




Furthermore, in the 1H NMR of PNE1 the methoxy peak from the PMMA is absent at 3.60 ppm. 
This could be due to the triblock polymer self-assembling in the solution.142 When the micelles 
are formed the mobility of the PMMA group would be reduced which results in the 
corresponding NMR signal to decrease. However, the DP of PMMA can still be calculated due to 
the multiplet at 1.4 – 0.8 ppm, since the integration is larger than expected for the –CH2-C-CH3- 
of the PHEMA, it can be assumed that the rest of the integral is the –C-CH3- group of the PMMA.  
 Other than the case of PNE1 the PEGylation has given a similar result to which is mentioned in 
section 3.3 indicating that there is not a significant difference in performing the PEGylation 
before or after the second RAFT polymerisation. All triblock copolymers including PNE1 were 
successfully synthesised.  
3.7. Deprotection of triblock copolymers 
The PMAPC1 and PTBuMA containing triblock copolymer were deprotected using TMSiBr and 
TFA respectively. When using the TMSiBr method the intermediate fully dissolved when 
methanol was added. This was an indication that the deprotection was successful because the 
protected version was not soluble in methanol. Neither the Mn(GPC) nor dispersity could be 
calculated for the deprotected block copolymers, this is due to the triblock copolymers having 
limited solubility in DMF and water and it can be assumed that they self-assemble in these 
solvents (Table 3.7). 
Table 3.7 Result table for the deprotected block copolymers, show the polymer sequence and Mn(NMR). 
Entry Precusor Block sequence aMn(NMR) / g mol-1 
PNF1 PND1 PEG-PMMA-PMAPC1 9800 
PNF2 PND2 PEG-PMMA-PMAPC1 7800 
PFN1 PDN1 PEG-PMAPC1-PMMA 5600 
PFN2 PDN2 PEG-PMAPC1-PMMA 10300 
PF1 PD4 PEG-PMAPC1 3100 
PNQ1 PNT2 PEG-PMMA-PMAA 3800 
PNQ2 PNT1 PEG-PMMA-PMAA 4300 
PQN1 PTN1 PEG-PMAA-PMMA -  
aMn(NMR) were determined by 1H NMR 
 
Like in the case of PNE1 the PMMA peak at 3.60 ppm could not be seen, this is due to the 
polymers self-assembling and the hydrophobic block, PMMA, being in the core of the assembled 
B A 
Chemical Shift (ppm) 
Figure 3.17 The annotated 1H DOSY NMR spectrum of PNE1 (A) and its GPC trace (B). 
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structure. In the 1H NMR spectrum of PNF1 there is no appearance of the peaks at 4.10 and 3.70 
ppm which corresponded to the methoxy groups and the methylene group in PMAPC1 which 
suggests the polymer was deprotected. Also there is the appearance of a broad singlet at 4.20 
ppm which corresponds to the phosphonic acid OHs. In the 31P{H} NMR the peak has shifted 














The TBuMA deprotections were also successful. There was a complete reduction in the peak at 
1.40 ppm which corresponded to the tert-butyl peak of the PTBuMA (Figure 3.19). However, 1H 
DOSY NMR could not be used to determine one species was present. 1H DOSY NMR is an 
ineffective way to confirm that only one species was present in these sample because the 















Figure 3.18 Annotated 1H NMR (A) and 31P{H} NMR (B) spectra of PNF1. 
Figure 3.19 Annotated 1H NMR spectrum of PNQ2. 
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The deprotection of PQN1 could not be determined as a success through NMR spectroscopy due 
to its insolubility in the majority of common solvents, a clear NMR was impossible to obtain. In 
order to give an indication of the polymer structure IR spectroscopy was employed. There was 
a broad signal at 3350 cm-1 that corresponds to a OH group of carboxylic acid which would 











3.8. Conclusions and future work 
A library of triblock polymers have been synthesised by RAFT polymerisation and deprotected. 
It was shown that the reaction conditions in which DMAc and CPAD were used could be further 
optimised for MMA RAFT polymerisation. Additionally when PMMA was incorporated into the 
block copolymer it gave rise to the largest increase in disperisity in all polymers indicating that 
the polymerisation of MMA is not well controlled under these conditions. Regardless of if MMA 
was the first or second block polymerised, the MMA conversion only reached 50 %. MAPC1 was 
successfully polymerised and incorporated into a block copolymer with MMA. Polymer PD1 
showed a bimodal distribution in the GPC trace indicating that the polymerisation could have 
contained by oxygen, resulting in early termination. The PEGylations of the diblock and 
homopolymers were successful and there is minimal difference in dispersities suggesting that 
the PEGylation can be performed at any stage of the synthesis. Increasing the CTA: AIBN ratio 
showed that the polymerisation proceeded at a slower rate, this is due to there being less 
radicals formed in the reaction. In the homopolymerisation of MAPC1 it was shown that 
lowering the CTA: AIBN ratio to 1: 1 resulted in an uncontrolled polymerisation due to there 
being a large excess of radicals in the polymerisation. Three other monomers were polymerised 
using a PMMA macroCTA: HEMA, DMAE and TBuMA. All three monomers were polymerised 
successfully, however, there dispersity of the copolymers increased significantly from 1.25 to 
1.52, which suggests that the current conditions need further optimisations. The polymerisation 
of DMAE showed colour change from red to orange which suggests that the monomer has 
interacted with CPAD. The resulting polymer was also orange which gives a strong indication 
that the fidelity of the CTA has been compromised and would not be useful as a macroCTA. After 
the deprotection of the triblock copolymers in both the PMAPC1 and PTBuMA copolymers there 
was a disappearance of the PMMA signal at 3.60 ppm which indicates that the triblock 




















The OH signal from the 
carboxylic acid moiety 
Figure 3.20 IR spectrum of PQN1. 
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common deuterated NMR solvents, IR spectroscopy was used to confirm that the tert-butyl 
deprotection has taken place.  
In the future the polymerisation of HEMA, DMAE, TBUMA and MMA would need to be optimised 
to ensure that the polymerisations are controlled. It would be beneficial to synthesise triblock 
copolymers which had the block sequence of PEG-b-PDMAE-b-PMMA and PEG-b-PHEMA-b-
PMMA. These polymers would be analogous to PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA since the polymer 
sequence can drastically change the solubility and nucleation properties. It would be 
advantageous to investigate the ratio of PMMA incorporated into the triblock copolymers, 
because the hydrophobic block is the driving force behind self-assembly of block copolymers 
and would change the cmc. In this thesis, the PMMA block is a large proportion of the polymer 
structure, potentially providing a smaller PMMA segment would increase the solubility of the 




Chapter 4 Polymer induced nucleation of hydroxyapatite 
4.1 Introduction 
Biomineralisation of HAP is a complex cell controlled process which is initiated when the cells 
secrete an extracellular matrix which determine the morphology of the HAP.28 Proteins are a 
major component in the extracellular matrix, and the interactions of these with the structural 
framework of the tooth and their ability to attract ions is how crystallisation is initiated. The 
growth and regulation of the resulting crystallites are also regulated by proteins. There is a 
supersaturated solution of calcium and phosphate ions in the extracellular matrix and without 
the regulation of the proteins, HAP would spontaneously precipitate out.28 
Amelogenin and DPP are two labile proteins that are important for the formation of the tooth. 
These proteins can self-assemble into many different structures such as ribbons or spheres. 
However the self-assemble is sensitive to many factors such as pH, temperature and presence 
of ions.4,28 In the presence of calcium ions amelogenin can self-assemble into 14 nm spheres and 
can assemble into higher ordered structures such as chains.3,38 In the case of DPP, when calcium 
ions bind to the protein the flexibility of the structure decreases and it assembles into β-sheets.28 
Both proteins contain a large number of charged amino acids, which directs the growth of the 
HAP crystals by preferentially binding to the (100) face rather than (001) face. This promotes 
growth along the c-axis of the crystal.4,7,143 In amelogenin, the C-termus contains many charged 
groups which bind to the HAP crystal, however when the terminus is removed the affinity for 
the protein to bind to HAP decreases.24,25 DPP is a highly charged protein where the majority of 
amino acids are aspartic acids and phosphorylated serines. The highly charged nature of the 
proteins means it can act as a sink for calcium ions. The protein also contains two binding sites, 
so it can bind to both calcium and phosphate ions as well as HAP.29 The binding ability of DPP 
was hindered when the protein was dephosphorylated, this indicates the importance of the 
phosphorylated serine groups in mineralisation.29,143,144  
In amelogenisis, it is indicative that the self-assembly and the charged groups of the proteins are 
important for the growth and regulation of HAP. With this knowledge a series of block 
copolymers were synthesised by RAFT polymerisation. In this chapter the triblock copolymers 
synthesised in Chapter 3 are investigated in their ability to nucleate HAP and to act as a 
protective film against enamel erosion by acids. The block copolymers were formed of a PEG 
block, PMMA block and a block which contained a functional group; hydroxyl, carboxylic acid, 
phosphonic acid and amine groups. The PMMA block was used for its hydrophobic properties 
and this will drive self-assembly of the triblock copolymer. Furthermore PMMA can act as a 
hydrophobic barrier against acid attack in the protection of enamel.34 The PEG group was chosen 
because it is biocompatibility and is used to provide another hydrophilic block in the copolymer 
in order to make the block copolymer more soluble. This will decrease the possibility of 
precipitation and favour the self-assemble of the triblock. A novel triblock polymer containing 
phosphonic acid moieties, PEG-b-PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA, and one containing PMAA were 
investigated as both functional groups bind strongly to tooth enamel in previous research.34,61 
Moreover, these groups are present in DPP and in the C-terminus of amelogenin which are 
responsible to directing the growth of HAP in biomineralisation.4,28,61,143,145 HEMA and DMAE 
were chosen as the hydroxyl and amine blocks respectively. The hydroxyl group has been shown 
to nucleate HAP when used as a self-assembled monolayer and is suspected to bind to the 
calcium ions first.146 An amine self-assembled monomer layer has been found to precipitate 
calcium phosphate, although they are usually used in the nucleation of HAP when partnered 
with another functional group such as carboxylic acids.147 Amines have also been shown to affect 
the growth of silica and calcite.60,148 The use of three chemically different monomers in the 
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polymers means that these triblock copolymers are also classed are terpolymers. The benefits 
of using terpolymers is that many more morphologies can been accessed such as micelles with 
a ring morphology, this gives more option for fine-tuning the polymers for the nucleation of 
HAP.149–151  
4.2 Morphology of RAFT synthesised polymers 
The self-assembling ability of the block copolymers from Chapter 3 were explored (Figure 4.1) 
and their hydrophilic mass fractions were calculated. The mass fractions were not calculated for 
the PMAA and PMAPC1acid containing copolymers because it is uncertain how much the ionic 
strength from the acids contribute to the hydrophilic mass fractions. 
In the cases of PHEMA and PDMAE containing copolymers the equation mentioned in Chapter 
2 was slightly altered so that the mass of PHEMA and PDMAE were included in the hydrophilic 
segment as they are both classed as hydrophilic blocks (Table 4.1). The polymers such as PMMA-
b-PMAPC1 a hydrophilic mass fraction could not be calculated since there is no hydrophilic 
segment in the copolymer. The majority of block copolymers have a hydrophilic mass fraction 
above 0.5. When PMMA is added the mass fraction is lowered and the reverse occurs when PEG 
is coupled to the polymer. The majority of polymers should exhibit a micellular self-assembly 
according to the research carried out by Savic et al.103 
  




Table 4.1 A table showing the hydrophillic mass fractions, f and cmc, of the RAFT synthesised block copolymers 
where applicable, Mn = Mn(NMR), asterisk indicates a linear regression line however no two distinct data sets 
Entry Block Sequence Block 
Mn / g 
mol-1 
PEG 
Mn / g 
mol-1 
PMMA 




Cmc / mg 
cm-3 
PQN1 PEG-b-PMAA-b-PMMA 1800 2100 1600 - - 
NA1 PMMA-b-PDMAE 15500 - 7100 0.69 2.91 x 10-3 
ND1 PMMA-b-PMAPC1 10400 - 2300 - 2.54 x 10-2 
ND2 PMMA-b-PMAPC1 15400 - 2300 - - 
NT1 PMMA-b-TBuMA 6100 - 7100 - - 
NT2 PMMA-b-PTBuMA 4100 - 3600 - - 
NE1 PMMA-PHEMA 15100 - 7100 0.68 - 
PD1 PEG-b-PMAPC1 2500 6400 - 0.72 1.04 
PD2 PEG-b-PMAPC1 8300 5500 - 0.40 * 
PD3 PEG-b-PMAPC1 1500 2200 - 0.61 1.16 
PD4 PEG-b-PMAPC1 1250 2100 - 0.64 * 
PF1 PEG- b-PMAPC1acid 1000 1700 - - 0.447 
PDN1 PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA 1500 2200 2200 0.38 4.28 x 10-3 
PDN2 PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA 2500 6400 1500 0.68 9.46 x 10-4 
PDN3 PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA 8300 5500 5000 0.36 * 














6.55 x 10-3 
 
PNA1 PEG-b-PMMA-b-PDMAE 1100 1900 700 0.68 1.12 x 10-2 
PND1 PEG-b-PMMA-b-PMAPC1 2100 6200 1900 0.86 9.38 x 10-2 
PND2 
PEG-b-PMMA-b-
PMAPC1acid 600 6200 1100 0.76 0.179 
PNE1 PEG-b-PMMA-b-PHEMA 1300 2100 1200 0.87 1.21 x 10-2 
PNF1 
PEG-b-PMMA-b-
PMAPC1acid 1800 6200 1900 - 0.235 
PNF2 
PEG-b-PMMA-b-
PMAPC1acid 500 6200 1100 - 1.98 x 10-2 
PNQ1 PEG-b-PMMA-b-PMAA 500 2100 1200 - 0.156 
PNQ2 PEG-b-PMMA-b-PMAA 900 2200 1200 - 2.83 x 10-2 
PNT1 PEG-b-PMMA-b-PTBuMA 1300 2200 1200 0.47 - 
PNT2 PEG-b-PMMA-b-TBuMA 710 2100 1200 0.54 - 
PT1 PEG-b-PTBuMA 3000 2100 - 0.41 - 




With the hydrophilic mass fractions in mind the cmcs were determined through fluorescence 
spectroscopy and DLS. These two techniques give comparable results, as demonstrated by 
Bakkour et al.152 For the fluorescence spectroscopy, pyrene was doped into the polymer 
solution, the same as in Chapter 2. In DLS, the mean count rate is used to determine the cmc of 
the polymers. The RAFT polymers, PNT2, PNT1, PT1, NT2, PTN1 and NT1 did not have their cmcs 
calculated, as two blocks of the copolymers are highly hydrophobic, as a result it was assumed 
that precipitation would occur rather than micro segregation of the blocks. The addition of 
PMMA to the PEGylated diblock showed a decrease in the cmc, this was evident in PD3 which 
cmc was 1.16 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.3). Then when the PMMA block was incorporated the cmc 
decreased to 4.28 x 10-3 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.21) in PDN1. The addition of the PMMA block 
increases the interfacial free energy between the polymer and water, as a result lower 
concentrations are needed for micelle formation to decrease that interfacial free energy. In the 
case of PEG-b-PMAPC1 polymers some of the copolymers PD2 and PD4 did not reach a cmc 
however showed linearity in the data set which would indicate that self-assemble could occur 
at higher concentrations than that what was investigated (Figure 4.12 and Figure 4.14 
respectively). PD4 has a larger PMAPC1 segment than it does PEG which could also contribute 
to the lack of self-assembly. The PEG chain can form hydrogen bonds and have dipole-dipole 
interactions with the water. If there is an insufficient PEG coverage around the micelle, the 
hydrophobic core would be exposed to the water and destabilises the micelle.50 
In both PDN2 and PDN1 deprotecting the PMAPC1 block causes a slight increase in their cmcs 
(Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.21 respectively). This indicates the stabilisation that the self-assemble 
structure gains from the PMMA is sufficient to maintain the assembly even with the introduction 
of a charged block. However cmc of PDN2 increases in almost a magnitude upon deprotection 
(9.45 x 10-4 mg cm-3 to 6.55 x 10-3 mg cm-3) whereas in the deprotection of PDN1 the cmc 
increases by 0.40 x 10-3 mg cm-3. The reason for this could be due to the ratio of hydrophobic 
block to hydrophilic. In PDN2 the ratio of hydrophobic-hydrophilic is 38 : 62 but when 
deprotected it becomes 15 : 85. This means overall there is a small hydrophobic segment which 
leads to a lower interfacial free energy , as a result a higher concentration of polymer is needed 
to force micellation. In the polymers where PEG was added to the PMMA diblock copolymer 
there was an increase in cmc for all the copolymers. PFN2 and PNF1 have similar block molecular 
weights however PNF1 has a much higher cmc (0.235 mg cm-3) than PFN2 (6.55 x 10—3 mg cm-3) 
(Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.7 respectively). The difference in behaviour could be due to the 
difference in the structure, PFN2 has PMAPC1 extended into the corona of the micelle along 
with the PEG chain, whereas PNF1 has the PMMA block separating them. By having the PMMA 
between the two hydrophilic blocks would disrupt the interactions between the water 
molecules less than having the PMMA on the end of the triblock, which means that it has a lower 
interfacial free energy, leading to a higher cmc for PNF1. PNF1 has a much higher cmc than PNF2 
(Figure 4.6) because PNF1 has a much larger PMAPC1 block contributing to the hydrophilic part 
of the triblock, which increases the cmc of the polymer. Triblock NA1 (Figure 4.9) cmc increases 
from 2.91 x 10-3 mg cm-3 to 1.12 x 10-2 mg cm-3 when PEGylated (PNA1, Figure 4.5), this is due to 
the PEG chain providing interactions with the water which hydrates the micelle increasing the 
cmc.153 The PEG-b-PMMA-b-PMAA copolymers have similar structures except in PNQ1’s PMAA 
unit is 400 g mol-1 shorter than that of PNQ2, however there cmcs are very different 0.156 mg 
cm-3 and 2.83 x 10-2 mg cm-3 respectively (Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.17). This could be attributed 
to the PMAA block in PNQ1 not covering all the surface of the PMMA core resulting in the 
destabilisation of the micelle and increasing the cmc of the copolymer. PNE1 showed a cmc of 
1.21 x 10-2 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.4) however with its predecessor the cmc could not be determine 
even when water (20 % ethanol v / v) was used to help dissolve the polymer like in PNE1. This 
would indicate that the PMMA block of NE1 is too long for micellation instead causing 
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macroprecipitation to occur. The cmc for PQN1 could not be determined because the polymer 
was insoluble in water even when 20 % ethanol was used. 
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Figure 4.4 The CMC graph for PNE1 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.5 The cmc graph of PNA1 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.6 The cmc graph for PNF2 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.9 The cmc graph NA1 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
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Figure 4.12 The cmc graph of PD3 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.11 The cmc graph of PD2 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.10 The cmc graph of PNF1 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.15 The cmc graph of PF1 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.14 The cmc graph for PD4 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
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Figure 4.17 The cmc graph of PNQ2 by fluorescence 
spectroscopy 
Figure 4.16 The cmc graph of PND2 by DLS Figure 4.18 The cmc graph of PND1 by DLS 




Subsequently, the self-assembling morphology above the cmc was analysed for the following 
polymers: PD2, PDN3, PFN1, PFN2, PF1, PNA1, PNE1, PQN1, PNQ1 and PNF2. These polymers 
were taken to give a representation of each polymer class synthesised by RAFT polymerisation. 
The imaging was conducted using TEM with uranyl acetate used as a negative staining agent to 
give clear images of the copolymers (Figure 4.22).  
At 0.1 mg cm-3 PFN1 forms two sets of self-assembled species, larger micelles at around 40 nm 
and smaller micelles at approximately 13 nm (Figure 4.22A). The range in micelle size would be 
attributed to the bimodal dispersity of the block copolymers, as PDN1 had a Ð = 1.59. PDN3 has 
also been imaged at 0.1 mg cm-3 and also shows micelles of 70 nm in size. (Figure 4.22B). The 
size difference between PDN3 and PFN1 could be attributed to the lack of electrostatic 
stabilisation. PNF2 forms spheres approximately 20 nm in diameter (Figure 4.22C). PD2, PNQ1, 
PF1 and PQN1 were polymers PEG-b-PMAPC1, PEG-PMMA-b-PMAA, PEG-b-PMACP1acid and 
PEG-b-MAA-b-PMAA respectively. Each of these polymers were shown not to self-assemble 
below 2 mg cm-3. In the TEM images for each polymer, a film can be observed which indicates 
that the uranyl acetate has interacted with the polymer (Figure 4.22D-G). With these images 
Figure 4.22 A series of negatively stained TEM micrographs and electron diffraction patterns of PFN1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 
(A), PDN3 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (B), PNF2 at 1 mg cm-3 (C), PD2 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (D) PNQ1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (E), PF1 at 0.1 mg 
cm-3 (F), PQN1 at 0.11 mg cm-3 (G), PNA1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (H) and PNE1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (I). The red square indicates 
were the diffraction pattern was taken from 
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there are two scenarios for the polymers’ self-assembling properties. First the polymers have 
formed films due to them being dehydrated. Secondly the polymers have a lamellae self-
assembly and this assembly would not be able to be tracked through DLS. These films could be 
observed through polarised light microscopy to observe the polymers in their native 
environments and prove which scenario is correct. If the films are smaller than the resolution 
provided by the polarised light microscope then cryo-TEM could be utilized. Furthermore 
electron diffraction confirms that structures in Figure 4.22D-F are not uranyl acetate crystals or 
other salts since the structure do not show signs of crystallinity.  
PNA1 (PEG-b-PMMA-b-PDMAE) was tested because PAH contains an amino moiety which has 
been shown to influence calcite nucleation and an amine containing compound can be used to 
nucleate silica crystals.148,154,155 PHEMA was chosen to see if a non-ionic functional group could 
also influence the growth of CaP. PNA1 has a similar morphology to the phosphonic triblock 
copolymers that self-assembled, it as well showed spheres (Figure 4.22H). The spheres are 22 
nm in diameter which is similar to that of PNF2 and PFN1. However in the case of PNE1 (PEG-b-
PMMA-b-PHEMA) two morphologies are observed, worms and spheres (Figure 4.22I). The 
spheres were 30 nm in diameter and the worms were 40 nm in length respectively. The main 
difference between PNE1 and the PMAPC1acid, PMAA and PMDAE polymers is that PNE1 is 
classed as a non-ionic polymer whereas the others are classed as ionic polymers. It has been 
reported that the electrostatic repulsion caused by the ionic moieties prevents micelles from 
fusing to form worms or vesicles.50,156 This suggests that PFN1, PNF2 and PNA1 are kinetically 
trapped spheres. This could be investigated further by synthesising triblock copolymers where 
PMAPC1acid, PMAA and PMDAE blocks are different lengths and see if the morphology changes 
from spheres, if not then it would be a strong indication of a kinetically trap morphology. 
For the polymers which had self-assembled, their structure stability in water were also looked 
at over 45 mins by DLS. From the DLS measurements the hydrodynamic diameter can be 
determined, which gives an idea of the micelle size in solution (Table 4.2). 
Table 4.2 Diameter of the self-assembled polymers by DLS and TEM 
Sample Polymer 
concentration / g 
mol-1 
Hydrodynamic 
diameter / nm 
TEM Diameter / nm 
PFN1 0.1 mg cm-3 59.1 ± 11 13 
PFN2 1.0 mg cm-3 181.6 ± 19 - 
PNF2 1.0 mg cm-3 6.0 ± 14 20 
PNA1 0.1 mg cm-3 138.0 ± 20 22 
PNE1 0.1 mg cm-3 186.8 ± 50 30 – 40 
 
When comparing the sizes obtained from the TEM and the DLS, the hydrodynamic radius is much 
larger for the majority of the polymers PFN2, PNA1 and PNE1. DLS is a bulk technique so having 
dust particles which are around 1 μm in diameter can increase the mean particle size 
significantly, which could have happened here. Furthermore, during preparation the TEM 
samples have to dried in preparation for TEM, which could have caused shrinkage or aggregation 
of the self-assembled structures. To confirm the size of the structures in water cryo-TEM could 
be used to observe the polymer morphology. Additionally the size given by DLS is not accurate 
with structures that are anisotropic because these structures are seen as multiple entities, as a 
result a change in the length of the worm particles would drastically affect the size given by the 
DLS. This would suggest the size given for PNE1 is not the true size. DLS can also provide other 
useful information such as the charge of the particles which should be studied in the future to 
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see how much electrostatic repulsion occurs in these polymeric micelles and give more 
information of the latex’s stability.  
4.3 The nucleation of hydroxyapatite 
The polymers; PD2, PDN3, PFN1, PFN2, PF1, PNA1, PNE1, PQN1, PNQ1 and PNF2 were mixed 
with CaCl2 and KH2PO4 to give final concentrations of Ca2+ and PO43- 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM 
respectively. The growth of CaP was monitored by DLS, which calculates particle size based on 
the Brownian motion of particles. Particles experience Brownian motion, so smaller particles 
move faster in solution and have higher kinetic energy, while bigger particles move slower and 
tend to sediment faster as they possess less kinetic energy. The relation between the speed of 
the particles and particle size is given by the Stokes-Einstein equation (Equation 4.1).  




Equation 4.1 The Stokes-Einstein equation. D = translational diffusion coefficient, kB = Boltzman constant, T = 
temperature, ɳ = viscosity, RH = hydrodynamic radius 
The growth of the crystals would be observed in DLS as an increase in size, once these crystals 
begin to sediment this would be seen as a size decrease. Many researchers have used DLS as a 
probe to determine if precipitation has occurred. Nudelman et al. used DLS to determine the 
effect polyaspartic acid had on CaP precipitation, showing that the polymer inhibited mineral 






















The disadvantage of DLS is that it can only be used to measure particle size or determine if 
precipitation is occurring. It does not provide further characterisation of the material, such as 
crystallinity or composition. Futhermore DLS assumes that particles are hard spheres as a result 
the hydrodynamic radius calculated for anisotropic materials may not be 100 % accurate. 
Therefore, DLS must be verified with other techniques such as TEM to determine the size, 
morphology and crystallinity of the material. Here DLS, SEM and TEM were used to determine 
the precipitation of CaP, elemental composition and morphology of the CaP precipitate by the 
polymers.  
4.3.1 PNQ1 and PQN1 
PNQ1 and PQN1 were first to be probed for altering the precipitation of calcium phosphate 
(Figure 4.24). For this the number average data was used to track the growth of CaP as the 
number mean observes smaller particles whereas the volume and intensity mean measures the 
larger particles, hence is more affected by dust particles. The control (Figure 4.24, green line) 
contains no additives and does not show any increase in particle size over 600 minutes which 
means no material is precipitating. PNQ1 and PQN1 both contain a methacrylic acid block, with 
varying block orders of PEG-b-MMA-b-MAA and PEG-b-MAA-b-MMA respectively. Methacrylic 
acid has been demonstrated by Lei et al. to have the ability to bind to HAP.34,61 With this 
knowledge these polymers have the potential to be able to promote CaP precipitation.  
Figure 4.23 Dynamic light scattering measurements of calcium phosphate precipitation in absence (A) or presence 
(B) of pAsp (10 μg/ml), depicting average particle size (purple (A) and blue (B) lines) and count rate (green (A) and 
























The PNQ1 DLS graph is very noisy and it can be suggested that there is no particle growth 
occurring due to the levelness of the 0.0075 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.24A, yellow line) and the 0.02 mg 
cm-3 Figure 4.24A, blue line) data series however it is not conclusive. It should be noted that the 
0.11 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.24A, pink line) sample of PNQ1 is masked by the other two concentrations 
however the data is at the baseline of the graph, indicating no particle growth. This could be 
attributed to polymer’s cmc occurring at 0.156 mg cm-3, in future work the DLS measurements 
should be taken at concentrations higher than 0.156 mg cm-3 to determine if a self-assembled 
carboxylic acid promotes precipitation. The PQN1 DLS data shows that there is no particle 
growth in any of the polymer concentrations (Figure 4.24B). However at 0.1 mg cm-3 the particle 
size is maintained at 5000 nm, which indicates that this large particle size is due to the polymer. 
PQN1 is only partially soluble in water, as a result polymer aggregates could be present in the 





































Figure 4.24 Particle size over time for PNQ1 (A) and PQN1 (B) at different polymer concentrations 0.1 mg cm-3 
(purple), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue), 0.011 mg cm-3(pink), 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow) against the control (green) carried out at 




PNA1 is an amide based triblock copolymer with the structure of PEG-b-PMMA-b-PDMAE. In the 
remineralisation of enamel by saliva there are proline rich proteins which selectively adsorb 
onto the enamel surface and regulate ions exchange.5 Furthermore amide groups aid in the 
maturation of HAP.4 This was the inspiration to investigate an amide copolymer in the 
precipitation of CaP. The DLS data shows that at 0.1 mg cm-3(Figure 4.25, purple line) and at 
0.0075 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.25, yellow line) no increase in particle size, indicating that PNA1 does 
not precipitate CaP at these concentrations. However at 0.02 mg cm-3 the sample shows an 
increase in particle size even though the trace is noisy (Figure 4.25, blue line). The polymer itself 
is sparingly soluble in water at high concentration, as a result the 0.1 mg cm-3 may have not 
precipitated CaP because it had macroprecipitated out of solution. An SEM micrograph is 
needed to confirm that the 0.02 mg cm-3 sample has precipitated CaP. In the future the 
nucleation experiments with PNA1 should be carried out again however with the amine moiety 
protonated. This could change enable the polymer to precipitate CaP. Furthermore the polymer 
could be tested for the nucleation of calcite and silica, since poly(allylamine hydrochloride) has 













PNE1 is a hydroxyl containing polymer with a block sequence of PEG-b-PMMA-b-PHEMA. 
Hydroxy groups were chosen be investigated because in the demineralisation of enamel by acids 
the hydroxyl group in lactic acid is able to bind to the enamel and cause acid etching at a high 
pH. This shows that hydroxyl groups can bind to HAP. Furthermore self-assembling monolayers 
have been developed with hydroxyl groups that can promote growth of HAP.146 From the DLS it 
is clear that all three concentrations of PNE1 show an increase in particle size indicating that 
they promote particle precipitation. As expected 0.1 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.26, purple line) promotes 
particle growth faster than the other two concentrations as the peak particle growth occurs 
within 12 minutes. In the case of 0.0075 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.26, yellow line) has an incubation 
time of 10 minutes before the particle size increases rapidly. The 0.02 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.26, blue 

















Figure 4.25 Number average mean of PNA1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue) and 0.1 mg cm-3 
(purple) against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM respectively. 
The structure of PNA1 is also shown. 
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PNE1 is to conduct SEM and TEM experiments to determine the precipitated material’s 
morphology and crystallinity.  
 
4.3.4 PFN1 
PFN1 was chosen to determine if phosphonic acids have the ability to precipitate CaP. 
Phosphonic acid containing copolymers have shown to produce acid resistant films for enamel 
and influence the nucleation of Calcite.34,60 From the DLS data all three PFN1 concentrations 
exhibit an increase in particle size. The trend shows that the precipitation of CaP could be 
polymer concentration dependant because the 0.1 mg cm-3 sample (Figure 4.27, purple line) 
shows the highest rate of precipitation and the 0.0075 mg cm-3 sample (Figure 4.27, yellow line) 
shows the slowest rate. A reasonable assumption is at higher concentrations there is a larger 
proportion of phosphonic acid moieties in the solution. These groups could complex with the 
calcium forming a heterogeneous nucleation site allowing for faster precipitation. In the 0.2 mg 
cm-3 sample the starting particle size is higher than the other two (Figure 4.27, blue line), this 
could be due to dust in the sample. In the 0.1 mg cm-3 and the 0.0075 cm-3 samples there is an 
incubation period before the particle size increases (7 and 15 minutes respectively), this is also 
seen in the work produced by Nudelman and coworkers (Figure 4.23A).157 The 0.1 mg cm-3 and 
0.02 mg cm-3 samples shows a decline in particle size after 30 minutes, this is indicative of the 
















Figure 4.26 Number average mean of PNE1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue) and 0.1 mg cm-3 
(purple) against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM 














From the DLS experiment, 30 minutes, 240 minutes and 24 hours were targeted for SEM 
experiments in which energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to determine the 
chemical composition of the precipitate. After 30 minutes incubation at 37 OC in all of the PFN1 
samples the particle size is still increasing, therefore it would be expected to observed material 
in all the SEM samples. It can be seen that in the 0.1 mg cm-3 and the 0.02 mg cm-3 samples there 
is material that has precipitated out (Figure 4.28H and Figure 4.28E). The EDX spectra confirms 
that the material precipitated is calcium phosphate (Figure 4.28G and Figure 4.28J). However in 
the SEM image of the 0.0075 mg cm-3 sample does not show any calcium phosphate according 
to the EDX data (Figure 4.28C and Figure 4.28D). The material that is present in the SEM image 
of 0.0075 mg cm-3 could be silica particles from breaking the silica wafer. The SEM image of the 
control shows no material on the wafer which is in agreement with the DLS data (Figure 4.28A). 
Back scatter electron micrographs have been taken for the 0.1 mg cm-3 and 0.02 mg cm-3 sample 
which show that the precipitated material as bright which indicates the material has a higher 
atomic mass than carbon (Figure 4.28I and Figure 4.28F respectively. This would reinforce the 
precipitation of calcium phosphate from the samples. Furthermore, large round spheres can be 
seen the 0.1 mg cm-3 and the 0.02 cm-3 samples, these are polymer spheres. In the back-scatter 
electron images of these show as darker than the precipitated material which indicates they 
















Figure 4.27 Number average mean of PFN1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue) and 0.1 mg cm-3 (purple) 
against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM respectively. The 
structure of PFN1 is also shown 
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Figure 4.28 SEM secondary electron micrographs (left), SEM back scatter electron micrographs (middle) and the EDX spectra (right) of the control (A - B) and PFN1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (C - D) and 0.02 
mg cm-3 (E - G) and 0.1 mg cm--3 (H - J) after 30 minutes incubation at 37oC. The red box indicates the area where the EDX was taken. 
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After 240 minutes the majority of the precipitation of CaP would have occurred. This is seen as 
a decrease in particle size for 0.1 mg cm-3 sample of PFN1 (Figure 4.27, purple line) which is 
indicative of material sedimentation. In the SEM sample there is more CaP material in the 0.1 
mg cm-3 and the 0.02 mg cm-3 PFN1 samples (Figure 4. 29I and Figure 4. 29F respectively) at 240 
minutes than at 30 minutes. In the 0.0075 mg cm-3 sample there is now material present in the 
sample (Figure 4. 29C) which is confirmed to be CaP by the EDX spectrum (Figure 4. 29E), 
however it appear to have a slightly different morphology to the other two concentrations. In 
the control there is still no precipitation of phosphate (Figure 4. 29A), and the artifacts in the 
control appear bright in the BSE micrograph indicating silicon from the breaking of the wafers 
(Figure 4. 29B). In samples 0.1 mg cm-3 and 0.02 mg cm-3 large particles can be observed, these 
are larger polymer spheres and in the BSE micrographs these are darker than the precipitated 









Figure 4. 29 SEM secondary electron micrographs (left), SEM back scatter electron micrographs (middle) and the EDX spectra (right) of the control (A - B) and PFN1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (C - E) and 0.02 









Figure 4.30 SEM secondary electron micrographs (left), SEM back scatter electron micrographs (middle) and the EDX spectra (right) of the control (A - C) and PFN1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (D - G) and 0.02 
mg cm-3 (H - J) and 0.1 mg cm--3 (K - M) after 24 hours incubation at 37oC. The red box indicates the area where the EDX was taken. 
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In Figure 4.30, there is a difference in morphology the control (Figure 4.30A) and PFN1 at 0.1 mg 
cm-3 (Figure 4.30K), in the control characteristic rods of HAP can be seen. However in PFN1 at 
high concentrations the material matrix is more ball like (Figure 4.31A). The BSE of PFN1 at 0.1 
mg cm-3 after 24 hours indicates that the ball like matrix is CaP (Figure 4.31B) and the polymer 
sphere shown in Figure 4.31A is covered in CaP. In all the polymer samples after 24 hours there 
seems to be a large amount of material deposited, this could be attributed to the 13 nm spheres 
of PFN1 that are also present in the sample (Figure 4.22A).  
The CaP precipitated by PFN1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 was viewed in TEM in order to be able to perform 
electron diffraction on the precipitate to determine its crystallinity. Samples were taken after 24 
hrs and 6 days of incubation to give an indication of the stability of the material. After 24 hours 
in the TEM micrographs areas of ball like material can be seen (Figure 4.32A). However the 
electron diffraction shows that the materials are amorphous which indicates that PFN1 
promotes the growth of amophorous CaP. The radial distribution of the diffraction pattern 
confirms the absences of reflections, showing only two broad humps with similar d-spacing to 
that reported by Habraken et al. for amorphous calcium phosphate.19 After 6 days of incubation, 
the amorphous ball-like network of material is still present in the PFN1 sample at 0.1 mg cm-3, 
which would indicate that the material is stable for 6 days (Figure 4.32B). The ball like material 
is similar to that seen in the SEM images (Figure 4.30K). Furthermore, the amophorous ball 
material is larger in size than the PFN1 spheres confirming that this is precipitated material 
rather than the polymer spheres aggregating together.  
 
Figure 4.31 A SEM secondary electron micrograph (A) and the back scattered electron micrograph of PFN1 at 0.1 




The control was also observed with TEM to see if crystalline calcium phosphate is formed after 
24 hours and 6 days. After 24 hrs in the control not much can be observed (Figure 4.33A), 
however after 6 days incubation there a network of amorphous material (Figure 4.33B). 
Furthermore, there are large spherical objects in the sample which has been seen in PFN1 after 
24 hours (Figure 4.32B), these could be CaP. However time points between 24 hrs and 6 days 
would need to be investigated to see if these circles are observed before the amorphous 
material forms.  
 
Figure 4.32 TEM micrographs and electron diffraction patterns (left) of PNF1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 after 24 hours (A) 





PFN2 has the same structure as PFN1 (PEG-PMAPC1acid-PMMA) but has a larger PMAPC1acid 
and PEG segment (2100 g mol-1 and 6400 g mol-1 respectively). From the DLS results of PFN1 it 
would be suspected that PFN2 follows a similar trend and can promote particle growth. The 0.02 
mg cm-3 (Figure 4.34, blue line) and the 0.0075 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.34, yellow line) samples show 
no particle size growth and is not as noisy as the control data (Figure 4.34, green line). However 
the 0.1 mg cm-3 sample shows a particle size increase to 2000 nm indicating growth (Figure 4.34, 
purple line). The polymer self assembles at 6.55 x 10-3 mg cm-3 so therefore each concentration 
should promote CaP precipitation. The main difference between PFN2 and PFN1 is the length of 
the PEG segment. It could be possible that the PEG segment is affecting the PMAPC1acid block’s 
ability to bind to Ca2+, by obstructing the phosphorous sites. In order to confirm the initial DLS 
results, SEM images of 0.02 mg cm-3 and 0.0075 mg cm-3 samples are needed to see if samples 
these samples do in fact precipitate CaP. Futhermore another block copolymer could be 
synthesised with a larger PEG chain than PFN2 and a shorter PEG chain than PFN1 to determine 
if those polymers will nucleate CaP or not. If the longer chain has a similar trend to PFN2 then it 
could be possible the PEG chain is hindering precipitation. 
Figure 4.33 TEM micrographs and electron diffraction pattern (left) of control after 24 hours (A) and 6 days (B) 
incubation at 37 OC with their radically averaged diffraction distribution data (right). The red square indicates what 















PNF2 has an alternative structure to PFN1, in this arrangement the PMMA is in the centre of the 
molecule separating the two hydrophilic blocks (PEG-b-PMMA-b-PMAPC1acid). PNF2 has a high 
cmc (1.98 x 10-2 mg cm-3) compared to PFN1, and as such it required different concentrations to 
ensure that micelles were present. From the DLS data it shows concentrations 1 mg cm-3 and 0.2 





























Figure 4.34 Number average mean of PFN2 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue) and 0.1 mg cm-3 (purple) 
against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM respectively. The 
structure of PFN2 is also shown. 
Figure 4.35 Number average mean of PNF2 (B) at 0.005 mg cm-3 (grey), 0.2 mg cm-3 (pink) and 1 mg cm-3 (red) 
against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM respectively. The 
structure of PNF2 is shown 
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However, at 0.005 mg cm-3 there is significant increase in the size (Figure 4.35, grey line). A 
reason for this could be that the PMAPC1acid segment is exposed to the water as this 
concentration is below the cmc, which means that the calcium and phosphate ions have a place 
to nucleate from. The TEM images show that PNF2 forms micelles of the same shape and size as 
PFN1 however there could be a difference in the structure of the micelle. In PFN1 the 
PMAPC1acid block is extended into the corona of the micelle. This would be classed as a mixed 
corona micelle. In the case of PNF2 the PMAPC1acid would be within the core of the micelle and 
as PMMA is a hydrophobic block it would try to minimise the interfacial energy by forming a 
core around PMAPC1acid block. This would be classed as a core-shell-corona micelle, or 
compartmentalised core micelle (Figure 4.36).151 This is the presumed case and as such a PMMA 
forms a shell around the PMAPC1acid block making the phosphonic acid groups inaccessible to 
the Ca2+ ions thus promoting particle growth is not possible. In the future it would be advantages 
to perform zeta-potential measurement to investigate if having the charged block in the centre 
of the micelle reduces the charge in the polymer solution. If this is the case then PNF2 should 










PF1 is a deprotected phosphonic acid diblock (PEG-b-PMAPC1acid). This polymer was tested due 
to the results of PNF2 where particle precipitation occurred below the cmc. This suggested that 
precipitation of CaP can occur and is more dependent on the concentration of PMAPC1acid 
present in the samples not whether the polymer has self-assembled. The DLS data of PF1 
showed that all three concentrations had an increase in particle size indicating the precipitation 
of material (Figure 4.37). The 0.1 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.37, purple line) showed a high rate of particle 
growth and the material sedimented in 400 minutes. All concentrations showed no particle 
growth after 200 minutes which means that there is a much longer incubation time than 
observed in the self-assembled polymers that showed precipitation such as PFN1 and PNE1. This 
would suggest that when the polymer self-assembles it provides a surface for the CaP to growth 
off, this would be a heterogeneous nucleation site. Samples 0.02 mg cm-3 and 0.075 mg cm-3 
(Figure 4.37 blue and yellow lines respectively) shows particle growth, however sedimentation 
does not occur in 800 minutes indicating that the particles are still growing. Next PF1 needs to 
undergo SEM imaging to confirm the precipitate is CaP.  
Figure 4.36 A schematic showing two different micelle arrangements. Blue is PEG block, purple PMAPC1acid and 




4.3.8 PD2 and PDN3 
PD2 which is a protected diblock (PEG-b-PMAPC1) and PDN3 which is a protected triblock with 
the same block sequence as PFN1 (PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA) were investigated with DLS to 
determine if a phosphonic acid is needed to promote the growth of CaP. PD2 and PDN3 show 
that at each concentration there is not a noticeable change in size (Figure 4.38A and Figure 
4.38B). However all signals apart from the control show very large particle sizes (3000 nm to 
5000 nm). This would be attributed to the polymer in solution however to confirm these results 




























Figure 4.37 Number average mean of PF1 at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue) and 0.1 mg cm-3 (purple) 
against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM respectively. The 
structure of PF1 is also shown. 
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Both polymers did not show an increase in particle size from the DLS data, as a result the 24 hrs 
time point was looked at to confirm if any material had precipitated. After 24 hours incubation 
of PD2 in the 0.1 mg cm-3 and 0.02 mg cm-3 there is no precipitation of CaP (Figure 4.39). The 
artefacts that can be seen in the micrographs do not contain any calcium or phosphorous this 




Figure 4.38 Number average mean of PD2 (A) and PDN3 (B) at 0.0075 mg cm-3 (yellow), 0.02 mg cm-3 (blue) and 0.1 
mg cm-3 (purple) against the control (green). The CaCl2 and KH2PO4 concentrations are 2.25 mM and 1.05 mM 














Similar SEM images were obtained for PDN3, again there was no CaP present in the samples. However in the 0.1 mg cm-3 there are small areas of material, although 
these show no evidence of CaP so they can be deemed as polymer aggregates (Figure 4.40). The SEM and EDX spectrums of PD2 and PDN3 have strongly indicate 
that by having the PMAPC1 block protected the growth of CaP is not promoted. The lack of CaP precipitation is due to there not being a binding site, phosphonic 
acid in this case, for the calcium ion to complex to. These triblock copolymers were not viewed under TEM.
Figure 4.39 SEM secondary electron micrographs (left), SEM back scatter electron micrographs (middle) and the EDX spectra (right) of PD2 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (A - C) and 0.02 mg cm-3 (D - F) after 24 hours 
incubation at 37oC. The red box indicates the area where the EDX was taken. 
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Figure 4.40 SEM secondary electron micrographs (left), SEM back scatter electron micrographs (middle) and the EDX spectra (right) of PDN3 at 0.1 mg cm-3 (A - C), 0.02 mg cm-3 (D - F) and 0.0075 mg 




4.4 Acid etching of enamel 
The polymers have been investigated for their ability to promote CaP growth and it showed that 
copolymers PF1, PNE1 and PFN1 were the most successful. In research by Lei et al. only the 
ability to protect the enamel from acid attack was examined. Here the three copolymers 
mentioned above were also assessed for this ability. Acid erosion can be measured with various 
methods such as nanoindentation, confocal laser scanning electron microscopy, atom force 
microscopy and iodine permeability tests.158 In this section, SEM was used to observe the effect 
of acid erosion on the surface of the enamel and contact profilometry was used to quantify the 







Surface profilometry measures the surface roughness of a sample, as a result it can give an idea 
of the topology of a material. The stylus tip of the profilometer traverses the material at a 
constant force and speed, it is the displacement of the tip (caused by the material) from its 
trajectory that is measured. The data that is collected is displayed as a line profile which can be 
used to determine the surface roughness. The enamel samples was prepared by taping half the 
enamel disc with acid resistant tape (Figure 4.41A), this covered surface acted as the reference 
enamel. Then the disc was submerged in a polymer solution for 2 minutes and then submerged 
in citric acid (1 % w/v at pH 3.8) for 5 minutes. Citric acid at pH 3.8 was used as a mimic for 
orange juice, as it is able to dissolve enamel at higher concentrations of calcium and phosphate 
ions, leading to enamel loss of up to several micrometers in depth.159 The difference between 
the reference (taped) enamel and the exposed enamel after the acid etching would be the 
amount of enamel lost during the acid etching process (Figure 4.41B). Below is a line profile from 
one of the control discs, which an enamel disc that was not treated with polymer (Figure 4.42). 
In the line profile there are two large troughs at the beginning and end of the profile. These are 
when the stylus tip moved onto and off the enamel sample from the methacrylate resin. The 
start of the reference enamel is indicated by “step 1” and the edge of the etched enamel is 
indicated by “step 2”. The difference in these values is the amount of enamel lost in the sample. 
The SEM image of one of the control enamel discs showed that the enamel has been etched, 
whereas the reference has not been affected (Figure 4.43).  
Figure 4.41 A schematic of enamel covered by chemical resistant tape (a). A schematic of what happens after the 

























Reference enamel - exposed enamel junction
Step 1
Step 2
Figure 4.42 A line profile of an enamel control sample showing the reference enamel-expose enamel junction. 
Figure 4.43 The SEM image of a controlled enamel disc after acid etching 
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The three copolymer films covered enamel were tested by profilometry, it was decided to 
investigate 1 mg cm-3 rather than 0.0075 mg cm-3 to see if increasing the polymer concentration 
further protects from acid erosion. The line profiles indicated that PFN1 does not protect from 
acid attack as it has a very similar enamel loss as experienced in the control (Figure 4.44). 
However, PF1 reduces the enamel loss of the exposed enamel significantly. A hypothesis behind 
the difference between PFN1 and PF1 is that the polymer spheres of PFN1 provides less 
coverage for the enamel. The polymer has self-assembled into spheres, and when compared to 
the film made by PF1 there is less coverage of the enamel. Furthermore, as PFN1 forms spheres 
it means that there are less phosphate groups that are accessible to bind to the enamel surface. 
Also when the spheres pack and form a covering over the enamel there would be gaps in 
between the sphere. This would allow the acid to interact with the surface of the enamel and 
cause acid erosion. In the case of PF1 the polymer forms a film therefore the phosphate groups 
can freely bind to the enamel and can provide more surface coverage to the enamel. PFN1 shows 
that at higher concentration enamel loss increases which would indicate more polymer spheres 
are present. This could be caused by the copolymer oversaturating the enamel surface, so not 
all the polymer binds to the enamel. When the enamel discs of PFN1 at 0.1 mg cm-3 and 1 mg 
cm-3 were placed in the acid solution a white precipitate was observed, indicating some of the 
polymer has not bounded as strongly to the enamel. At concentrations below 1 mg cm-3 PNE1 
provides good protection from acid attack, similar to that of PF1 which would indicate that the 
worm morphology of PNE1 can be more efficiently packed than PFN1. However, at  
Figure 4.44 A graph to show the enamel loss from the enamel disc of the control (yellow) and polymer covered 
enamel discs of PFN1 (purple), PF1 (green) and PNE1 (blue) at three concentrations. 
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1 mg cm-3 the enamel loss increases, which would suggest, like in PFN1, the polymer is 
oversaturating the enamel surface, as a result some worms are not as tightly bound to the 
enamel surface. In the future, the degree of which the polymer binds to the enamel should be 
investigated, this could be carried out using UV-vis spectroscopy and using the RAFT agent 
benzothioate group to determine how much is bound by to mixing it with HAP powder in 
solution.  
These samples were viewed with SEM to observe the topography of the enamel surface after 
acid etching. The SEM micrographs of the samples are in good agreement with the profilometry 
data (Figure 4.45). Out of the three polymers PFN1 samples showed the most damage, with 1 
mg cm-3 sustaining the most (Figure 4.45C). PF1 samples displayed the least amount of damage 
from acid attack. In the 0.1 mg cm-3 and the 0.02 mg cm-3 samples of PF1 the etched enamel 
looks similar (Figure 4.45E and Figure 4.45D respectively). In the PNE1 images the 0.02 mg cm-3 
(Figure 4.45G) and the 0.1 mg cm-3 (Figure 4.45H) have very similar surfaces after etching 
indicating that the enamel damage by the acid is similar. However in the 1 mg cm-3 sample of 
PNE1 (Figure 4.45I) the enamel damage is more serve, which agrees with the profilometry data. 
In all the SEM images there are deep lines present on the exposed enamel side which could be 
due to the preparation of the enamel discs. Howevwer it has proven that the diamond tip of the 
profilometer is enough to mark the soften enamel. Heurich et al. investigated this effect of 
contact profilometry on softened enamel and showed that confocal laser scanning microscopy 
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In this chapter the copolymers synthesised in chapter 3 were investigated primarily for their 
ability to promote CaP growth and to determine their self-assembled morphologies. It was 
found that having a longer PEG chain increases the cmc in the majority of the polymers and 
increasing the PMMA block has the reverse effect. PDN1 which has the structure of PEG-b-
PMAPC1-b-PMMA’s cmc increases upon deprotection (PFN1). This is due to the increase in the 
hydrophilic segment of the block, which in turn slightly destabilises the micelle. PNF2 and 
PFN1 both showed micelles of 20nm and 13 nm respectively, which it is thought to be as a 
result of a kinetically frozen morphology which is caused by the electrostatic repulsion of the 
PMAC1acid block. PNA1 and PNE1 formed micelles and worms/micelles respectively. The 
worm morphology observed in the PNE1 sample could be due all blocks similar volume 
fractions, which would decrease the curvature of the self-assembled complex. The packing 
parameter would need to be calculated to confirm this. PNQ1, PD2, PQN1 and PF1 formed 
films below 0.1 mg cm-3 which were observed in the TEM micrographs (Figure 4.22D-G).  
PD2 and PDN3 have the structures of PEG-b-PMAPC1 and PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA 
respectively. They were compared with PFN1 which had the structure of PEG-b-PMAPC1acid-b-
PMMA which showed precipitation of CaP in the initial DLS experiments however PD2 and 
PDN3 did not. This indicated that nucleation cannot occur with a phosphonate and that a 
phosphonic acid is needed. PFN1 precipitated CaP that was a ball-like network, which was 
confirmed to be amorphous CaP through electron diffraction. The amorphous material 
precipitated by PFN1 was stable up to 6 days. PFN2 has a similar structure to that of PFN1 
except with a longer PEG chain. In PFN2 only the 0.1 mg cm-3 sample showed particles growth 
(Figure 4.34) even though it has a cmc of 6.55 x 10-3 mg cm-3. This could be attributed to the 
longer PEG chain interfering with the phosphoric acid moieties ability to bind to Ca2+. PNF2 
which has a PMMA block separating the PEG and PMAPC1acid blocks showed an increase in 
particle size in the DLS data at 0.0075 mg cm-3 which is below the polymer’s cmc (Figure 4.35). 
This suggests that the morphology of the micelle is a core-shell-corona morphology (Figure 
4.36) in which the PMMA block protects the PMAPC1acid, as a result the phosphonic acid 
cannot interact with the calcium ions to promote precipitation. PF1 is a diblock copolymer 
(PEG-b-PMAPC1acid) which formed a film, promoted the growth of CaP (Figure 4.37). It was 
shown that at higher concentrations the particle growth rate was quicker. However compared 
to PFN1 there is a long incubation time before the particle growth starts. From this it can be 
assumed that phosphonic acids increases the precipitation of CaP. However by forming a 
micelle in which the phosphonic acid moieties are able to interact with the water phase, t 
accelerates the rate of precipitation of CaP further. This is due to the micelle providing a 
surface for the calcium ions to bind as a result the calcium ions are in closer proximities and 
will help promote heterogeneous nucleation. PNQ1 and PQN1 which contain carboxylic acid 
moieties did not show evidence of CaP precipitation in the initial DLS experiments (Figure 
4.38A and Figure 4.38B respectively) indicating that carboxylic acid moieties may inhibit the 
growth of calcium phosphate. A hypothesis for this is that the double the amount of carboxylic 
acids would be needed to be present promote the growth of CaP than phosphonic acids as 
they only have 1 binding site whereas phosphonic acids have 2 binding sites. This would mean 
that a there would be a lower local supersaturation of Ca2+ ions if the same concentration of 
carboxylic acid and phosphonic acids are present, resulting in no CaP growth. PNA1 showed 
some particle growth in the 0.02 mg cm-3 sample however the other concentrations did not 
despite being above the polymer’s cmc. A worm morphology was observed for PNE1 which 
contains hydroxyl groups as the functional group, particle growth was seen in all 
concentrations tested. It is suspected that the hydroxyl group like the phosphonic acids in 
PFN1 provides a heterogeneous nucleation site for the Ca2+ ions to bind to. There has been 
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research intro hydroxyl self-assembling monolayers which can nucleate the growth of HAP by 
the absorption of the Ca2+ on to the monolayer which acted as a calcium sink and concentrated 
the PO43- ions.146,147 The worm morphology observed with PNE1 could be due to the 
combination of less electrostatic repulsions between chains and structures. 
In future experiments, the number of PMAPC1acid and PHEMA units need to precipitate CaP 
would need to be investigated because the ability of the copolymers to precipitate CaP could 
be linked to the number of functional groups present in the solution as there would be a 
critical concentration of them needed to influence CaP precipitation. This could be done by 
testing copolymers that have difference MAPC1acid and PHEMA blocks and investigating how 
the CaP precipitation changes with polymer concentration. The amount of CaP precipitated 
could be tracked by thermogravimetric analysis which in would also give information about the 
form of the CaP precipitated, as in whether is amorphous of crystsline. Or the number of 
polymer chains in a micelle could be determine by the calculating the specific volume of the 
polymer (Equation 4.2 and Equation 4.3). This would give an idea of how many phosphonic 
acids and hydroxy groups are in the assembled structures.  





Equation 4.2 The equation to determine the aggregation number of a micelle, NA = avogadro’s constant, R = radium 
of the micelle, v = specific volume of the polymer 
 




Equation 4.3 A simplified aggregation number equation. M = molecular weight of one micelle, M0 = molecular 
weight of polymer backbone 
The stability of the CaP produced from the polymer could be investigated further, especially in 
the case of PFN1 where a longer period of time than the 6 days could lead to crystalline CaP. 
PNE1 and PF1 would need to be investigated by SEM, EDX and TEM to determine if the 
material precipitated during the DLS experiments is CaP and if it is crystalline. X-ray diffraction 
would give extra information about the bulk crystallisation of the samples which would also 
give a faster determination of crystallinity than electron diffraction. PNE1 showed surprising 
results in the precipitation of CaP, which could also mean other groups such as sulfates or a 
combination of functional groups may have interesting effects. It would also be interesting to 
use the block copolymers which have been synthesised here in the nucleation of other crystal 
systems like in calcite and silica to see if they can influence the crystal growth of these 
compounds. 
The secondary objective was to examine if the copolymers could protect enamel from acid 
attack. PF1, PNE1 and PFN1 were investigated for their anti-erosion properties. It was found 
that PFN1 only provided minimal protected against acid attack if any, suggesting that spheres 
give a poor surface coverage over the enamel. Furthermore PNE1 gives effective protection at 
concentrations below 1 mg cm-3 above this the enamel surface became oversaturated with 
polymer and the excess were only weakly bound. The effective protection by PNE1 at low 
concentrations suggests that the worm morphology packs more efficiently than the PFN1’s 
sphere morphology. PF1 gives the best protection of enamel against acid attack and increases 
with polymer concentration, reinforcing that non-assembling polymers are more beneficial for 
this application. However with these three block copolymers the poly-coated enamel needs to 
be examined under SEM before the acid erosion testing to confirm that the sphere, worms and 
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film morphologies occur on the surface of the enamel like it does in block solutions of the 
polymers. 
In future experiments, the adsorption of the copolymers to enamel should be examined as it 
would give an indication of which functional group has a higher affinity for HAP, this could be 
done through IR spectroscopy and UV vis spectroscopy. PNF2, PNA1 and the carboxylic 
containing polymers (which were not effective in promoting particle growth) would need to be 
tested for acid erosion properties. Especially the carboxylic acid based polymers because they 
have shown promise in the literature.34,61
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Chapter 5 Conclusions and Future work 
The primary focus of restorative research on enamel has been remineralising enamel by using 
proteins found in saliva or using amorphous CaP. However, the former would be too expensive 
to produce commercially and in the latter case the morphology has not yet been controlled. 
Polymers provide an inexpensive alternative to the use of proteins if they could nucleate the 
HAP and regulate the morphology. Films of polymers have been shown to provide an acid 
resistant layer for enamel and reduce erosion damage significantly. The polymers that showed 
the greatest protection contained a charged moiety such as a carboxylic or phosphonic acids.34 
However the ability of polymers to nucleate HAP has been overlooked. There has been research 
in which self-assembled monolayers of various compounds have been shown to nucleate HAP 
growth but is limited to external applications.  
The research presented in this thesis has built upon the research surrounding enamel 
restoration. The main focus of this thesis was to synthesis block copolymers that had the ability 
to nucleate hydroxyapatite and how the self-assembly of these polymers influenced nucleation. 
The secondary aim was to investigate if the block copolymers synthesised could provide an acid 
resistance coating for enamel. Here a library of block copolymers were synthesised through two 
different polymerisation methods ROP and RAFT polymerisation. In Chapter 2, triblock 
copolymers were synthesised by ROP and then functionalised by thiol-ene click chemistry and 
hydrophosphorylation to incorporation carboxylic and phosphonic acid moieties. This the first 
known report of using hydrophosphorylation with Mn(OAc2) in the functionalisation of a 
polymer. The triblocks with the structure of PEG-b-PCL-b-PHEL did not undergo 
transesterification upon the second polymerisation. It was also found that without incorporating 
a hydrophobic block such as PCL self-assembly could not occur, this was also the case in Chapter 
3 with PF1. However incorporating too long a hydrophobic segment caused polymer 
precipitation rather than self-assembly which was seen in the majority of the copolymers 
synthesised through ROP and in the RAFT polymers where PEG had yet to be coupled (ND1). For 
this reason the copolymers synthesised by ROP were not investigated for their ability to nucleate 
HAP.  
In order to make the polymerise synthesised in ROP viable for biomaterial applications, ROP 
synthesis needs to be optimised. The length of the PCL block needs to shorter to avoid 
macroprecipitation of the polymer. This would enable the polymer to be for the nucleation of 
HAP. [Al](Salen) is not an FDA approved catalyst, as a result other catalysts such as tin(II) 
octanoate should be explored such to ensure the polymer is viable in future applications. The 
ROP polymers are polyesters meaning that the ester bonds can be degraded enzymatically. In 
literature poly(lactic acids) and poly(caprolactones) are used as micelles in drug release due to 
their ability to enzymatically and chemically degrade.160–162 This means that the polymers 
synthesised by ROP would need to undergo enzymatic degradation experiments to determine 
its stability against degradation by the enzyme in saliva. In the copolymers synthesised by RAFT 
polymerisation, the order of the blocks has different effects of its ability to precipitate CaP. This 
would mean that the block arrangements in the copolymers synthesised by ROP also needs to 
be investigated, to do this a PEG-b-PHEL macroinitiator would need to be used to polymerise 
ɛCL. In literature there has been limited research on triblock copolymers which incorporate 
PHEL, this could be due to PEG-b-PHEL not being a practical macroinitiator due to its reactivity. 
It has been known that when monomers which are more reactive are polymerised with a 




In the RAFT polymerisations four functional groups were investigated, carboxylic acids, 
phosphonic acids, amines and alcohols. It was shown that the PEGylation could be performed 
before or after the second polymerisation and have similar results. In literature the PEGylation 
of the RAFT agent is more common than PEGylation of the resultant polymer. When MMA was 
polymerised in DMAc, the polymers had a larger dispersity which indicated that these 
polymerisations were less controlled. This was attributed to the reaction conditions not being 
optimal for MMA polymerisation. The majority of polymers that could self-assemble were ionic 
copolymers. These polymers formed micelle which were a kinetically frozen morphology. This 
was due to the electrostatic repulsion between the charged groups.  
In previous research polyphosphonic acids have been shown to provide an acid resistant film 
though were not tested for their nucleation ability. Here it was found that self-assembled 
phosphorous copolymer (PFN1) could promote the growth of CaP, which was confirmed by EDX. 
Importantly, the phosphonic block has to be extended into the corona of the micelle rather than 
in the core to promote CaP growth. The assembled PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA showed a ball-like 
amorphous CaP which was stable up to 6 days of incubation. The alternative phosphorous 
triblock arrangement PEG-b-PMMA-b-PMAPC1acid could precipitate CaP when not assembled 
but could not when self-assemble (PNF2) which was indicated by DLS. This is due to the PMMA 
providing a shell around the PMAPC1acid which inhibits the PMAPC1acid’s ability to interact 
with the calcium ions.151 The non-assembling phosphorous diblock copolymer could also 
precipitate calcium phosphate. This indicates that a phosphonic acid needs to be present to 
promote the precipitate of calcium phosphate. However when the self-assemble phosphorus 
triblock copolymers are used rather than the diblock copolymers the precipitate of CaP occurs 
sooner. The PEG-b-PMMA-b-PHEMA had a morphology of worms and micelles and showed 
promotion of CaP through DLS. The polymers which contained carboxylic acid moieties did not 
precipitate CaP even though these carboxylic acid copolymers have been shown to bind with 
HAP by Lei et al.61 This means that precipitation of CaP is not just about having a charged moiety 
on the copolymer It appears that a charged group is needed to precipitate CaP as the protected 
polymers, PEG-b-PMAPC1-b-PMMA and PEG-b-PMAPC1 (PDN3 and PD3 respectively) did not 
precipitate any material. The amine based polymer also didn’t precipitate CaP which could imply 
a negatively charged moiety is needed for nucleation.  
This research has given an insight into polymers being able to promote the precipitation of CaP. 
However the number of phosphonic acids and hydroxyl moieties needed to precipitate CaP 
could be investigated through changing the degree of polymerisation of the polymer blocks and 
by increasing the concentration of the latex. It would be expected that a certain concentration 
of functional groups would be needed to promote the growth of CaP. The number of polymer 
chains in the micelle (Nagg) would be beneficial to investigate the nucleation conditions because 
it would give an idea of how many sites are available to bind to Ca2+ ions. This can be determined 
by the specific volume of the polymer and through DLS measurements. The amorphous CaP 
formed in the presence of PFN1 would need to be monitored and measured at longer durations 
to determine if the material will crystallize. A method which would provide an alternative and 
faster determination of bulk crystallisation would be x-ray diffraction which could be utilise in 
the future. Polymers which had precipitated CaP indicated by the DLS experiments should be 
also viewed with SEM in order to determine the chemical composition by EDS. Then the 
polymers should be viewed under the TEM to confirm if HAP has been crystallized. Once these 
are investigated the biocompatibility of the polymer would need to be investigated, PEG is 
known to be biocompatible however it is unknown if PMAPC1 is. As a result, cytotoxicity tested 
would need to be completed.  
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The next steps would be to incorporate multiple functional groups in the copolymer, the two 
groups that would be in particular interest would be a combination of phosphinic acids and 
hydroxyl groups. In RAFT polymerisation this could be conducted, by polymerising HEMA and 
MAPC1 in a gradient copolymer then polymerising further with MMA. An alternative method 
would be to synthesis a monomer which contains both a hydroxyl and phosphonate group 










Following on from the research on polymer films, PEG-b-PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA (PFN1), PEG-b-
PMAPC1acid (PF1) and PEG-b-PMMA-b-PHEMA (PNE1) were used to make protective films. It 
was revealed that a copolymer which formed a film was better suited for making an acid 
resistant film than copolymers which assembled spheres in solution. At higher concentrations 
the ability of PEG-b-PMAPC1acid-b-PMMA and PEG-b-PMMA-b-PHEMA to protect decreases as 
the polymers oversaturate the enamel and become detached. The hypothesis for the lack of 
protection from PFN1 was that a sphere morphology does not pack efficiently on the enamel as 
a result is leaves spaces in which acid can penetrate the exposed enamel and erosion can occur. 
Furthermore the one polymer sphere covers a smaller area of enamel compared to the same 
number of polymers chains arranged as a film. The worm morphology as seen in the PEG-b-
PMMA-b-PHEMA reduced enamel loss as well because in this morphology the polymer can pack 
efficiently compared to the polymers spheres and thereby covering a larger surface area on the 
enamel. However SEM images prior to the acid etching are needed to confirm the morphologies 
of these polymers and support the hypotheses made here. To progress this research further the 
polymers with film and sphere morphologies which have different functional groups (PQN1, 
PNQ1 and PNA1) should be investigated for their acid-resistant properties. 
In the future, it would be beneficial to have a material that could both protect existing enamel 
from acid erosion and help to nucleate new enamel. This could potentially be done by adding 
just CaCl2, KH2PO4 and the material or with the addition of amorphous CaP as demonstrated by 




Figure 5.1 A schematic of reaction to synthesis a methylacrylate monomer containing both a hydroxyl and 




Chapter 6 Experimental 
6.1. Materials 
All commercial reagents were purchased from Sigma Aldrich, Alfa Aesar and Fisher unless stated 
otherwise. MAPC1 was purchased from Specific Polymers Ltd. Et3N, was dried over Calcium 
hydride and distilled under vacuum. PEG-OH, dimethyl phosphite, TMSBr, Calcium Chloride 
dihydrate, postassium dibasic, pyrene, DMAc, DMF, acetone, 1,4-dioxane, EDC, MnOAc, MCAA, 
MCPA, methanol, 2,4-ditert-butylsalicylaldehyde, BAPOS, HEMA, MMA, DMAE, TBuMA, MCiPA 
and IPA were used as received. AIBN and DMAP was recrystallized from hot methanol and 
toluene respectively. The DCM, toluene and THF was dried using the innovate technologies SPS-
4007-7 solvent system 
 
6.2. General Considerations 
All air-sensitive manipulations were performed in a Vigor glovebox equipped with a -35 °C 
freezer, [O2] and [H2O] analysers or on a dual manifold Schlenk line using standard Schlenk 
techniques.  
All 1H, 13C{1H} and 31P{1H} NMR spectra were obtained on a Bruker Avance III 400, and 500 MHz 
spectrometers or on a Bruker Avance I 600 MHz spectrometer. All spectra were obtained at 
ambient temperature unless otherwise stated. The chemical shifts (δ) and coupling constants (J) 
were recorded in parts per million (ppm) and Hertz (Hz) respectively. 1H, 13C{1H}, 31P{1H} 
multiplicities and coupling constants are reported where applicable. The residual solvent peak 
of the deuterated solvent was used as a reference and spectra are reported relative to it. 
 Samples dialysed against ultrapure water with a spectrum lab dialysis machine using 
regenerated cellulose dialysis membranes (MWCO 3.5 kDa and 6-8 kDa). The samples were 
freeze dried on a Lablyo mini freeze dryer. 
GPC was carried out using two PLgel Mixed-C columns (200 - 2,000,000 g mol-1, 5 µm) using DMF 
with 0.1 % w/v LiBr at 60 oC at 1 cm3 min-1 as eluent on an Agilent 1100 GPC. The GPC data for 
PC4 and D1 were measured with a Viscotek GPC Max1000 system equipped with a refractive 
index detector and two KF-805L Shodex columns (300-2,000,000 g mol-1, 10 μm) at a flow of 1 
cm3 min−1 using chloroform as an eluent. 
DLS analyses were carried out using a Malvern, Nano-Zs with a plastic cuvette at a scattering 
angle of 1730, wavelength of 633 nm and laser of 4 mW. 
A FEI F20 Tecnai electron microscope with 200 keV field emission gun, equipped with a Gatan 
room temperature holder was used for imaging. Images were recorded on an 8k x 8k CMOS 
TVIPS F816 camera. 
SEM imaging was carried out using a ZEISS Sigma HD microscope operating at 5 keV, which was 
also equipped with backscattering detectors. EDX analysis was conducted using a working 
distance (WD) detector and elemental spectras were obtained using Aztec Software (Oxford 
Instruments). 
A Bruker DektakXT stylus profiler was used in the acid erosion experiment to measure surface 





6.2.1. Determination of the critical micelle concentration (cmc) 
Fluorescence excitation spectra were obtained on a the Spex FluoroMax fluorimeter, the 
excitation occurred at 334 nm, integration time 0.5 s and scan length from 350 nm to 440 nm. 
The λmax of pyrene was measured on a Hitachi U-2001 UV-vis spectrometer determined to 334 
nm. 
The preparation of the samples for the fluorescence studies is as follows; Pyrene was dissolved 
in a 100 cm-3 of acetone (2.0 x 10-5 M). Then an aliquot of the pyrene solution was added to a 
clean vial and the acetone was allowed to evaporate. The desired volume of water doped with 
polymer was added and allowed to stir for 24 hours and the resultant concentration of pyrene 
in solutions was 2.0 x 10-6 M). The preparation for the solutions for to determinate the cmc is as 
follows depending on the solubility of the polymer 1 cm-3 of DCM was added to the polymer and 
allowed to dissolve, afterward the DCM was added slowly to a stirring vial of water, then the 
DCM was left to evaporate. With the water soluble samples, the polymer was directly dissolved 
in water. DLS samples for CMC calculations were prepared by passing through a 0.45 µm filter.  
 
6.3. Making the CaCl2 and K2HPO4 solutions 
Trizma sase (1.211 g) was made up to 1 dm3 using HPLC grade water and the pH adjusted to 7.4 
using NaOH and HCl. Calcium chloride hexahydrate (0.493 g) was made up to 500 cm3 using 
10mM Tris buffer and the pH adjusted to 7.4 using NaOH and HCl. Potassium phosphate dibasic 
(0.183 g) was made up to 500 cm3 using 10mM Tris buffer and the pH adjusted to 7.4 using NaOH 
and HCl. 
 
6.4. Preparing polymer samples and polymer samples with CaP for SEM 
The silica wafers were washed with acetone then isopropanol to remove the protective film. The 
silica wafers were then placed in a 40 kHz/100 W Zepto O2 plasma generator. The vacuum was 
produced (0.5 mbar) and O2 flowed at a rate of 50 sccm. The wafers were treated for 10 minutes 
with a power set between 50 – 100 W. After venting the slides were washed with deionised 
water and ethanol then dried with N2.  
For the polymer only samples an aliquot of the polymer solution was directly placed on the silica 
wafer and left to air dry.  
For the nucleation samples, 100 µL of polymer solution was mixed with 450 µL of the relevant 
concentrations of CaCl2 and K2HPO4 then a silica wafer was submerged into the solution. The 
solution was incubated at 37 oC for a 10, 30, 60 and 240 minutes and 24 hrs. Once the allotted 
duration had ended, the silica wafer was removed from the solution, placed in deionised water, 





6.5. Preparing polymer samples for dry TEM 
The preparation for the dry samples used in determining polymer morphology is as follows. 
CryoTEM grids (Ni/C, Quantifoil Holey Carbon, Micro Tools GmbH) with were plasma treated 
using a Quorumtech Glow Discharge system for 45 seconds. 4 μl of the polymer sample was 
placed on the grid and allowed to settle for 2 minutes. Afterwards the excess was blotted away, 
the 2 x 15 μL of water was picked up onto the grid and blotted away. Then 15 μL of uranyl acetate 
was picked up onto the grid and blotted. A final 15 μL of uranyl acetate was picked up and 
allowed to sit on the grid for 2 mins. Afterwards the excess was blotted away, and the grid was 
allowed to air dry. 
 
6.6. Preparing polymer samples with CaP for dry TEM and electron diffraction 
The preparation of the calcium phosphate/polymer samples is as follows. 100 µL of polymer 
solution was mixed with 450 µL of the relevant concentrations of CaCl2 and K2HPO4 and left for 
24 hrs and 6 days in a preheated water bath at 37 °C. An 15 μL aliquot of the sample was placed 
on a plasma treated TEM grid (Ni/C, Quantifoil Holey Carbon, Micro Tools GmbH) and allowed 
to sit for 2 minutes. Then the grid was then blotted and submerged twice in distilled water and 
once in ethanol and allowed to air dry. 
 
6.7. Acid erosion experiments 
Human enamel was partially tape with acid resistant tape, exposing half the enamel. The enamel 
was placed in a chosen polymer solution for 2 mins and rinsed with deionised water. Then the 
enamel was placed in a citric acid solution (1 % w/v, pH = 3.8) for 5 mins. The enamel was rinsed 
with deionised water and the surface was measured with a profilometer. 
 
6.8. MeAl[Salen] 
6.8.1. Synthesis of salen 
 
2,4-ditert-butylsalicylaldehyde (21.47 g, 0.1 mol) was dissolved in methanol (600 cm-3) to which 
1,3-diaminopropane (3.83 cm-3, 0.046 mol) was added dropwise. The reaction was stirred for 
three hours under reflux at 70 oC prior to stirring at room temperature for 16 hours. The 
precipitate was filtered and dried to yield 20.3 g (87.1 %) of a yellow solid.  
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 8.39 (d, 2H, HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 7.39 (d, 2H, 
HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 7.09 (d, 2H, HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 3.71 (td, 1.2 Hz, 2H, 
HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 2.13 (m, HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 1.46 (s, 2H, 
HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 1.31 (s, 2H, HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N).  
13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 166.48 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 158.1 
(HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 140.05 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 136.70 
Figure 6.1 A schematic for the synthesis of Salen. 
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(HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 126.89 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 125.84 
(HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 117.86 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 56.76 
(HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 35.05 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 34.14 
(HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 31.72 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N) 31.62 
(HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N), 29.44 (HOC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3N). 
 
6.8.2. Synthesis of MeAl[salen] 
Trimethyl aluminium (2M in toluene, 7.59 cm-3, 15.2 mmol) was added dropwise to a Shlenk 
flask contaning Salen (7 g, 13.8 mmol) and toluene (0.5 cm-3) and was stirred for 16 hours at 110 
oC. The reaction was concentrated under vacuum and washed three times with anhydrous 
hexane via a canula and canula filter. The remaining solid was dried under vacuum for four hours 
to yield 2.5 g (26.5 %) of a pale yellow solid.  
1H NMR (500 MHz, C6D6) δ= 7.73 (d, 2H, OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 7.38 (s,2H, 
OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 6.90 (d, 2H, OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 3.06 (m, 2H, 
OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 2.77 (m,2H, OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2 CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 1.79 (s, 
18H, OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2 CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 1.38 (s, 18H, OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), -
0.34(OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2 CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3).  
13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 163.88 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 140.92 
(OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 137.15 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 130.04 
(OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 126.99 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 118.71 (OC6H2 
[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 54.83 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 35.55 
(OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 33.81 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 31.64 
(OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 31.50 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 29.77 
(OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3), 1.07 (OC6H2[C(CH3)3]2CH2N(CH2)3NAlCH3). 
 
6.9. Synthesis of β-HL 
In a glove box [salph]CrCl (0.105 g, 0.306 mmol) and Co2(CO)8, (0.286 g, 0.460 mmol) were 
dissolved in THF (14.40 cm-3) and added to an oven dried ampoule. Outside the box 1,2-epoxy-
5-hexene (3.00 g, 0.177 mol), was weighed in a vial, added to an ampoule and de-gassed by 
three freeze-pump-thaw cycles. The Cr/Co solution was transferred to the ampoule containing 
the epoxide via cannula transfer under an atmosphere for nitrogen. Using a second cannula 
transfer under nitrogen, the contents were moved to a 100 mL pressure reactor, which had been 
pre-heated and evacuated prior to use. The pressure reactor was purged three times with 
Figure 6.2 A schematic for the synthesis of MeAl[Salen]. 
Figure 6.3 A schematic for the carbonylation of βHL. 
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carbon monoxide (~50 psi), then pressurised to 200 psi. The reaction was then heated to 50 °C 
for ~4 hr or until the carbon monoxide level ceased to decrease. The product was purified via 
vacuum distillation to yield a colourless oil. 1H and 13C NMR spectroscopy characterisation was 
consistent with literature reports.99 
1H NMR (600 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 5.68 (ddt, J = 12, 12, 6 Hz, 1H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2), 4.92 (m, 
2 H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2), 4.42 - 4.37 (m, 1H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2) , 3.39 (dd, J = 18, 6 
Hz, 1H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2), 2.93 (dd, J = 18, 6 Hz, 1H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2), 2.13 - 
1.98 (m, 2H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2), 1.86 - 1.78 (m, 1H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2), 1.76 - 1.69 
(m, 1 H, O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2). 
13C NMR (150 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 168.17 (O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)), 136.59 
((O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)), 115.66 (((O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)), 70.61 
((O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)), 42.71 ((O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)), 33.62 
((O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)), 29.00 ((O(CO)CH2CH(CH2)2CHCH2)). 
 
6.10. Ring opening polymerisation of βHL  
In the glove box PEG-OH (0.302 g, 0.604 mmol, Mn = 5000), βHL (0.500 g, 39.7 mmol), 
MeAl[Salen] (8.70 x 10-2 g, 1.59 mmol) and toluene (4.53 g, 49.3 mmol) were added into an 
ampoule. The ampoule was placed in a preheated oil bath at 85 oC and stirred for 20 hrs. The 
Mn(NMR) was calculated by using the methoxy of the PEG group at 3.37 ppm (which was integrated 
to 3H) against the methine peak of the PHEL block at 5.21 ppm. 
PH1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 5.76 (m, 25H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 5.21 
(m, 25H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 4.98 (m, 51H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 4.21 (m, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 3.64 (m, 566H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 2.55 (m, 51H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 2.07 (m, 52H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 1.78 - 1.69 (m, 72H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]142[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H).  
Conversion = 95 % Mn(NMR) = 9300 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 29700 g mol-1 Ð = 1.30 
  










1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.88 – 5.69 (m, 10H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 
5.21 (s, 9H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 5.08 – 4.91 (m, 20H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 4.21 (t, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 3.64 (m, 565H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 2.66 – 2.42 (m, 20H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 2.14 – 1.99 (m, 20H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 1.72 (s, 52H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H). 








1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.86 – 5.67 (m, 49H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 
H), 5.21 (s, 50H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 5.09 – 4.93 (m, 100H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 4.21 (t, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 3.64 (m, 573H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 2.67 – 2.46 (m, 101H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 2.13 – 1.97 (m, 104H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H), 1.79 – 1.54 (m, 167H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]143[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50 H). 
 Conversion = 98 % Mn(NMR) = 12500 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 31600 Ð = 1.38 
Figure 6.6 The raw GPC trace of PH2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.5 The raw GPC trace of PH1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 










1H NMR (500 MHz CDCl3) δ 5.83 – 5.68 (m, 15H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 
5.20 (s, 17H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 5.06 – 4.90 (m, 31H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 4.21 (t, 2H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 3.63 (m, 186H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 3.36 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 2.66 – 2.45 (m, 33H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 2.14 – 1.93 (m, 35H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 1.79 – 1.57 (m, 34H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]47[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H). 








1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.89 – 5.67 (m, 9H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 
5.20 (s, 9H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 5.09 – 4.90 (m, 17H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 4.20 (t, 2H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 3.65 (s, 185H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 2.67 – 2.43 (m, 18H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 2.16 – 1.96 (m, 17H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H), 1.79 – 1.57 (m, 18H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]46[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]9H). 
Conversion = 97 % Mn(NMR) = 4000 g mol-1, Mn(GPC) = 12500 Ð = 1.18 
Figure 6.7 The raw GPC trace of PH3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.8 The raw GPC trace of PH4. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 










 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ= 5.75 (m, 15H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 5.20 
(m, 14H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 4.98 (m, 31H 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 4.18 (m, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 3.62 (m, 586H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 3.36 (m, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 2.53 (m, 28H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 2.06 (m, 29H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H), 1.70 (m, 28H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]147[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]15H).  








 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.76 (m, 26H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 5.21 
(m, 25H, (CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 5.00 (m, 53H, 
(CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 4.21 (m, 3H, 
(CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 3.64 (m, 562H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 2.56 (m, 51H, 
(CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 2.07 (m, 50H, 
(CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H), 1.70 (m, 49H, 
(CH3O[(CH2)2O]141[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]25H).  
Conversion = 98 % Mn(NMR) = 9400 g mol-1, Mn(GPC) = 26400 g mol-1 Ð = 1.26 
Figure 6.9 The raw GPC trace of PH5. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.10 The raw GPC trace of PH6. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 














6.11. Ring opening polymerisation of ɛCl 
In the glove box PEG-OH (0.740 g, 0.100 mmol, Mn = 5000), ɛCL (0.0.287 g, 2.50 mmol), 
MeAl[Salen] (8.10 x 10-2 g, 0.100 mmol) and toluene (1.69 g, 18.3 mmol) were added into an 
ampoule. The ampoule was placed in a preheated oil bath at 85 oC and stirred for 2 hrs. The 
polymerisation was terminated by precipitation into cold hexane (10 % MeOH). The Mn(NMR) was 
calculated by using the methoxy of the PEG group at 3.37 ppm (which was integrated to 3H) 
against the methylene peak of the PCl block at 4.04 ppm. 
PC1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.04 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 204H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H), 3.62 (s, 969H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H), 3.35 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H), 2.28 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 206H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H), 1.68 – 1.54 (m, 418H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H), 1.41 – 1.31 (m, 214H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H), 1.31 – 1.17 (m, 289H 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]242[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102H). 







Figure 6.11 The raw GPC trace of PH7. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.12 A schematic for the ring opening polymerisation of ɛ-caprolactione using a PEG macroinitiator. 
Figure 6.13 The raw GPC of PC1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 





PC2 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.04 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 200H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]146[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100H), 3.62 (m, 584H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]146[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100H), 3.36 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]146[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100H), 2.29 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 218H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]146[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100H), 1.64 (m, 413H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]146[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100H), 1.36 (m, 212H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]146[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100H). 









 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.05 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 87H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H), 3.63 
(m, 533H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H), 2.30 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 95H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H), 1.87 (s, 35H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H), 1.70 – 1.58 (m, 179H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H), 1.46 – 1.32 (m, 98H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]133[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]44H). 










Figure 6.15 The raw GPC of PC3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.14 The raw GPC of PC2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 





1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.05 (t, J = 13.4 Hz, 53H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H), 
3.63 (m, 206H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H), 2.30 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 57H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H), 1.74 (s, 26H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H), 
1.70 – 1.54 (m, 114H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H), 1.47 – 1.32 (m, 61H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]52[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]27H). 
Conversion = 94 % Mn(NMR) = 5400 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 12900 g mol-1 Ð = 1.63 
  
Figure 6.16 The raw GPC of PC4. The area between the two re vertical lines is where the Mn and Ð was calculated. 




6.12. Ring opening polymerisation of βHL using a PEG-b-PCL macroinitiator 
In the glove box PEG-pɛCL (0.200. g, 0.0200 mmol, Mn = 5000), βHL (0.0765 g, 0.600 mmol), 
MeAl[Salen] (0.0133 g, 0.0200 mmol) and toluene (0.277 g, 3.00 mmol) were added into an 
ampoule. The ampoule was placed in a preheated oil bath at 85 oC and stirred for 7.5 hrs. The 
polymerisation was terminated by precipitation into cold hexane (10 % MeOH). The Mn(NMR) was 
calculated by using the methoxy of the PEG group at 3.37 ppm (which was integrated to 3H) 
against the methylene peak of the PCl block at 4.04 ppm and the methine peak of the PHEL block 
at 5.13 ppm.  
PCH1 uses PC2 
 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.70 (s, 29H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]27H), 5.13 (s, 20H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 4.90 (m, 60H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 3.98 (t, J = 6.6 Hz, 
197H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 3.56 (s, 578H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 3.29 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 2.48 (s, 81H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 2.08 (s, 197H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 1.62 (s, 470H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H), 1.30 (s, 208H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]99[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]30H). 












Figure 6.17 A schematic for the ring opening polymerisation of βHL using a PEG-b-PCL macroinitiator. 
Figure 6.18 The raw GPC of PCH1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 




PCH2 uses PC1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.75 (m, 50H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 5.19 (s, 52H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 4.98 (m, 101H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 4.05 (t, J = 6.7 Hz, 
202H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 3.63 (m, 
971H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 2.55 (m, 106H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 2.29 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 
203H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 2.05 (m, 
101H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 1.67 (m, 
511H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H), 1.37 (m, 
204H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]241[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]50H). 








PCH3 uses PC3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.81 – 5.64 (m, 42H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 5.16 (s, 48H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 5.02 – 4.86 (m, 
86H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 4.00 (t, J = 7.6 
Hz, 87H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 3.58 (m, 
559H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 3.31 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 2.64 – 2.39 (m, 
100H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 2.24 (t, 
135H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 2.03 – 1.95 
(m, 192H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 1.71 – 
1.52 (m, 274H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H), 
1.38 – 1.26 (m, 93H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]140[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]43[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]48H). 
Conversion = N/A Mn(NMR) = 17100 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 121400 g mol-1 Ð = 1.40 
Figure 6.19 The raw GPC of PCH2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 










PCH4 uses PC4 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.89 – 5.70 (m, 19H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 5.21 (s, 21H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 5.09 – 4.93 (m, 38H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 4.06 (t, J = 13.4 Hz, 
45H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 3.64 (m, 197H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 2.66 – 2.46 (m, 40H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 2.30 (t, J = 15.0 Hz, 
48H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 2.15 – 1.99 (m, 
38H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 1.79 – 1.53 (m, 
148H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H), 1.44 – 1.32 
(m, 48H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]49[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]23[COCH2CH((CH2)2CHCH2)O]20H). 








Figure 6.20 The raw GPC of PCH3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.21 The raw GPC of PCH4. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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6.13. Representative thiol-ene click functionalisation 
The polymer containing βHL (0.15 g, 0.0303 mmmol) was added to a mixture of MCPA (0.45 g, 
4.24 mmol, 140 molar equivalents relative to the polymer), BAPOS (0.054 g, 0.212 mmol, 7 molar 
equivalents relative to the polymer) and DMF (1.50 mL, 19.4 mmol, 640 molar equivalent 
relative to the polymer). The mixture was split into 3 equal aliquots and irradiated with UV light 
for 2 minutes. The product was dialysed against water for 24 hours.  The Mn(NMR) was calculated 
by using the methoxy of the PEG group at 3.37 ppm (which was integrated to 3H) against the 
methylene peak of the PCl block at 4.04 ppm and the methine peak of the PHEL(S) block at 5.15 
ppm. 
PS1 uses PH2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.15 (s, 9H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]141 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H), 3.59 (m, 564H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]141 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H), 3.33 (s, 3H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]141 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H), 2.63 (m, 323H, 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H)), 2.24 (m, 40H, 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H)), 1.79 – 1.48 (m, 93H, 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H)), 1.35 (m, 19H, 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]9H)). 







PCS1 uses PCH1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.19 (s, 28H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]28H), 4.06 (t, 
J = 6.7 Hz, 206H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]28H), 3.64 
Figure 6.23 The raw GPC of PS2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 




CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]60[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]28H), 3.38 (s, 
3H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]18H), 
2.79 (m, 65H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]28H), 2.60 
(m, 177H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]144COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]102[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]28H), 2.31 (t, J 













PCS2 uses PCH2 
1H NMR (500 MHz ,CDCl3) δ 5.19 (s, 34H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 4.06 (t, 
J = 6.7 Hz, 168H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 3.64 (s, 
726H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 
3.38 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 2.77 (s, 
93H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 
2.73 – 2.44 (m, 211H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 2.30 (t, 
J = 7.5 Hz, 164H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 1.65 (s, 
436H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H), 
1.38 (s, 222H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]239[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]104[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]49H). 
Mn(NMR) = 33700 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 1057600 g mol-1, Ð = 1.19 
Figure 6.24 The raw GPC of PCS1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 










PCSiso uses PCH2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.19 (s, 50H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]246[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2SCH(CH3)COOH)O]50H), 4.06 








– 2.48 (m, 207H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]246[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]100[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2SCH(CH3)COOH)O]50H), 2.31 














PCS3 uses PCH3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.18 (s, 42H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 4.05 (t, J 
Figure 6.25 The raw GPC of PCS2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.26 The raw GPC of PCSISO. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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= 6.7 Hz, 92H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 3.63 (m, 
524H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 
3.37 (s, 3H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 2.76 (s, 
113H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 
2.70 – 2.45 (m, 247H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 2.30 (t, J 
= 6.9 Hz, 98H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 1.80 – 
1.50 (m, 331H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 1.50 – 
1.32 (m, 162H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H), 1.32 – 
1.21 (m, 41H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]131[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2S(CH2)2COOH)O]42H). 








6.14. Representative hydrophosphorylation of PHEL block 
The polymer (0.0800 g, 0.6300 mmol), dimethyl phosphate (1.30 cm-3, 14.2 mmol, 1200 molar 
equivalents relative to the polymer), and Manganese acetate (2.41 x 10-3 g, 9.84 x 10-3 mmol, 
0.83 molar equivalents relative to the polymer) were added into a flask and stirred at 90 oC for 
1.5 hours. The mixture was then dialysed for 24 hours and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated 
by using the methoxy of the PEG group at 3.37 ppm (which was integrated to 3H) against the 
methine peak of the PHEL(P) block at 5.17 ppm. 
 
 
Figure 6.27 The raw GPC of PCS3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.28 Schematic for the hydrophosphorylation of PEG-b-PHEL. 
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PCM1 uses PCH2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.17 (s, 46H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 4.06 (t, J = 
6.7 Hz, 168H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 3.73 (d, J = 
10.7 Hz, 250H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 3.64 (s, 
1007H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 
3.38 (s, 3H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 
2.55 (s, 100H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]48[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 2.30 (t, J = 
7.5 Hz, 99H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 1.74 - 1.64 (m, 628H, 
CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H), 1.38 (m, 
258H CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 34.48 
(CH3O[(CH2)2O]251[COCH2CH2CH2CH2CH2O]84[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]50H) 








PM1 uses PH6 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.17 (s, 14H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H), 3.73 (d, J = 10.5 Hz, 82H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H), 3.70 – 3.46 (m, 564H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H), 3.38 (s, 3H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H), 2.56 (s, 28H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H), 1.86 – 1.48 (m, 118H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H), 1.48 – 1.21 (m, 28H CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 34.40 (CH3O[(CH2)2O]147 [COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]14H). 
Mn(NMR) = 9800 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 23100 g mol-1 Ð = 1.46 
 
 
Figure 6.29 The raw GPC of PCM1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 









PM2 uses PH7 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 5.16 (s, 22H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H), 3.74 (s, 105H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H), 3.64 (s, 594H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H), 3.37 (s, 3H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H), 2.75 – 2.02 (m, 89H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H), 1.96 – 1.10 (m, 208H, CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 
[COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 34.48 (CH3O[(CH2)2O]148 [COCH2CH((CH2)2(CH2)2PO(OCH3)2)O]22H). 




6.15. RAFT polymerisations 
6.15.1. Representative RAFT polymerisation of MAPC1 
MAPC1 was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. MAPC1 (0.500 
g, 2.40 mmol), CPAD (0.0140 g, 0.0501 mmol), AIBN (2.88 x 10-3 g, 0.0175 mmol) and DMF (1.75 
cm-3, 22.6 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three 
freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 7 hours. The polymerisation was 
Figure 6.32 A schematic of the RAFT polymerisation of MAPC1. 
Figure 6.30 The raw GPC of PM1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6. 31 The raw GPC of PM2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was 
then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating 
the phenyl hydrogens of CPAD (equal to 5H) between 7.87 – 7.83 ppm against the methylene 
peak of PMAPC1 at 3.84 ppm. 
D1 uses DMF 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.87 (m, 2H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 7.54 (m, 1H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 7.38 (m, 2H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 4.25 (m, 126H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 3.84 (d, J = 10.6 Hz, 395H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.91 (m, 118H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.62 (m, 395H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.27 (m, 51H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.09 (m, 89H 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 0.86 (m, 156H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]63C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.44 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 
Conversion = 89 % Mn(NMR) = 13400 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = N/A  g mol-1 Ð = 1.69 
D2 uses DMAc 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCL3) δ 4.25 (s, 18H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]9C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 3.84 (d, J = 10.8 Hz, 57H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]9C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 2.07 – 1.78 (m, 16H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]9C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.78 – 1.37 (m, 18H), 1.34 – 0.79 (m, 
29H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]9C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 
Conversion = 80 % Mn(NMR) = 1900 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 276000 g mol-1 Ð =2.01 
Figure 6.33 The raw GPC of D1. The area between the two re vertical lines is where the Mn and Ð was calculated. The 









D3 uses DMAc 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.87 (m, 2H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 7.53 (m, 1H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 7.38 (m, 2H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 4.24 (m, 80H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 3.83 (d, J = 9.5 Hz, 250H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 2.60 (m, 4H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.93 – 1.40 (m, 83H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.28 – 1.01 (m, 130H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.37 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 







D4 uses DMSO 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.98 – 7.36 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 4.27 (s, 70H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 3.86 (d, J = 7.2 Hz, 228H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 260 – 2.40 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 2.10 – 1.52 (m, 103H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.45 – 1.23 (m, 26H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.18 – 0.76 (m, 102H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.41 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]35C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)). 
Figure 6.34 The raw GPC of D2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.35 The raw GPC of D3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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D5 uses DMAc 
 1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.02 – 7.34 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 4.34 – 4.18 (m, 106H 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.83 (d, 337H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.12 – 1.74 (m, 110H 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.74 – 1.42 (m, 88H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)) 1.18 – 0.82 (m, 165H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]53C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.37 
(C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]44C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH 








6.15.2. Representative RAFT polymerisation of MMA 
MMA was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. MMA (1.00 g, 
9.99 mmol), CPAD (0.0523 g, 0.187 mmol), AIBN (0.021 g, 0.0175 mmol) and dioxane (6.38 cm-
Figure 6.36 The raw GPC of D4. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.37 The raw GPC of D5. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.38 A schematic showing the RAFT polymerisation of MMA. 
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3, 74.9 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three 
freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 7 hours. The polymerisation was 
stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was 
then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The crude mixture was then dialyzed 
against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating the phenyl 
hydrogens of CPAD (equal to 5H) between 7.87 – 7.83 ppm against the methyl peak of PMMA  
at 3.60 ppm. 
N1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 7.94 – 7.31 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.59 (s, 74H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.54 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.11 – 1.69 (m, 50H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.49 – 1.16 (m, 17H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.12 – 0.75 (m, 65H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 








1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.93 – 7.33 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.60 (s, 72H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.62 – 2.21 (m, 10H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.03 – 1.73 (m, 43H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.51 – 1.16 (m, 18H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.14 – 0.73 (m, 64H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]24C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
Conversion = 51 % Mn(NMR) = 2400 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 10300 g mol-1 Ð =1.25 
Figure 6.39 The raw GPC of N1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 











1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.41 – 7.32 (m, 2H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.59 (s, 213H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71 C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.10 – 1.71 (m, 138H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.71 – 1.36 (m, 39H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.36 – 1.15 (m, 111H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.01 (s, 72H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 0.96 – 0.77 (m, 199H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 








1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.94 – 7.32 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.60 (s, 107H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.11 – 1.75 (m, 70H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.68 – 1.35 (m, 45H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.35 – 1.18 (m, 86H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.13 – 0.77 (m, 159H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
Conversion = 77 % Mn(NMR) = 3600 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 9700 g mol-1 Ð = 1.18 
Figure 6.41 The raw GPC of N3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.40 The raw GPC of N2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 










6.15.3. Representative RAFT polymerisation of TBuMA 
TBuMA was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. MMA (1.00 g, 
7.03 mmol), CPAD (0.0164 g, 0.0586 mmol), AIBN (0.00331 g, 0.0195 mmol) and DMAc (2.35 cm-
3, 25.2 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three 
freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 7 hours. The polymerisation was 
stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was 
then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating 
the phenyl hydrogens of CPAD (equal to 5H) between 7.87 – 7.83 ppm against the tert-butyl 
peak of PTBuMA between 1.58 – 1.31 ppm. 
 
T1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.87 – 7.30 (m, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]148C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.20 – 1.58 (m, 288H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]148C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.58 – 1.31 (m, 1333H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]148C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.20 – 0.89 (m, 407H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]148C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
Conversion = 82 % Mn(NMR) = 21000 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 14000 g mol-1 Ð = 1.24 
 
Figure 6.42 The raw GPC of N4. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 










6.15.4. Representative RAFT polymerisation of MAPC1 using a pMMA macroRAFT 
agent 
MAPC1 was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. MAPC1 (0.194 
g, 0.930 mmol), PMMA (0.0500 g, 0.0310 mmol), AIBN (0.00102 g, 0.00620 mmol) and DMAc 
(1.22 cm-3, 13.2 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via 
three freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 24 hours. The polymerisation 
was stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture 
was then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by 
integrating the methyl of PMMA (equal to hydrogens determine in section 6.15.2) between 3.60  
ppm against the methylene peak of PMAPC1 at 3.83 ppm. 
ND1 uses N1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.27 (m, 100H, C6H5CS2 [CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2 
CH2]50[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.83 (m, 310H, 
C6H5CS2CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]50[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.60 (s, 
69H, C6H5CS2 [CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2 CH2]50[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.20 
- 1.75 (m, 388H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]50[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)) 1.55 - 1.21 (m, 
40H), 1.09 - 0.84 (m, 223H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]50[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.37 (s, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]50[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH) 
Figure 6.44 The raw GPC of T1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green rectangle 
is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.45 A Schematic of the RAFT polymerisation of MAPC1 using a PMMA macroRAFT agent. 
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ND2 uses N2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.27 (m, 150H, C6H5CS2 [CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2 
CH2]75[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.85 (d, J = 10Hz, 473H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]75[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.60 (s, 69H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]75[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.99 - 1.82 
(m, 186H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]75[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH)), 1.51 - 1.25 (m, 
88H), 1.09 - 0.83 (m, 306H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]75[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.36 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]75[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH) 









Figure 6.46 The raw GPC of ND1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.47 The raw GPC of ND2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 




6.15.5. Representative RAFT polymerisation of DMAE using a PMMA macroRAFT agent 
 
DMAE was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. DMAE (0.15 g, 
0.954 mmol), PMMA (0.126 g, 0.0286 mmol), AIBN (0.00313 g, 0.00191 mmol) and DMAc (1.06 
cm-3, 11.5 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three 
freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 7 hours. The polymerisation was 
stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was 
then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating 
the methyl of PMMA (equal to hydrogens determine in section 6.15.2) at 3.60 ppm against the 
methylene peak of PDMAE at 4.06 ppm. 
NDA1 uses N3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.06 (s, 201H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.59 (s, 
213H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 
2.56 (s, 201H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.28 (s, 
204H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 
2.07 – 1.74 (m, 423H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.49 – 
1.18 (m, 186H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.11 – 
0.96 (m, 180H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 0.95 – 
0.77 (m, 396H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]99[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 








Figure 6.49 The raw GPC of NDA1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 




6.15.6. Representative RAFT polymerisation of HEMA using a PMMA macroRAFT agent 
HEMA was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. HEMA (0.15 g, 
1.15 mmol), PMMA (0.127 g, 0.0288 mmol), AIBN (0.00316 g, 0.00192 mmol) and DMAc (1.07 
cm-3, 11.5 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three 
freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 7 hours. The polymerisation was 
stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was 
then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating 
the methyl of PMMA (equal to hydrogens determine in section 6.15.2) at 3.60 ppm against the 
methylene peak of PHEMA at 4.09 ppm. 
NDE1 uses N3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, MeOD) δ 4.09 (s, 232H 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.82 (s, 
244H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 3.70, 
(s, 213H, , C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 
2.25 – 1.80 (m, 309H 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.74 – 1.62 
(m, 29H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 
1.40 – 1.28 (m, 38H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.23 – 0.82 
(m, 487H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]116[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 









Figure 6.51 The raw GPC of NDE1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.50 A schematic showing the RAFT polymerisation of HEMA using a PMMA macroRAFT agent. 
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6.15.7. Representative RAFT polymerisation of TBuMA using a PMMA macroRAFT 
agent 
HEMA was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. HEMA (0.15 g, 
1.06 mmol), PMMA (0.127 g, 0.0288 mmol), AIBN (0.00316 g, 0.00192 mmol) and DMAc (1.07 
cm-3, 11.5 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three 
freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 3 hours. The polymerisation was 
stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was 
then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating 
the methyl of PMMA (equal to hydrogens determine in section 6.15.2) at 3.60 ppm against the 
tert-butyl group of PTBuMA between 1.49 – 1.33 ppm. 
NDT1 uses N3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.60 (s, 213H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]43[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71 C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.99 – 1.76 (m, 
177H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]43[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.49 – 1.33 
(m, 389H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]43[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.32 – 
1.14 (m, 54H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]43[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 
1.14 – 0.78 (m, 336H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]43[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]71C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH).  







NDT2 uses N4 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.60 (s, 108H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]29[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 2.07 – 1.69 (m, 
129H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]29[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.54 – 1.30 
(m, 257H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]29[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH), 1.20 – 
0.74 (m, 186H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]29[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]36C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COOH). 
Conversion = 75 % Mn(NMR) = 7700 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 13100 g mol-1 Ð = 1.27 
Figure 6.53 The raw GPC trace of NDT1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 




6.15.8. Representative RAFT polymerisation of MMA using a PEG-b-PMAPC1 
macroRAFT agent 
MMA was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. MMA (0.194 g, 
0.930 mmol), PMAPC1 (0.0500 g, 0.0310 mmol), AIBN (0.00102 g, 0.00620 mmol) and DMAc 
(1.22 cm-3, 13.2 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via 
three freeze-pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 24 hours. The polymerisation 
was stopped when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture 
was then dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by 
integrating the methoxy of PEG (equal to 3H) at 3.38 ppm against the methyl peak of PMMA at 
3.60 ppm and the methylene peak of PMAPC1 at 3.83 ppm. 
PDN1 uses PD3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.26 (s, 11H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
), 3.83 (d, 40H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
), 3.73 – 3.60 (m 263H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
), 3.38 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
), 2.10 – 1.76 (m, 66H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
), 1.76 – 1.49 (m, 36H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
), 1.49 – 1.18 (m, 19H), 1.17 – 0.72 (m, 104H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3
). 
Figure 6. 54 The raw GPC trace of NDT2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.55 A schematic showing the RAFT polymerisation of MMA using a PMAPC1 macroRAFT agent. 
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31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.37 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]46CH3
). 







PDN2 uses PD1 
1H NMR (500 MHzCDCl3) δ 4.25 (m, 22H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3), 3.83 (d, J = 10.1 Hz, 70H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3), 3.73 – 3.46 (m, 631H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3), 2.01 – 1.75 (m, 38H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3), 1.61 – 1.15 (m, 66H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3), 1.13 – 0.76 (m, 116H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.39 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146C
H3),  






Figure 6.56 The raw GPC trace of PDN1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.57 The raw GPC trace of PDN2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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PDN3 uses PD2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ, 3.70 – 3.50 (m, 655H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]50[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]126C
H3),3.37 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]50[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]126C
H3), 2.00 – 1.42 (m, 87H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]50[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]22C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]126C
H3), 1.42 – 0.74 (m, 220H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]50[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]23C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]126C
H3). 








6.15.9. Representative RAFT polymerisation of MMA using a PTBuMA-PEG macroRAFT 
MMA was first passed through a basic alumina column to remove the inhibitor. MMA (0.0.35 g, 
0.930 mmol), PT1 (0.120 g, 0.0233 mmol), AIBN (0.0013 g, 0.0078 mmol) and DMAc (0.93 cm-3, 
10.0 mmol) were added into an ampoule and sealed. The mixture was degassed via three freeze-
pump-thaw-degas cycle then left to stir at 70 oC for 24 hours. The polymerisation was stopped 
when cooled the mixture was cooled down and opened to air. The crude mixture was then 
dialyzed against water for 24 hrs and lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating the 
methoxy of PEG (equal to 3H) at 3.38 ppm against the tert-butyl peak of PTBuMA between  1.51 
– 1.35 ppm and the methylene peak of PMAPC1 at 3.83 ppm. 
PTN1 uses PT1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.73 – 3.46 (m, 235H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]16[CCH3(OC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 3.38 
(s, 3H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]16[CCH3(OC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 
2.15 – 1.74 (m, 117H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]16[CCH3(OC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 1.51 – 
1.35 (m, 436H, 
Figure 6.59 A schematic showing the RAFT polymerisation of MMA using a PTBuMA-PEG macroRAFT agent. 
Figure 6.58 The raw GPC trace of PDN3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]16[CCH3(OC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 1.19 – 
0.80 (m, 180H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]16[CCH3(OC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3). 








6.16. Representative PEGlaytions of RAFT polymers 
The polymer (0.100 g, 0.0138 mmol), PEG (0.100, 0.00553 mmol, Mn = 114) 4 molar equivalents 
in respect to the polymer), DMAP (4.03 x 10-3 g, 0.00346 mmol, 2.5 molar equivalents in respect 
to the polymer), EDC (0.0859 g, 0.553 mmol, 10 molar equivalents in respect to the polymer) 
and DCM (0.176 cm-3, 2.77 mmol) were added into a vial. The mixture was stirred at room 
temperature for 24 hrs. Then the mixture was dialysed against water for 24 hrs then lyophilized. 
The Mn(NMR) was calculated by integrating the methoxy of PEG (equal to 3H) at 3.38 ppm against 
the characteristic peaks of the other monomers mentioned in the previous experimental 
sections. 
PND1 uses ND1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.25 (m, 19H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 3.83 
(d, J = 12 Hz , 55H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140C




H3), 3.38 (s, 3H, (m, 19H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]114CH3), 2.04 
- 1.78 (m, 116H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140C
Figure 6.60 The raw GPC of PTN1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.61 A schematic showing the PEGylation of PMAPC1. 
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H3), 1.09 - 0.85 (m, 41H, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.33 (d, C6H5CS2 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3) 







PND2 uses ND2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.27 (s, 6H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3), 3.85 (s, 16H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3), 3.64 (s, 487H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3), 3.60 (s, 34H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3), 3.38 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3), 2.06 – 1.76 (m, 15H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3), 1.31 – 0.76 (m, 30H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.19 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]122CH
3). 
Mn(NMR) = 7100 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 21500 g mol-1 Ð = 1.57 
  
Figure 6.62 The raw GPC of PND1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 











PD1 uses D3 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.25 (m, 24H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12 
C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3), 3.83 (d, J = 10.6 Hz, 73H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3), 3.64 (m, 584H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3), 3.37 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3), 2.07 – 1.84 (m, 31H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3), 1.65 (s, 81H), 1.39 – 
0.80 (m, 68H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.31 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3) 







PD2 uses D4 
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 4.15 (s, 5H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 3.75 (m, 507H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 3.43 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 3.31 – 3.12 (m, 
32H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 3.06 – 2.89 
(m, 22H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 2.41 – 
1.89 (m, 16H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 1.52 
Figure 6.64 The raw GPC of PD1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.63 The raw GPC of PND2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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– 1.16 (m, 8H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3), 1.04 
– 0.85 (m, 5H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, D2O) δ 15.08 
(C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]40C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]126OCH). 
 







PD3 uses D1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.25 (m, 14H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7 
C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 3.84 (d, J = 9.3 Hz, 46H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 3.64 (m, 196H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 3.38 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 2.05 – 1.83 (m, 15H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 1.41 – 1.16 (m, 15H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 1.16 – 0.77 (m, 34H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.38 (d, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]7 
C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3). 







PD4 uses D5 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 4.25 (s, 12H 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 3.83 (d, J = 10.6 
Hz, 38H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 3.65 (s, 
Figure 6. 65 The raw GPC trace of PD2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.66 The raw GPC trace of PD3. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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188H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 3.38 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 2.09 – 1.72 (m, 
25H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3(CH2PO(OCH3)2)CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3), 1.57 – 0.76 
(m, 37H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3). 
31P NMR (202 MHz, CDCl3) δ 21.41 (d, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OCH3)2CH2]6C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3). 








PNA1 uses NA1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CD3CO2D) δ 4.74 – 4.28 (m, 26H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]7[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]47OC
H3), 3.68 (m, 186H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]7[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]47OC
H3), 3.65 (s, 35H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]7[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]47OC
H3), 3.39 (s, 7H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]7[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]47OC
H3), 3.13 – 3.00 (m, 45H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]13[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]47OC
H3), 1.56 – 0.83 (m, 81H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2N(CH3)2)CH2]13[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]47OC
H3). 
Mn(NMR) = 4400 g mol-1 Mn(GPC) = 14800 g mol-1 Ð = 1.43 
PNE1 uses NE1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, MeOD) δ 4.09 (s, 24H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12 
[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]50OCH3), 3.82 (s, 24H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]50OCH3), 
3.67 (m, 202H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12 
[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]50OCH3), 3.40 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]50OCH3), 
2.88 – 2.42 (m, 16H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]43OCH3), 
2.26 – 1.86 (m, 42H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]43OCH3), 
Figure 6.67 The raw GPC trace of PD4. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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1.73 – 1.48 (m, 4H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]50OCH3), 
1.40 – 0.86 (m, 72H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH2)2OH)CH2]12 
[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O(CH2)2]50OCH3). 








PNT1 uses NT2 






– 1.63 (m, 60H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]50CH3), 1.44 
(s, 86H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]10 
[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]2C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]50CH3), 1.30 – 0.77 (m, 68H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]50CH3). 








PNT2 uses NT1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.62 (s, 191H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]6[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]48CH3), 3.58 
Figure 6.68 The raw GPC of PNE1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangles are the areas which the Mn and Ð were calculated. 
Figure 6.69 The raw GPC of PNT1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 











– 0.76 (m, 48H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(CH3)3CH2]6[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]48CH3). 








PT1 uses T1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, CDCl3) δ 3.63 (m, 186H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O((CH2)2)]47OCH3), 3.37 (s, 3H. 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O((CH2)2)]47OCH3), 2.18 – 1.71 (m, 43H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O((CH2)2)]47OCH3), 1.57 – 1.22 (m, 186H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O((CH2)2)]47OCH3), 1.18 – 0.93 (m, 53H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOC(CH3)3)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2CO[O((CH2)2)]47OCH3). 








Figure 6.70 The raw GPC of PNT2. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
Figure 6.71 The raw GPC of PT1. The blue rectangles are where the baseline was corrected to and the green 
rectangle is the area which the Mn and Ð was calculated. 
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6.17. Representative deprotection of the phosphorous containing polymer 
TMSBr (0.147 g, 0.962 mmol, 2 molar equivalences in respect to number of MAPC1 units) was 
added to a solution of polymer (0.100 g, 0.0272 mmol) in anhydrous dichloromethane (1.33 cm3, 
15.6 mmol) and stirred for 4 hours at room temperature. After 4 hours, the mixture was 
concentrated under reduced pressure and methanol (3.96 cm3, 12.3 mmol) was added and the 
mixture was stirred for 1 hour at room temperature. The mixture was dialyzed for 24 hours 
against water and then lyophilized. The Mn(NMR) was calculated subtracting Mn of the two methyl 
groups of the phosphonate from the Mn(NMR) of the deprotected polymer precursor.  
PNF1 uses PND1 




(s, 3H, [CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 
2.39 – 1.75 (m, 20H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 1.46 – 
0.72 (m, 39H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]19C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3). 
Mn(NMR) = 9800 g mol-1  
 
PNF2 uses PND2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 4.21 (bs, 14H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 3.76 
(m, 576H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 3.43 (s, 
3H, [CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 
3.32 – 3.12 (m, 6H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 2.48 – 
1.72 (m, 21H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3), 1.45 – 
0.75 (m, 40H, 
[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3). 
 
31P NMR (202 MHz, D2O) δ 5.27 
([CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]3[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]11C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]140CH3. 
Mn(NMR) = 7800 g mol-1 
 
 
Figure 6.72 A schematic shows the deprotection of polyphosphonates using trimethylsiyl bromide. 
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PFN1 uses PDN1 
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 4.32 (s, 38H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 
3.76 (m, 208H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 
3.44 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 
2.47 – 1.65 (m, 51H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3), 
1.65 – 0.69 (m, 65H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]22[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]7C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]49CH3 ). 
Mn(NMR) = 5600 g mol-1  
 
PFN2 uses PDN2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 4.15 (s, 15H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3)
, 3.75 (m, 588H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3)
, 3.43 (s, 3H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3)
, 3.21 (m, 37H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3)
, 2.93 (s, 29H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3)
, 2.10 (s, 31H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3)
, 1.01 (s, 58H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]15[CCH3(COOCH2PO(OH)2CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]146CH3) 
Mn(NMR) = 10300 g mol-1  
 
PF1 uses PD4 
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 4.26 (s, 527H, 
C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OH)2CH2]5C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]38CH3), 2.35 – 1.61 (m, 
639H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OH)2CH2]5C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]38CH3), 1.38 – 0.65 
(m, 1017H, C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OH)2CH2]5C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]38CH3). 
 31P NMR (202 MHz, D2O) δ 16.46 
(C6H5CS2[CCH3(COOCH3CH2PO(OH)2CH2]5C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]38CH3. 





6.18. Representitive deprotection of pTBuMA polymers 
 
The polymer (0.100 g) was dissolved in DMSO (0.250 cm3, 3.52 mmol) and then TFA (4.75 cm3, 
0.0621 mol) so that the final concentration of polymer was 20 mg cm-3 in 5 / 95 (v/v) DMSO / 
TFA. The mixture was stirred for 3 hrs at room temperature before the TFA was removed at 
reduced pressure with dioxane (3 x 2 cm3). Deionised water (4 cm3) was added to the polymer 
and slowing basified with 10 M NaOH. Then the mixture was washed with EtOAc (3 x 4 cm3) and 
the aqueous solution was collected and dialysed against water for 24 hrs before being 
lyophilised. The Mn(NMR) was calculated subtracting Mn of the tert-butyl group of the PTBuMA 
from the Mn(NMR) of the deprotected polymer precursor. 
PNQ1 uses PNT2 
1H NMR (500 MHz, D2O) δ 3.76 (m, 188H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOH)CH2]6[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]48CH3), 3.43 (s, 
3H, C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOH)CH2]6[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]48CH3), 1.38 
– 0.85 (m, 9H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOH)CH2]6[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]48CH3). 
Mn(NMR) = 3800 g mol-1 
 
PNQ2 uses PNT1 




– 1.59 (m, 46H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(OH)CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]50CH3), 1.42 
– 0.75 (m, 44H, 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COO(OH)CH2]10[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]12C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]50CH3) 
Mn(NMR) = 4300 g mol-1  
 
PQN1 uses PTN1 
Vmax / cm-1 3340 (OH, bs), (1674, C=O), (1539, C=O), 1435(CH3), (1184, C-O), (1130, C-O) 
C6H5CS2[CCCH3(COOCH3)CH2]16[CCH3(COOH)CH2]21C(CH3CN)(CH2)2COO[(CH2)2O]47CH3) 
Mn= 4300 g mol-1  
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Appendix Line profile graphs 

















Figure A-2 The line profile graph of enamel control sample 1. Figure A-1 The line profile graph of enamel control sample 2a. 














Figure A-6 A line profile graph of enamel control sample 3a. Figure A-5 A line profile graph of enamel control sample 3b. 
Figure A-8 A line profile graph of enamel control sample 3c. 
Figure A-7 A line profile graph of enamel control sample 4. 
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b. Line profile graphs of the PFN1 covered enamel disc samples  


















Figure A-10 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 1 Figure A-9 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 1 




















Figure A-14 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 3a. 
Figure A-13 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 3b. 





















Figure A-18 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 4b. Figure A-17 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 5. 




















Figure A-22 The line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 2 Figure A-21 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 3 






















Figure A-26 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 5 Figure A-25 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 5 






















Figure A-30 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 1. Figure A-29 The line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 2. 






















Figure A-34 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 4a. Figure A-33 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 4b. 
Figure A-35 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 4c. Figure A-36 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PFN1 sample 5 
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c. Line profile graphs of the PF1 covered enamel disc samples  


















Figure A-37 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 1a. Figure A-38 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 1b. 
Figure A-39 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 2a. Figure A-40 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm






















Figure A-41 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 3a. Figure A-42 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 3b. 
Figure A-43 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 4a. Figure A-44 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm






















Figure A-45 The line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 5. 






















Figure A-48 The line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 2. Figure A-49 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 3a. 






















Figure A-52 The line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 5. 
Figure A-54 The line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 1. Figure A-53 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm






















Figure A-55 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 2b. Figure A-56 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm
-3 of PF1 sample 3a. 











  Figure A-59 A line profile graph of enamel with 1 mg cm-3 of PF1 sample 4b. 
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d. Line profile graphs of the PNE1 covered enamel disc samples  

















Figure A-61 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 1a. Figure A-60 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 1b. 






















Figure A-65 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 3b. Figure A-64 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm
-3 of PNE1 sample 4a. 






















Figure A-68 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.02 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 5b. 




















Figure A-71 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 1c. Figure A-72 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 2a. 






















Figure A-76 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 3b. Figure A-75 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 4a. 
Figure A- 77 A line profile graph of enamel with 0.1 mg cm-3 of PNE1 sample 4b. 
